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1 Foreword
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Dialogue and deliberation are not new, they are deeply embedded in a cultural tradition which goes back to Plato and the Athenian
democracy. And yet, there is something immensely exciting about the more recent revival of interest in these practices and the ideas that stand
behind them.
The story of the reawakening of the academic interest in dialogue and deliberation has already been told by both communication scholars
and political scientists. Many of the key thinkers who inspired this movement appear in this booklet: American philosopher and democratic
reformer, John Dewey; Jewish philosopher Martin Buber; Brazilian educator and theorist of critical pedagogy, Paulo Freire; and American
physicist and philosopher, David Bohm. The great relearning started at the turn of the twentieth century but took several decades to bear fruit.
This booklet shows the collective achievement of the work carried out by innumerable academics and communication practitioners in the
½IPHWSJGSQQYRMX]HIZIPSTQIRXTSPMG]QEOMRKERHIHYGEXMSREW[IPPEWETTPMIHGSQQYRMGEXMSRJSVI\EQTPIMRSVKERM^EXMSREPSVWGMIRGI
communication.
%WGSQQYRMGEXMSRMWQ]EGEHIQMG½IPH-EQFSYRHXSGSQQIRXSRXLIGIRXVEPMX]SJGSQQYRMGEXMSRXSXLI[E]MR[LMGL[IRS[XLMROEFSYX
science and politics, as well as social institutions and practices. Much academic work now acknowledges the importance of framing and of
discursive practices for substantive outcomes of expert work; we can now also add dialogue and deliberation to the list of such important
communication concepts. Learning about dialogue and deliberation, but more importantly practicing dialogue and deliberation in the way in
which we now understand and handle them is intellectually and emotionally invigorating. Being involved in public engagement as designers of
such activities connects us as academics with the worlds outside our institutions in ways that can be transformative: to us as experts, citizens, and
LYQERFIMRKWXSTISTPI[IXEPOXSSVXSYWIEQSVIETX%QIVMGERTLVEWIXEPO[MXLERH½REPP]XSMRWXMXYXMSRWERHGSQQYRMXMIWXLEX[IFVMRK
into the room with us during such engagement encounters. It can be great fun; it is always hard work, but it is also never dull.
This booklet is an excellent introduction to these practices and their underpinning ideas. It is accessible, yet thorough; it is explicit about the
principles and ways of putting them into practice. And last but not least, Oliver manages to convey in these pages his own passion for the subject
and thus gives the reader an insight that goes beyond textbook exposition. I know I shall certainly keep this booklet to hand on my desk.

Dr Magda Pieczka
Queen Margaret University, Edinburgh

2 Introduction
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There is a lot of talk about ‘dialogue’. It is
one of those terms which, like ‘community’
or ‘partnership’, are often associated with
positive feelings. The overuse of the term,
however, has produced bewilderment
amongst public engagement (hereafter PE)
practitioners. For instance, in UK policy
HSGYQIRXW[ISJXIR½RHHMEPSKYIEWE
synonym of conversation, consultation,
participation, dissemination, deliberation,
collaboration, and so on. If dialogue continues
to be used with so many different meanings,
there is a risk that it may end up meaning
nothing at all. In this booklet I join a growing
cohort of scholars and practitioners2 that
VIWIVZIXLIXIVQHMEPSKYIJSVEQSVIWTIGM½G
type of communication.
My aim is to introduce a summarised,
communication-focussed view of various
approaches to public dialogue and
deliberation. I intend to bring together ideas
JVSQZEVMSYWHMWGMTPMRIWERH½IPHWSJTVEGXMGI
and to explore how we can put them to
work towards meaningful public engagement.
I will focus on face-to-face interaction. I
appreciate the importance of Internet-based
communication, but that is not my concern
here, although some ideas may apply to
that context too3. In general, I have chosen
to pay more attention to those questions
that have come up repeatedly as I engaged
in conversations about theory and practice
with practitioners. My aim is not to provide
a comprehensive take on these issues, but
to outline some basic approaches that I have
found useful, and to signpost the reader to
a variety of resources (websites, handbooks,
case studies, articles) from diverse disciplines
– hence the exhaustive referencing. I have
XVMIHXSTVSZMHIXLIWSVXSJ³QETXSXLI½IPH´
that I wish was available when I began to do
research on the topic.
This is not intended to be a how-to guide,
but a theoretical companion to Dialogue in

Public Engagement: A Handbook4, written by
Wendy Faulkner and published by Edinburgh
Beltane in the same collection as this booklet.
The Handbook was developed as a hands-on
resource for participants in the Edinburgh
Beltane Dialogue Techniques for Public
Engagement courses which Wendy Faulkner
developed, in collaboration with Heather
Rea and myself. You can access it online
at: http://edinburghbeltane.net/content/
dialoguehandbook.
Technique and skill are, no doubt, critical
in our work, and networks such as the UK
Beacons for Public Engagement have done
a lot to develop and share best practice.
However, despite all the talk about dialogue,
or perhaps because of it, there is much
GSRJYWMSREQSRKWXTVEGXMXMSRIVWMRXLI½IPH5
I hope that it will be useful to propose a
communication framework, and to some
extent a mindset, to encourage thinking about
fostering, facilitating, and engaging in dialogue
and deliberation. Accordingly, I will introduce
key tenets of communication theory that
underpin dialogic approaches, so that you can
then adapt or develop formats to suit your
context.
The rhetoric of dialogue is sometimes
adopted rather uncritically in academic
and policy circles. Too often that rhetoric is
deployed with little understanding of the
variety of principles and practices enacted in
dialogic communication. How can dialogue
be conceptualized and distinguished
from other forms of communication?
On what assumptions is it based? How
is communication understood? What
does it take to facilitate it? What kinds of
processes make it possible? What ideas about
democracy underpin it? What kind of changes
in academic and policy-making cultures does
it call for?
These are fundamental questions.
Unfortunately, lack of clarity in this area

affects not only participants, but also PE
TVEGXMXMSRIVW[LS½RHXLIQWIPZIWMRXLI
predicament of having to translate vague
ideas into meaningful practices. This booklet
aims to suggest a mindset and a framework
for thinking through these challenges. To be
sure, there are many approaches to dialogue
and deliberation; I will not represent them all
here. Instead, I present a combination of ideas
XLEXLSTIJYPP]LIPTXSQEOIWIRWISJXLI½IPH
I have so far referred to ‘public engagement
practitioners’ as if they formed a clearly
HI½RIHKVSYT3JGSYVWIXLEXMWRSXXLI
case. In UK academia, for example, there is
a range of people involved in PE practice,
e.g.: from senior academics to junior
researchers and students across various
HMWGMTPMRIWERHJVSQGSQQYRMGEXMSRSJ½GIVW
to knowledge exchange practitioners in a
variety of departments, centres, and research
groups. Public engagement practice in the
UK, however, has a longer history in areas
such as local government, urban planning, or
XLI2EXMSREP,IEPXL7IVZMGI[LIVIEVERKI
of professionals specialise in ‘community
engagement’ or ‘public involvement’. In
other words, engagement work is becoming
ERIWXEFPMWLIH½IPHSJTVEGXMGIMRQYPXMTPI
contexts.
This booklet seeks to speak to those
practitioners, whatever their context, whose
work entails creating public forums for
meaningful conversations. In particular, I have
taken as imaginary readers those practitioners
and students that I have had the fortune to
work with. If, with pragmatist and deliberative
thinkers, we agree that communication is the
very fabric of democratic life, then pondering
over the quality of communication in public
engagement becomes critical. Thinking about
dialogic communication encourages us to
interrogate our public engagement work,
the role our research institutions should
play in society, and the ways in which we
can develop collective capacity to deal with
complex issues.

7IIJSVMRWXERGI4378  3TIRGLERRIPW4YFPMGHMEPSKYIMRWGMIRGIERHXIGLRSPSK]0SRHSR4EVPMEQIRXEV]3J½GISJ7GMIRGIERH8IGLRSPSK]*SVEREREP]WMWSJTSPMG]

 WXEXIQIRXWSRHMEPSKYIMRXLIGSRXI\XSJWGMIRGIWII4MIG^OE1 )WGSFEV3 F (MEPSKYI-RRSZEXMSRMRTSPMG]QEOMRKERHXLIHMWGSYVWISJIRKEKIQIRX60th Conference of the
Political Studies Association. Edinburgh.



Scholars and practitioners who distinguish dialogue from other types of interaction are not only found in philosophy (Gadamer, Buber) and communication studies (Bakhtin, Pearce &
 4IEVGI%RHIVWSR 'MWWRE(IIX^ 7MQTWSR FYXEPWSMRTEVXMGMTEXSV]ERHHIPMFIVEXMZIXLISV] 0IZMRI+EWXMP *YRK6SFIVXW7TERS GSR¾MGXQIHMEXMSR ,IV^MK 'LEWMR0MXXPINSLR
& Domenici), policy analysis (Forester, Innes & Booher), management and organizational studies (Isaacs, Schein, Dixon, Yankelovich), education theory (Freire, Burbules), and even
humanism inspired by quantum physics (Bohm). See bibliography for works from these authors and practitioners.
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7IIJSVMRWXERGI)ZERW/+  :MVXYEPHMEPSKYIERHHIQSGVEXMGGSQQYRMX]-R63&)6872' IH The transformative power of dialogue. Amsterdam ; London: JAI.
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*EYPORIV;  (MEPSKYIMRTYFPMGIRKEKIQIRX%LERHFSSO)HMRFYVKL)HMRFYVKL&IPXERI 9/&IEGSRWJSV4YFPMG)RKEKIQIRX 
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7II4MIG^OE1 )WGSFEV3 F (MEPSKYI-RRSZEXMSRMRTSPMG]QEOMRKERHXLIHMWGSYVWISJIRKEKIQIRXXL'SRJIVIRGISJXLI4SPMXMGEP7XYHMIW%WWSGMEXMSR)HMRFYVKL%2( 
 4MIG^OE1 )WGSFEV3 G 8LIIRKEKIVW8LITVSJIWWMSREPMWEXMSRSJWGMIRGITYFPMGIRKEKIQIRXMR7GSXPERHXL7GMIRGIERHXLI4YFPMG'SRJIVIRGI-QTIVMEP'SPPIKIERH7GMIRGI
Museum, London.
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Box 1 – Discovering dialogue and deliberation: A personal story

1]MRXIVIWXMRTYFPMGHMEPSKYIERHHIPMFIVEXMSRFIKERMRXLI[MRXIVSJEXXLI9RMZIVWMX]SJ7ERXMEKSHI'SQTSWXIPE +EPMGME7TEMR -X[EWXLI½REP
]IEVSJQ]HIKVIIMRTSPMXMGWERHPMXXPIHMH-ORS[-[EWEFSYXXSPIEVRQSVIMRXLIRI\XXLVIIQSRXLWXLERMRXLITVIZMSYW½ZI]IEVW
The Spanish government at the time was preparing a new legal framework for our universities (the Ley Orgánica de Universidades, or LOU). The LOU
was controversial. Most student organisations saw it as a threat to our public education system, as well as to our capacity - as students - to contribute to
university policies. This set in motion one of the largest ever student mobilizations in our young democracy. The interesting part, however, was how this
took place.
The diverse landscape of the student union movement in Santiago was the result of a long history of acrimony amongst various factions across the
ideological spectrum. Accordingly, student organisations acted as homogeneous blocks with entrenched ideas and ways of working. Adversarial show-offs
and deprecating routines were commonplace. This put many students off from getting involved at all.
;LIRXLI039TVSXIWXWFIKERQER]RSREJ½PMEXIHWXYHIRXW[ERXIHXSKIXMRZSPZIH-R7ERXMEKSXLMWQIERXXLEXJVSQXLIZIV]½VWXJSVYQWEHMJJIVIRX
spirit started to settle in. Unconcerned with the internal dramas of the student unions’ world, these non-partisan participants brought with them
alternative ideas and communication patterns. Soon a tacit consensus sank in: this was not going to be simply a series of strikes spearheaded by various
student unions, this was to become a student assembly movement, including a broad range of participants.
%GGSVHMRKP]EWWIQFPMIW[IVIJSVQIHMRIEGL*EGYPX]ERHXLIVI[EWEPWSEKIRIVEPEWWIQFP]8LI]X]TMGEPP]MRGPYHIHEHMZIVWMX]SJRSREJ½PMEXIHWXYHIRXW
EW[IPPEWWXYHIRXVITVIWIRXEXMZIW[LS[IVIRSXYWIHXSWMXXSKIXLIVERHHMWGYWWMWWYIWSJGSQQSRGSRGIVR3RISJXLI½VWXGSPPIGXMZIHIGMWMSRW
[EWJSVXLIYRMSRWXSTYXHS[RXLIMVVIWTIGXMZI¾EKWERHFERRIVW)ZIV]SRIEGGITXIHXLEXXLIEWWIQFPMIW[SYPHQEOIXLIHIGMWMSRWERHPIEHXLI
mobilizations collectively.
The assembly movement became a truly creative operation in which thousands of participants became involved. Firstly, we discussed how to organise
ourselves. Soon we decided that we might as well take advantage of our disciplinary structures. Accordingly, the Faculty of Law’s assembly would be in
charge of proposing amendments to the LOU, as well as coming up with an alternative law altogether. The assembly at the Faculty of Politics would lead
on political strategy. The one in Journalism would coordinate anything to do with the media. The one in History would lead on daily activities and keep
records. And so on and so forth. These assemblies were open to everyone. We met early in the morning, and then reported to everyone during the
evening’s general assembly.
You may begin to gather that this gave place to something beyond the typical string of demonstrations. One of the initiatives, for instance, was to
take academic activities to the streets of Santiago. Accordingly, many of our lectures and forums were taken to public squares and corners. To do this,
we forged an alliance with teachers, researchers and staff. During those three months the university was not simply brought to a halt, but actually
transformed into the kind of alternative university that the assembly was building as a vision.
Santiago is a quintessential students’ city, and thus, we soon gathered substantial public support, from small businesses to various organizations (including
local media), as well as individual citizens. Daily public activities (e.g. street art, symbolic events), alternative university sessions, and ongoing assemblies
became the signature of the process. Therefore, alongside the demonstrations, myriad parallel processes of public dialogue and deliberation took place.
This multiplication of civic conversations across spaces became, in my mind, the closest thing I had witnessed to the vibrant public sphere advocated
F]WSQIHIQSGVEXMGXLISVMWXW8LMWTYFPMGWTLIVIQEXIVMEPMWIHMRQYPXMTPIGSRZIVWEXMSRWJVSQWXVIIXGSVRIVWXSGPEWWVSSQWJVSQWLSTWXSSJ½GIW
JVSQQIHMESYXPIXWXSPMZMRKVSSQWEGVSWW7ERXMEKS*SVQER]SJYWXLSWI[IVIXLVIIQSRXLWSJLSYV[SVOMRKHE]WGLEVEGXIVMWIHF]GSRWXERX
communicative action.
For the assemblies to work, we had to get beyond the usual communication rituals and transform previous patterns of confrontational interaction. In
SXLIV[SVHW[ILEHXS½RHRI[[E]WSJXEPOMRKXSIEGLSXLIV[E]W[LMGL[SYPHEPPS[YWXSYRHIVWXERHMWWYIWERHTSWMXMSRWERHXSJSWXIVGSPPIGXMZI
intelligence, in order to engage in collaborative decision-making.
8SFIWYVIXLMW[EWRSXERIEW]TVSGIWWERHXLIMHIEPMWXXSRISJQ]EGGSYRXWLSYPHRSXSFWGYVIXLIJEGXXLEXXLIWIFIGEQII\XVIQIP]HMJ½GYPX
GSRZIVWEXMSRWEFSYXQER]GSQTPI\MWWYIWFI]SRHXLI039MXWIPJ8LIEWWIQFPMIW[IVIHMWWSPZIHEJXIV'LVMWXQEWEWXLITVSGIWWSJ
amendments to the law proceeded. Much disappointment followed. Despite similarly strong mobilisations in other Spanish cities, the LOU was minimally
changed as a result.
You may be left wondering, ‘well, in the end nothing ended differently from politics as usual’. I disagree. Firstly, many of these processes became
schools of direct democracy: spaces where we developed our capacity to engage democratically with those we usually opposed. Secondly, it changed
relationships between individuals and organisations that previously had not found ways of working together. Thirdly, these deliberative dialogues enabled
patterns of communication that are crucial for building community resilience and social capital. Arguably, it was processes like this that prepared the
KVSYRHJSVQSVIVIGIRXEWWIQFP]QSZIQIRXWWYGLEWXLISRIXLEXIQIVKIHMR7TEMRMRXLIWTVMRKSJ*MREPP]XLI7ERXMEKSEWWIQFPMIWWLS[IH
that ‘uninvited’ participatory processes can have impact on parliamentary business (e.g. many of our amendments were taken by opposition parties
to Parliamentary sessions), and that they can be as effective as traditional political party machines in creating agreements about strategies, actions, and
alternative proposals.
Ever since that time I have wanted to understand the quality of communication which enabled those assemblies to become genuine sites for democratic
talk oriented to problem-solving. How can we create spaces where passionate engagement can be put to productive ends? How can we use tensions,
GSR¾MGXWERHHMJJIVIRGIEWGEXEP]WXWJSVGSPPIGXMZIMRUYMV]ERHEGXMSR#

3 Communication:
The making of social worlds
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6

In this section I will outline key tenets of the communication theory which underpins most approaches to dialogue. The purpose is to introduce
the basic ideas and vocabularies that I will use throughout the remainder of the booklet.

3.1 Reality is made of language
Language is not a neutral medium. It does
RSXWMQTP]VI¾IGXEVIEPMX]XLEXMW³SYXXLIVI´
From birth, the social worlds we inhabit
are structured through language. For that
reason, we see the world and understand our
experiences through the symbols, meanings,
and social categories that we have learned
and developed. They are our lenses: we have
no way of understanding things other than
through the meaning structures built through
language in our environments.
Think of a time when you encountered a
strange object: you didn’t know its name and
purpose; you didn’t have a way of classifying
it. That object, as far as you were concerned,
didn’t have a place in your scheme of things.
It wasn’t part of your social world. That is
the power of words: things are only brought
into life when we name them and give them
meaning. However, the meaning is not implicit

in the thing: we may well stare at that object
JSVLSYVW[MXLSYXIZIV½KYVMRKSYX[LEXMX
is. For example, we can see a wooden chair
laying amongst a pile of wood planks only
if the concept ‘chair’ is already known to us.
Otherwise, we will only see a pile of wood
planks. This is to say that we create our social
worlds as we collectively name them and try
to make sense of them. From this perspective,
language constitutes the world as we know it7.
People often think of communication merely
as a tool for transmitting information, a means
to an end. In contrast, dialogic approaches
invite us to see communication as the very
medium through which we construct our
realities8. In this view, reality is made through
communication, rather than merely expressed
by it9. Therefore, reality is seen as neither
objective nor subjective, but inter-subjective:
the product of communication, something

that we make together through the many
interactions that shape our everyday lives.
Accordingly, taking this communication
perspective implies the understanding that
meanings, actions, personalities, relationships,
organisations and institutions are made or
‘constituted in communication.’ 
8EFPIVI¾IGXWXLIHMWXMRGXMSRFIX[IIR
two different ways of understanding
communication: the transmission model and
the dialogic model. You will recognise that
many traditional public engagement activities
correspond to the transmission model, for
instance, public talks or media interventions.
The dialogic model remains the preserve of
a minority of public engagement processes
which experiment with new formats for
dialogue and deliberation.

In this section I draw heavily on the work of Pearce, W. B. (2007) Making social worlds, Malden, MA: Blackwell.



7IITTMR,]HI& &MRILEQ.0  *VSQHIFEXIXSHMEPSKYIXS[EVHETIHEKSK]SJRSRTSPEVM^IHTYFPMGHMWGSYVWISouthern Communication Journal,¯

7
8

Most dialogic approaches are underpinned by theories of social constructionismWXIQQMRKJVSQXLIWIQMREP[SVOSJ&IVKIV40 0YGOQERR8  The social construction of reality : a
treatise in the sociology of knowledge, Harmondsworth: Penguin Books..

9

Penman, R. (2000) Reconstructing communicating: looking to a future1EL[EL2.0E[VIRGI)VPFEYQ%WWSGMEXIW



Pearce, W. & Pearce, K. (2004) Taking a communication perspective on dialogue. In: %2()67326&%<8)60% '-772%/2 IHW Dialogue: theorizing difference in communication
studies. Thousand Oaks, Calif.: Sage Publications.
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Table 1 – Contrasting models of communication. Adapted from Pearce (2002, p. 10)
Transmission Model

Dialogic Model

Communication is a tool that we use to exchange information.
‘Good communication’ is about conveying and receiving
messages accurately.

The way we communicate, as well as the message, shapes how we
feel about others and ourselves. The way we talk creates, sustains
and/or destroys relationships, organisations, and communities.

Key questions: What gets said? What message is transmitted?

Key questions: What is brought out by what is said or done?

 ,S[GPIEVMWXLIMRJSVQEXMSR#
 ,S[EGGYVEXIP]MWMXLIEVH#
 ,S[GSQTPIXIP]MWMXI\TVIWWIH#
 ;EWXLI³GLERRIP´IJJIGXMZI#

 ;LEXGSRXI\XWEVIGVIEXIHJSVXLSWIMRZSPZIH# IK
adversarial, collaborative)
 ;LEXPERKYEKIJSVQWSJWTIIGLERHXSRIWSJZSMGIEVI
elicited?
 ;LSMWMRZMXIHXSWTIEOERH[LSMWRSX#
 ;LSMWEHHVIWWIHERH[LSMWRSX#

Focus: What gets done?
 -WXLIYRGIVXEMRX]VIHYGIH#
 -WXLIUYIWXMSRERW[IVIH#
 -WXLIMWWYIGPEVM½IH#
 -WXLITVSFPIQVIWSPZIH#

Focus: What gets made?
 ;LEXWSVXSJWTIIGLEGXW# IKHITVIGEXMRKETTVIGMEXMRK
exploring)
 ;LEXWSVXSJVIPEXMSRWLMTW# IKXVYWXVIWTIGXMRHMJJIVIRGI
 ;LEXWSVXSJITMWSHIW# IKGSPPEFSVEXMSRGSR¾MGX
 ;LEXWSVXSJMHIRXMXMIW# IKWLVMPPZSMGIWGEVMRKTIVWSRW
 ;LEXGYPXYVIW[SVPHZMI[W# IKWXVSRKHIQSGVEG][IEO
democracy, no democracy)

The role of facilitators:

The role of facilitators:

Since communication works best when it is invisible, the
facilitator’s role is to create a context in which there is no ‘noise’
or interference in the exchange of messages.

Since communication works best when it creates certain kinds of
social worlds, the facilitator’s role is to shape emerging patterns
of communication so that multiple voices and perspectives are
honoured and the tensions among them are explored.

We often think that conversations are a merely a background to the activities which really matter, and forget that it is precisely through those
conversations that our activities become meaningful. Moreover, in the rush to get things done, we often forget the importance of how things get
made. In the next section I outline a concept developed by dialogue practitioners, namely, ‘patterns of communication’. This can be a powerful
heuristic tool (a tool for discovery and practice-oriented analysis) to think about dialogic public engagement.

3 Communication:
The making of social worlds

10

3.2 Communication patterns
From a dialogic perspective, society can be
seen as a web of communication patterns.
Each conversation emerges from, and is linked
to, innumerable others. We can conceive
of the world as a tapestry of ongoing
conversations. In this sense, communication
constitutes ‘the very environment in which
all human action takes place.’%WGSR¾MGX
mediation practitioners often put it, when
we communicate, ‘we are constructing our
realities, and those very realities in turn shape
the kind of communication we do. This
makes a circle, and sometimes it is a
vicious circle.’ Think, for instance, of how
confrontational exchanges often end up
causing further polarisation.
-[MPPMPPYWXVEXIXLMW[MXLERI\EQTPIFYX½VWX
it is important to understand that those
‘vicious circles’ are made of self-reinforcing

patterns of communication. Patterns of
GSQQYRMGEXMSRGERFIHI½RIHEW³IQIVKIRX
functions that, once developed, maintain
their boundaries and resist change by actively
attracting episodes that share their central
characteristics and repelling those that differ
or would change them.’ In other words,
communication patterns are change-averse,
and they tend to repeat themselves over time.
Taking this communication perspective
implies that we approach the ‘events and
objects of the social world’ as co-created by
‘the coordinated actions of … persons-inconversation.’ Patterns of communication
are not only characteristic of small group
dynamics. They can also be seen as the
building blocks of many individual and
collective phenomena. Accordingly, values,
beliefs, social and economical structures,

and power relations can be understood
as constituted in ‘patterns of reciprocated
communicative action.’ In other words, our
worldviews and social structures are created,
QEMRXEMRIHERHGLERKIHXLVSYKLWTIGM½G
patterns of interpersonal communication.
It is important to appreciate that the
properties of communication have
consequences. As practitioners, we must pay
attention not only to what is done through
communication (what results are achieved),
but also to what is made by it (what contexts
and relationships are created), and what is
that made of (what communication patterns
are enacted). In other words, we should
consider not only what communication
achieves, but also what communication
creates in the process. Let’s look at an
example.

3.2.1 Communication patterns and the making of communities: a case study
To clarify these ideas it is useful to
differentiate between the results and the
consequences of communication processes.
As an illustration, let me share a story about
one of our case studies at QMU’s Centre for
Dialogue The process began with a local
plan to build a new secondary school in a
district of Edinburgh (Scotland). There were
strong polemics around several aspects of the
plan from the beginning, although the location
of the building soon became the most
contentious issue. The community quickly split
into two entrenched camps, and two local
campaigns were set in motion.
It had all begun with the local authorities
using the traditional DAD model of decisionmaking: Decide-Announce-Defend. In this

top-down approach, the authorities decide
the options for discussion, instead of involving
the community in setting the agenda for the
process. In this sense, the authorities involved
in our case contributed to igniting the
polarising dynamics of the reactive process
that followed. Soon they found themselves
in the midst of acrimonious disputes that
permeated the community. For several
years they tried to minimise the social and
political cost of their previous decisions, and
initiated various rounds of consultations
that often turned into arenas for gladiatorial
performance. Indeed, many town hall
meetings became stages with very little room
for anything but verbal wrestling.

In the meantime, many noticed the paradox
of the situation. There was one thing on
which everyone in both camps could agree
upon: the community really needed a new
secondary school. As things stand now, it is
WYTTSWIHXSFIFYMPXF]8LI[LSPI
process had begun in 2005. One might
wonder how is it possible that something that
was agreed upon by the whole community
(and for which there was a budget) could
take almost a decade to accomplish. In my
view, it has a lot to do with caring about
the quality of communication in democratic
TVSGIWWIWERHWTIGM½GEPP][MXLTE]MRK
attention to the type of communication
patterns that are invited and engaged in.

4MR0MXXPINSLR7; (SQIRMGM/  )RKEKMRKGSQQYRMGEXMSRMRGSR¾MGX7]WXIQMGTVEGXMGI, Thousand Oaks; London: Sage.
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communication studies. Thousand Oaks, Calif.: Sage Publications.
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Box 2 – The failure of traditional participation. Excerpt from Innes and Booher (2000)17
The traditional methods of public participation in government decision making simply do not work. They do not achieve genuine
TEVXMGMTEXMSRMRTPERRMRKSVHIGMWMSRWXLI]HSRSXTVSZMHIWMKRM½GERXMRJSVQEXMSRXSTYFPMGSJ½GMEPWXLEXQEOIWEHMJJIVIRGIXSXLIMVEGXMSRW
XLI]HSRSXWEXMWJ]QIQFIVWSJXLITYFPMGXLEXXLI]EVIFIMRKLIEVHXLI]HSRSXMQTVSZIXLIHIGMWMSRWXLEXEKIRGMIWERHTYFPMGSJ½GMEPW
make; and they don’t represent a broad spectrum of the public. Worse yet, they often antagonize the members of the public who do try
to work through these methods. Moreover, they pit members of the public against each other as they each feel compelled to speak of the
MWWYIWMRTSPEVM^MRKXIVQWXSKIXXLIMVTSMRXWEGVSWWQEOMRKMXIZIRQSVIHMJ½GYPXJSVHIGMWMSRQEOIVWXSWSVXXLVSYKL[LEXXLI]LIEVQYGL
less to make a choice. More often these methods discourage busy and thoughtful individuals from wasting their time in going through
what appear to be nothing more than rituals designed to satisfy legal requirements.

As a conclusion, and for the purpose of this
I\EQTPIMXWYJ½GIWXSTSMRXSYXXLEXSRISJ
the bitterly opposed camps won the battle.
The process was characterised by dynamics
of confrontational communication, following
the traditional steps of adversarial public
relations’ campaigns. Eventually, the winning
camp celebrated their triumph, while the
losers remain active, concentrating now their
efforts and resources in slowing down the
construction process through legal action that
might yet cause further delay.
The authorities missed a clear opportunity
to foster a bottom-up community process,
with spaces for patterns of communication
oriented towards collective problem
solving. They failed to harness the energy of
passionate participants and put it to work
in constructive ways. Moreover, they did
little to avoid a win-lose scenario. In the end,
even participants whose option triumphed
LEZIEGORS[PIHKIHFIMRKWEXMW½IH[MXLXLI
result, but not with its consequences. The
spiral of confrontational communication has
left a legacy of division and resentment in
some parts of the community. Moreover, it
has also given primacy to a particular set of
communication patterns that may damage the
community’s ability to engage collaboratively
around other public issues.
Communication understood as a mere
instrument produces results that may satisfy,
or not, the citizens involved. In contrast,
communication understood as a relational

process has consequences in terms of
interpersonal relationships and social
capital. That is, it has a direct impact on the
‘communicative capacity’ that underpins
the development of communities of place,
interest, and practice. In participatory policymaking, as Fischer reminds us, the goal is not
only to arrive at a workable decision, but
EPWSXS½RHE[SVOEFPIHIGMWMSRXLEXLSPHW
the community together. Furthermore, in the
context of our emphasis on the relational
dimension of communication, ‘the effective
… decision is the one that preserves or
even improves the capacity to make future
decisions.’20
There are numerous arguments to criticise
the instrumental ‘transmission model’ of
communication that is so pervasive in our
public sphere. By focussing on the individual,
says Penman, it disregards the notion of
community; by focussing on the end effect,
it ignores the means; and by presuming the
possibility of one-sided certainty, it prevents
the ‘open-ended creativity of communication.’
Understanding the patterns of
communication at play in a particular
context can be a powerful tool for public
engagement practitioners. It provides
opportunities to intervene: for instance, in
our case study, when the local authorities
decided to go ahead with a traditional topdown method of consultation, they provided
EWXEKIJSVXLITIVJSVQERGISJEWTIGM½G
set of communication patterns. Had they

understood the patterns that were invited
and reinforced by this early decision, they
could have tried to alter them by creating
genuine participatory spaces where new
patterns could be fostered.
There are few such critical moments in any
policy-related public engagement process,
but as we have noted before, once formed,
patterns of communication ‘invite others like
them and resist those that differ22. They create
a context that narrows the scope for other
forms of interaction. To put it bluntly, a pattern
of communication that consists of ‘shouting
and name-calling is very effective in producing
TSPEVMWIHGSR¾MGX´23, but not for enabling a
deeper understanding of the issues at stake,
let alone building relationships or community
resilience.
Communication patterns can create, maintain,
or destroy. They shape selves and social
worlds. The concept can be useful because
it helps us to see social problems as made,
not found. Many problematic situations are
constructed and maintained through certain
patterns of communication, and thus they
GERFIWIIREW¾YMHERHIZSPZMRKVEXLIVXLER
½\IHERHWXEXMG8LMWQIERWXLEX[IGERXV]
to change them by altering unproductive
patterns and experimenting with new ones24.
Accordingly, patterns of communication are
not simply given, but made, and are thus
changeable.



Innes, J. E. & Booher, D. E. (2000) Public participation in planning. New strategies for the 21st century, Berkeley, CA: University of California, Institute of Urban and Regional Development.



Remarks made during one of the focus groups held at QMU’s Dialogue Forum in June 2009.
&EVXIPW/46 JSVXLGSQMRK Communicative Capacity: How Public Encounters Affect the Quality of Participatory Democracy. PhD Thesis. Glasgow: University of Glasgow.
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3.3 Communication rituals: the quality of public
conversations
I hardly ever meet a public engagement
practitioner who is not concerned
about the poor quality of discussions in
some public forums. Their work is often
challenged by environments characterised
by communication rituals that leave little
room for new ways of interacting. It is not
SRP]EQEXXIVSJHMJ½GYPXGSRXI\XW3JXIR

they work for organisations whose use
of public engagement actually reinforces
the poor quality of public debate. In sum,
XLIWITVEGXMXMSRIVW½RHXLIQWIPZIWMRXLI
predicament of trying to foster meaningful
engagement against a tide of deeply rooted
communication patterns and rituals.

Communication is so central to our lives that
we take it for granted. Some assume that if
we manage to get the ‘right people’ in the
room, meaningful dialogue will simply happen.
Obviously, that is not necessarily the case,
especially when a process is truly inclusive
and brings together a range of perspectives.
I outline some of the usual rituals and pitfalls
in Table 2.

Table 2 – Communication rituals and pitfalls in public forums
Exchanging monologues

Sometimes discussions are characterised by one-way communication: participants talk at each other,
rather than with each other. Each participant makes points that no one really engages with. They may
have had a meeting, but arguably, they have not really met. In these conversations there are plenty
of speakers, but very few listeners. As a result, there is very little mutual learning involved, although
participants may actually improve their skill at performing monologues.

Pre-packaged arguments

Monologues are usually full of pre-packaged arguments. They are repetitions of already known and
well-rehearsed points. Pre-packaged arguments are often sharpened for rhetorical impact, and thus
leave little room to explore uncertainty, complexity, or grey areas. This narrows down the scope of
XLIGSRZIVWEXMSR%WEVIWYPXTEVXMGMTERXW½RHXLIQWIPZIWPMWXIRMRKXSJEQMPMEVEVKYQIRXWXLEXMRZMXI
them to enact familiar responses. In other words, pre-packaged arguments call for other pre-packaged
arguments, and thus prevent the opening of spaces for new perspectives and ideas. This sort of
hyper-rehearsed communication causes conversations to frequently become predictable, frustrating,
TEXVSRMWMRKWMQTPMWXMGSVWYTIV½GMEP

Dominant voices

Interpersonal communication involves various dynamics of inclusion and exclusion. Even if a process
is highly inclusive, even if there are a range of perspectives in the room, exclusion can be enacted by
means of certain communication dynamics. This is particularly clear in the case of individuals whose
voices become dominant. They are often good at performing monologues, they are articulate and
GSR½HIRXXLI]GSQQERHETEVXMGYPEVEYXLSVMX]IXG%WXLI]XEOISZIVXLIGSRZIVWEXMSREPXIVREXMZI
voices and forms of expression are excluded.

Posturing

The possibility of a meaningful meeting is sometimes hindered by our need to forcefully present our
positions, our perspectives, and ourselves25. Surely, to engage in meaningful conversations we must
QEOISYV³WIPZIW´ORS[RXSSXLIVW&YXXLIVIMWE½RIPMRIFIX[IIRTVIWIRXMRKSYVWIPZIWERHWLS[MRK
off. Perhaps the balance is in making ourselves known to others in ways that don’t prevent others
from wanting to become known to us. Unfortunately, ‘peacocking’ dynamics often invite subsequent
monologues and the exchange of pre-packaged messages. This is perhaps because once we put so
much emphasis on our ‘selves’, we have little choice but to enact them forcefully.

Specialised jargon

We are so immersed in our social worlds (organisations, disciplines, professions) that we often don’t
realise our use of highly specialised language. At best, we use jargon unwittingly. At worst, we use it
as an instrument of power. It becomes a marker of our status, expertise, or authority. It helps us to
establish zones of exclusion (untouchable areas) in the conversation, and to justify our monologues,
pre-packaged messages, and dominant voices.

Avoidance

-XMWHMJ½GYPXXSGVIEXIWTEGIW[LIVITEVXMGMTERXWJIIPWEJIXSWLEVIRSXSRP]EVKYQIRXWERHGSRZMGXMSRW
FYXEPWSJIIPMRKWERHYRGIVXEMRXMIW-RKIRIVEP[I½RHMXLEVHXSTYFPMGP]I\TPSVIWIRWMXMZIMWWYIWERH
differences. Too often, talking about these differences is felt to be ‘so fraught with danger and so
personally threatening that people simply avoid talking about them at all.’

7IIXLIWIQMREP[SVOF]+SJJQER)  The presentation of self in everyday life, Middlesex: Pelican Books.
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Polarisation and
SZIVWMQTPM½GEXMSR

The cliché that there are ‘two sides’ to every issue is not only simplistic, but also potentially dangerous.
As soon as we take it as a given, we forget about the spectrum of colours that lie between the poles.
Those who approach every issue with a bipolar frame of mind tend to press others to readily take
positions. This is not necessarily the best way to collectively make sense of a complex issue. Absolute
GIVXEMRX]ERHSZIVWMQTPM½GEXMSRWIPHSQLIPTMRWIIOMRKXSYRHIVWXERHGSQTPI\TVSFPIQW

Confrontational exchanges

0IXYWQEOIEHMWXMRGXMSRFIX[IIRGSR¾MGXERHGSRJVSRXEXMSR MRXLIGSRXI\XSJTYFPMGJSVYQW 
'SR¾MGXMWEGVMXMGEPGSQTSRIRXSJSYVHIQSGVEGMIW-JGSR¾MGXERHHMJJIVIRGIWEVIWMPIRGIHHIQSGVEG]
cannot thrive. However, confrontational communication is a different matter. Somewhat paradoxically,
GSRJVSRXEXMSREPI\GLERKIWTVIZIRXYWJVSQGSPPIGXMZIP]I\TPSVMRKERHYRHIVWXERHMRKGSR¾MGXERH
difference.

Tokenism

Citizens often see participatory processes, especially in policy arenas, as tokenistic. Lack of clarity about
the purpose of the process often increases cynicism, or consultation fatigue. Moreover, the frustration
of feeling that the engagement is tokenistic invites the kind of ritualised communication illustrated in
this table. Very often, these spaces become ideal for symbolic public venting. That is, of course, legitimate
and often necessary, but when this is repeated over time it hinders in-depth exploration and collective
learning. All in all, tokenistic uses of public forums create a vicious circle. They frustrate participants and
encourage ritualised communication, which eventually puts people off from participating.

Sometimes we are sceptical about public
forums. It’s ‘just talk’, some say. They forget
that most of what we do is done by talking.
Forgetting that social reality is built through
interaction distracts us from paying attention
to the quality of communication, and certain
habits and rituals can become invisible to us.
When we take those rituals as given, rather
than made, we may come to see them as
unchangeable.
-RWSQISGGEWMSRWXLI½VWXXEWOSJEHMEPSKMG
facilitator is to assist participants in making
XLSWIVMXYEPWZMWMFPIF]REQMRKXLIQ2EQMRK
and exploring a communication ritual that has
hindered past encounters invites participants
to consider new ways of engaging. This makes
the group aware that the quality of the
meeting is a shared responsibility, and that
they will have to work together to make it
meaningful.

Communication in public forums can become
ritualised and shallow, not only because
certain communication patterns are repeated,
but also because only like-minded participants
engage. We often avoid engaging in dialogue
and deliberation with those who think too
differently from us, mostly because we dread
the possibility of confrontation27. Thus, many
of us are happy to join a group, charity or
2+3[LIVI[IGERQIIXPMOIQMRHIH
people, but avoid participating in a public
forum where the same issues are discussed
from discrepant perspectives. This reduces
opportunities to meet the other, and instead
of listening to others in their own terms, we
create images of them based on our own
projections of otherness.
This relates to the point on avoidance made
in Table 2. There are many reasons why
people with different or opposed views do
not often attend the same public forums, or

1YX^('  Hearing the other side: deliberative versus participatory democracy, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

27

participate at all. A key factor is that public
JSVYQWGERFIGSQIVLIXSVMGEPFEXXPI½IPHW
and interaction may actually further alienate
and polarise participants. The purpose of
participation (what gets done) really matters,
and most people agree on this. But we often
overlook that the experience of participating
(what gets made) is also critical, especially if
we are concerned with developing cultures of
public engagement.
Of all the ritualised pitfalls outlined in this
section, I have chosen to dedicate a section
to confrontational patterns of communication
for three reasons. First, this is one of the key
challenges faced by PE practitioners. Second,
confrontational communication prevents us
from exploring issues deeply, meaningfully,
and in new ways. Finally, it puts many people
off from participating, which leads to the
detriment of inclusivity, collective learning, and
collaborative problem solving.

14
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3.3.1 Confrontational communication in the public sphere
Some time ago, a colleague rejected the
idea that confrontational communication
is as common as suggested in much of
the dialogue literature. I suggested that he
should attend town hall meetings, planning
consultations, or plenary sessions at the
Scottish or Westminster Parliaments. I
encouraged him to speak, for example, to
those Scottish community councillors who
love to engage with local issues, but dread the
confrontational dynamics that so often unfold.
I suggested that he talk to PE practitioners
who work on issues of controversial science
and technology and fear the repetition of
previous public battles.
PE practitioners know very well that the
processes they organise do not only hinge

However, avoiding confrontational dynamics
HSIWRSXQIERSZIVPSSOMRKGSR¾MGX-RWXIEH
MXQIERWXEOMRKGSR¾MGXRSXEWETSMRXSJ
arrival, but as a point of departure. This
means that in dialogue practice, as we will
PEXIVWII[IXV]XSJVEQIGSR¾MGXMZIMWWYIW
not as stumbling blocks or no-go zones, but
as areas that require further exploration
through collaborative investigation. This
is what differentiates meaningful dialogue
from rehearsed monologues and ritualised
exchanges.

on being genuine (rather than tokenistic),
but also on the quality of communication
that dominates the contexts where they take
place. Sometimes, as Hajer argues, ‘it is not so
much participation itself that is the problem
but the very conditions under which the
exchange of ideas has to take place.’28
,IVI-½RHMXYWIJYPXSHMJJIVIRXMEXIFIX[IIR
GSR¾MGXERHGSRJVSRXEXMSRMRXLIGSRXI\X
SJTYFPMGJSVYQW-RQ]ZMI[[LMPIGSR¾MGX
is an indispensable part of democratic life,
confrontation is not, or at least not always.
Confrontational communication prevents
conversations from developing, and therefore
hinders mutual learning, fosters shallow
exchanges, accentuates polarisation, and
leaves the issues underexplored.

8EFPI¯&ILEZMSYVTEXXIVRWMRGLVSRMGGSR¾MGX7SYVGI'LEWMRERH,IV^MK 

In Table 3, PE practitioners Chasin and Herzig
identify some of the typical dynamics in
WMXYEXMSRWSJIRXVIRGLIHGSR¾MGX
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 4ISTPISRSRIWMHIHSRSXPMWXIRXSXLSWISRXLISXLIVWMHI
2. Questions posed by one side to the other side tend to be rhetorical and often are designed to reveal suspected inconsistencies or
ulterior motives on the part of the side being questioned.
3. Members of an opposing alliance are seen as being all alike. The most extreme leaders of the opposition are assumed to be
representative of the entire group.
4. Within each alliance, members de-emphasize differences among themselves, especially in the presence of an adversary. This behaviour
tends to reinforce the other side’s perception that their opponents are all alike.
5. Those who join neither side are viewed as suspect by both sides.
 &PEQMRKXLIEHZIVWEV]MWGSQQSR8EOMRKVIWTSRWMFMPMX]JSVTVSFPIQWMWYRGSQQSR
7. Mind reading of the other side is common; genuine curiosity about what they really believe is rare.
8. Fixed opinions about the other side are common. Open-mindedness is uncommon.
9. Statements made by the other side that indicate openness to conciliation are seen as propaganda ploys or as revealing logical
inconsistency.
 *M\IHERHWMQTPIGSRZMGXMSRWEVISTIRP]HMWTPE]IH'SQTPI\MX]EQFMZEPIRGIGSRJYWMSRERHMRRIVGSR¾MGXEVIGSRGIEPIH
 %HZIVWEVMEPTEVXMIWXSEWXEPIQEXIHGSRXVSZIVW]XIRHXSXLMROXLEXMXMWZEPYEFPIXSTIVWMWXMRXLIWXVYKKPIIZIRXLSYKLTISTPI[LS
are outside the controversy may tell them that the persistence of the deadlock may well be more destructive than almost any
alternative outcome.

4MR,ENIV1%  7IXXMRKXLIWXEKI%HVEQEXYVK]SJTSPMG]HIPMFIVEXMSRAdministration & Society,  ¯
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Tannen argues that a considerable part
of communication in public forums is
characterised by what she calls ‘the argument
culture’, which ‘urges us to approach
the world – and the people in it – in an
adversarial frame of mind. It rests on the
assumption that opposition is the best way
to get anything done: The best way to discuss
an idea is to set up a debate; the best way
XSGSZIVRI[WMWXS½RHWTSOIWTISTPI[LS
express the most extreme, polarized views
and present them as both sides; the best
way to settle disputes is litigation that pits
one party against the other; the best way to
begin an essay is to attack someone; and the
best way to show you’re really thinking is to
criticize.’30
Her criticism does not deny that social
VIEPMX]MWGSR¾MGXMZI-RWXIEHMXWYKKIWXWXLEX
confrontational communication can be
counterproductive and self-perpetuating.
It does not allow deep engagement with
the issues concerned, and it stimulates
ritualised opposition that reinforces
antagonism, thus preventing the collective
exploration of underlying complexities.
Indeed, confrontational exchanges tend to
escalate, polarising participants, and relegating
to oblivion the key issues under scrutiny. In
other words, the argument culture impedes
dialogic conversations, and creates the perfect
stage for the performance of entrenched
monologues.
2SRIXLIPIWWMXMWMQTSVXERXXSVIGSKRMWI
that adversarial debate has always played a
critical role in our societies. The best example
is perhaps that of social movements and
struggles for social justice. Furthermore, some
consider agonistic politics to be at the heart
of any truly democratic system. What some
communication scholars and practitioners
criticise, however, is the notion that polarised
debate – based on confrontational patterns
of communication – is the best way to
engage with every organisational, social, and
political issue. Such dynamics, they argue,

seem ill suited in a social world shaped by
competing voices, discourses, worldviews, and
truths in constant renegotiation32.
Accordingly, there is a contradiction between
the existence of a diversity of voices in our
societies, and the bipolar frame of mind in
which we readily take a position around
certain emerging issues. There is a long list
of public issues where adversarial debate
does not enable us to engage in meaningful
conversations, e.g.: abortion, euthanasia,
security and civic liberties, gay and lesbian
rights, biotechnology, and multiculturalism,
to name but a few obvious examples. In
most situations there are multiple legitimate
perspectives, although multiple voices
are rarely heard or even articulated, and
collective learning across divides seldom
happens.
All in all, what I am criticising here is not
debate and argumentation per se, but the
context of ‘blind opposition’ where they often
take place33. Or, as Tannen puts it, the problem
is using opposition ‘to accomplish every goal’,
even those which might be accomplished by
‘other means, such as exploring, expanding,
discussing, investigating, and the exchanging
of ideas suggested by the word “dialogue”.
I am questioning the assumption that
everything is a matter of polarized opposites,
the proverbial “two sides to every question”
that we think embodies open-mindedness
and expansive thinking.’34 Criticism, difference,
ERHGSR¾MGXEW[I[MPPWIIEVIEXXLILIEVX
of genuine dialogue. The difference, however,
is that they are engaged in the context of a
safe space where participants strive towards
reciprocal exploration, instead of ritualised
communication.
Some communication rituals, and in particular
confrontational interaction, seem to serve
well the purposes of those media outlets that
foster the ‘society of the spectacle’35. Dialogue
philosopher Buber argued that the quality of
contact needed for dialogic communication

was unlikely in mediatised contexts. When
TSPMXMGEP½RERGMEPSVQIHMEIPMXIWTEVXMGMTEXI
in conversations in front of an audience,
communication is usually rendered to its
dramatic functions. Indeed, it is not as much
about talking as it is about performing certain
rituals (posturing, persuading, scoring). In
XLSWIWMXYEXMSRW[IYWYEPP]½RHXLEX
 TSWMXMSRWEVIWXVEXIKMGEPP]GPSWIH
 MRXIVEGXMSRMWLMKLP]VILIEVWIH
 GSRXIRXWERHQIWWEKIWEVITVITEGOEKIH
ERHXEVKIXIHXSWTIGM½GEYHMIRGIW
 ERHMRWXVYQIRXEPGIVXEMRX]I\GPYHIW
hesitation (grey areas), genuine curiosity,
and reciprocal exploration.
In the face of these dynamics, the possibility of
engaging in dialogue fades away, giving place
to a succession of more or less interrelated
monologues. A monologue, according to
Freire, is ‘an oppressive pronouncement about
what is True and Right that does not invite,
or even tolerate, response.’37 In monologic
communication38, people, ideas, arguments
ERHHMJJIVIRGIWRIZIVVIEPP]QIIX8LI]¾SEX
in separate spaces without being put to
work towards engaging with the situation
at hand. The possibility of a meeting space,
the in-between that characterises dialogue39,
is not realised. In that sense, confrontational
communication is a way of avoiding dealing
[MXLGSR¾MGXERHXLYWMXVIMRJSVGIWERH
perpetuates it.
Despite the prevalence of certain
communication rituals, this booklet is
premised on the belief that we can foster
alternative ways of engaging in public
forums. Accordingly, in the forthcoming
sections, I draw on dialogue and deliberation
practitioners and scholars to propose a
framework to understand and foster dialogic
communication.
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4 Dialogue

Many use the term ‘dialogue’ to refer to any kind of spoken interaction. Others argue that we should call that ‘conversation’, and preserve the
term ‘dialogue’ for situations in which it does more interesting work.
Dialogue, from the perspective taken here, is a special kind of communicative relationship; the kind of relationship which broadens worldviews,
VIWLETIWTIVWTIGXMZIWERHWTIEOWXSFSXLSYVGSKRMXMZIERHIQSXMSREPGETEGMXMIWJSVQYXYEPIRKEKIQIRX4IRQERHI½RIWGSQQYRMGEXMSREW
‘the observable part of a relationship’40. In this sense, dialogue entails certain communication patterns that, as we will see, require considerable
relational work.

Box 3 – Quotes on dialogue

‘Dialogue implies more than a simple back-and-forthness of messages in interaction; it points to a particular process and quality of
communication in which the participants “meet”, which allows for changing and being changed. In dialogue, we do not know exactly what
we are going to say, and we can surprise not only the other but even ourselves.’ (Anderson et alT 
‘In dialogue… a person may prefer a certain position but does not hold it non-negotiably. He or she is ready to listen to others with
WYJ½GMIRXW]QTEXL]ERHMRXIVIWXXSYRHIVWXERHXLIQIERMRKSJXLISXLIV´WTSWMXMSRTVSTIVP]ERHMWEPWSVIEH]XSGLERKILMWSVLIVS[R
point of view if there is good reason to do so … The spirit of dialogue is, in short, the ability to hold many points of view in suspension,
EPSRK[MXLETVMQEV]MRXIVIWXMRXLIGVIEXMSRSJGSQQSRQIERMRK´ &SLQERH4IEXUYSXIHMR&YVFYPIWT
‘There is genuine dialogue … where each of the participants really has in mind the other or others … and turns to them with the
intention of establishing a living mutual relation ... There is technical dialogue, which is prompted solely by the need of objective
understanding. And there is monologue disguised as dialogue, in which two or more men, meeting in space, speak each with himself in
strangely tortuous and circuitous ways and yet imagine they have escaped the torment of being thrown back on their own resources.’
&YFIVT
‘Dialogue is a dimension of communication quality that keeps communicators more focussed on mutuality and relationship than on selfinterest, more concerned with discovering than disclosing, more interested in access than in domination.’ (Anderson et alT
³ E (MEPSKYIMWEJSVQSJGSQQYRMGEXMSR[MXLWTIGM½G³VYPIW´XLEXHMWXMRKYMWLMXJVSQSXLIVJSVQW F %QSRKXLIIJJIGXWSJXLIWIVYPIWEVI
communication patterns that enable people to speak so that others can and will listen, and to listen so that others can and will speak. (c)
Participating in this form of communication requires a set of abilities, the most important of which is remaining in the tension between
holding your own perspective, being profoundly open to others who are unlike you, and enabling others to act similarly. (d) These abilities
are learnable, teachable, and contagious. … (f) Skilled facilitators can construct contexts ... so that participants are enabled to engage in
HMEPSKYI´ 4IEVGIERH4IEVGIET

4MR4IRQER6  Reconstructing communicating: looking to a future1EL[EL2.0E[VIRGI)VPFEYQ%WWSGMEXIW
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Table 4 – Key thinkers and ideas
Most dialogue scholars and practitioners build on the work of philosophers Martin Buber and Hans-Georg Gadamer42, Russian literary
scholar Mikhail Bakhtin43, South-American educator Paulo Freire44, American psychologist Carl Rogers45, and quantum physicist David
Bohm
Bakhtin: The nature of human life is dialogic (relational). Our selves and social worlds are made up of multiple voices that constantly shape
each other.
Buber: Dialogue is a special type of human relationship that requires high quality contact.
Gadamer: Knowledge is co-created in conversation. In dialogue, the exchange of ideas is mutually transformative and enhances
understanding of selves and others.
Freire: Dialogue is an educational process that involves transformational learning oriented towards socio-political empowerment.
Bohm: Collective intelligence is the antidote to social fragmentation. Dialogue helps participants to become aware of implicit knowledge
and ways of thinking, and enables the co-creation of shared meaning.
Rogers: Dialogue requires unconditional positive regard of the other.

4 Dialogue
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4.1 Dialogue traditions: a format, a process, or
a philosophy?
Dialogue is often used in ordinary language as
a synonym of conversation, and the concept
is usually overstretched and abused in public
and organisational contexts. In 2009, the
Centre for Dialogue at Queen Margaret
University held a Dialogue Forum in which
communication practitioners, academics,
and organisational leaders met to talk about
dialogue in Scotland47. At that forum, various
participants posed a very useful question. Is
dialogue a philosophy, a process, or an event?
Depending on what tradition we follow,
communication scholarship tells us that
dialogue can be all of them. I will examine
each of these in turn.
For some, dialogue is a particular type of
episodic event that is facilitated through a
WIVMIWSJW]WXIQEXMGWXITWJSPPS[MRKEWTIGM½G
set of rules48. In this view, dialogue refers
to a format (or ‘safe space’) where people
usually sit in a circle and engage in structured
dynamics of mutual inquiry assisted by a
facilitator. For these practitioners, ‘doing
dialogue’ is characterised by the avoidance
of confrontational speech, the suspension of
taken-for-granted assumptions, and the search
for common ground.
For others, dialogue is a process that may
involve a variety of formats (including the
one in the previous paragraph). For example,
the Cupertino Community Project49 was
a multiyear process where citizens were
trained as facilitators. A diverse range of

participatory activities took place in schools,
universities, and local venues, enabling a
QYPXMWMXIHTVSGIWWSJGSPPIGXMZIVI¾IGXMSR
on the challenges faced by this multicultural
community. Accordingly, these practitioners
talk about ‘fostering dialogic communication’
through various means and spaces, rather
than ‘doing dialogue’ according to a particular
JSVQEX*SVXLIQXLIHI½RMRKGLEVEGXIVMWXMG
of dialogic communication is the ability to
navigate the tension ‘between standing your
own ground and being profoundly open to
the other.’50
We can also understand dialogue in
philosophical terms. Two classic authors from
the early 20th century have had a major
MR¾YIRGILIVI6YWWMERPMXIVEV]WGLSPEV1MOLEMP
Bakhtin and Jewish philosopher Martin
Buber52. Bakhtin understood dialogue as a
HI½RMRKUYEPMX]SJLYQERMX]ERHXLYW³HMEPSKMG´
refers to ‘the irreducibly social, relational, or
interactional character of all human meaningmaking’53.
Bakhtin saw human life as intrinsically dialogic,
that is, as shaped by the many languagemediated relationships that constitute our
social worlds. He taught us to pay attention
to the many voices implicit in texts, and to
see how every text, in turn, responds to
previous texts and their multiple voices54. His
teachings have transcended literary theory,
inspiring the interpretation of other social
phenomena (e.g. organisations) as textual

constructions made of multiple voices.
Communication, from this perspective, is
a collective process in which we endlessly
re-describe the world. He expressed this
beautifully when he wrote that, ‘each word
tastes of the context and contexts in which it
has lived its socially charged life.’55
In contrast, for Buber, dialogue refers to a
special kind of contact. He understood human
interaction as characterised by two primary
X]TIWSJVIPEXMSRWLMTW8LI½VWXSRII-It, is
instrumental and strategic: ‘many interpersonal
relations are really characterised by one
person’s treating the other as an object to
be known and used’. The second, I-Thou, is
a state of mutual recognition, openness and
responsiveness. Here, dialogic communication
unfolds in moments of high quality contact
between persons who recognize and accept
each other’s uniqueness. It involves forging a
partnership of authenticity beyond the realm
of appearances: ‘people must communicate
themselves to others as they really are.’57
Buber thought that it was not legitimate for
him to intend to change ‘the other’ unless
he was opened to be changed by the other
as well. Political thinkers such as Arendt
have built on the I-It / I-Thou distinction
to emphasise the importance of citizens
speaking to one another as ‘who’ and not
‘what’ they are, and therefore to create an
‘in-between’ amongst themselves.58

)WGSFEV3 E Dialogue in Scotland? A conversation with communication practitioners. QMU Centre for Dialogue, Working Paper 2. Edinburgh: Queen Margaret University.
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The work of these philosophers has inspired
two different approaches to dialogue in
communication studies59. One is descriptive;
it tells us how the world is (focus on
epistemology). The other is prescriptive; it tells
us how the world should be (focus on ethics).
As we have seen above, for Bakhtin, the term
‘dialogic’ is descriptive of the relational nature
of the world. In contrast, for Buber, dialogue is
prescribed as a communicative ideal achieved
through principled practices that foster a
special kind of contact.

All in all, the categorisation made in this
section (format, process, philosophy) does
not do justice to the vast terrain of dialogue
scholarship and practice. An example of a
TVEGXMXMSRIV[LSWIMR¾YIRXMEP[SVOLEWGYX
across these three categories is Brazilian
educator Paulo Freire. For him, dialogue
entails egalitarian engagement oriented
towards the pursuit of social justice through
transformational learning. In that sense,

it is a process of empowerment of the
disenfranchised, through dynamics that
subvert traditional hierarchies of knowledge
and social class. Freire saw dialogue as the
educational process of collectively ‘naming the
world’. He shared the pragmatists’ emphasis
on critical inquiry, collective sense-making,
and problem-solving, and put them to work
towards the creation of community pathways
towards emancipation.

Table 5 – Roots and meanings64
DEBATE

DE = ‘down’, ‘completely’
BATRE = ‘to beat’
()&%8)!³XS½KLX´³XSVIWSPZIF]FIEXMRKHS[R´

(-7'977-32

DIS = ‘apart’
QUATERE = ‘to shake’
(-7'977-32!³XSWLEOIETEVX´³XSFVIEOETEVX´
Same roots as ‘concussion’ and ‘percussion.’

'32:)67%8-32

COM = ‘with’
VERTARE = ‘to turn’
'32:)67%8-3!³XYVREFSYX[MXL´³OIITGSQTER][MXL´³EGXSJPMZMRK[MXL´³LEZMRKHIEPMRKW[MXLSXLIVW´
‘manner of conducting oneself in the world.’

DIALOGUE

DIA = ‘through’, ‘between’, ‘across’
LOGOS = ‘word’, ‘speech’, ‘meaning’, ‘reason’, ‘to gather together’
(-%03+9)!³¾S[SJQIERMRK´³QIERMRK¾S[MRKXLVSYKL´³VIPEXMSRWLMT´70

()0-&)6%8-32

DE = ‘entirely’, ‘completely’
LIBRARE = ‘to balance, weigh’ (from libra: ‘scale’)
DELIBERARE = ‘weigh, consider well’

7XI[EVX.>IHMOIV/) &PEGO0  6IPEXMSRWLMTWEQSRKTLMPSWSTLMIWSJHMEPSKYIIn%2()67326&%<8)60% '-772%/2 IHW Dialogue. Theorizing Difference in
Communication Studies. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications.
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4 Dialogue

 (I½RMRKHMEPSKYI
Dialogue studies have proliferated over the
last half-century, with a remarkable boom
MRXLIW8LIHMWGMTPMRIMWVMGLMRMRXIVREP
debates, offering a wide range of different –
sometimes opposing – approaches. For the
purpose of this booklet, I have chosen to
bypass the complexity of those debates, and
instead will draw on various perspectives to
TVSTSWIE[SVOMRKHI½RMXMSR
Accordingly, dialogue is a form of
communication oriented towards building
understanding and relationships. As a process,
MXMWSJXIRJEGMPMXEXIHXLVSYKLWTIGM½GJSVQEXW
and norms of engagement that seek to create
safe spaces for collaborative inquiry. In the
same vein, dialogic communication refers to
interpersonal communication that is mutually
VIWTSRWMZIJVII¾S[MRKSTIRIRHIHERH
oriented to the exploration and co-creation
of meanings.

Whereas dialogue formats aim to create
spaces that enable dialogic communication,
the latter does not necessarily require the
former. That is to state the obvious: dialogic
communication is not exclusive to dialogue
formats. For instance, it can unfold in an
intimate conversation, or in the midst of
EHMJ½GYPXHIGMWMSRQEOMRKTVSGIWW8LEX
is why sometimes it is better to think of
dialogue as a temporary accomplishment: an
interpersonal connection nurtured by ‘dialogic
moments.’
Dialogue implies a quality of meeting that
WIIQWHMJ½GYPXXSEGLMIZIMRTYFPMGJSVYQW
However, dialogue is not an unfamiliar
practice in the context of human evolution72.
Furthermore, we all have experienced
conversations that on some level (intellectual,
personal, moral, emotional) have changed
the way we see things by broadening our
perspectives, or even shifting our viewpoints.

As a form of communication that focuses on
the quality of contact amongst participants,
dialogue emphasizes collaborative
engagement. However, dialogue also
IQFVEGIWHMJJIVIRGIERHGSR¾MGXEWPSRKEWMX
is mediated by communication patterns which
allow shared investigation of their nature and
implications.
It is common amongst dialogue practitioners
to offer comparisons between dialogue and
debate in order to highlight the different
dynamics and mindsets involved. Despite the
stereotypical tone of these comparisons, they
do help us to grasp the different orientation
that both forms of communication demand
JVSQJEGMPMXEXSVWERHTEVXMGMTERXW8EFPI
summarises some of the contrasts that are
usually emphasised.

Table 6 – Dialogue versus Debate
Adapted from the Public Conversations Project73, the Co-intelligence Institute74,Yankelovich (1999)75, Littlejohn & Domenici
(2001)76, Isaacs (1999)77, and Ellinor & Gerard (1998)78
DIALOGUE

DEBATE

Dialogue is collaborative: participants work together towards
shared understanding of issues and perspectives

Debate is oppositional: various sides oppose each other and try to
prove each other wrong

Participants speak to each other

Participants speak to their own constituencies and the undecided
middle

The atmosphere is one of safety: facilitators implement ground
rules agreed by the participants in order to enhance safe and
respectful exchange

The atmosphere is threatening: attacks and interruptions are
expected and usually permitted

The goal is exploring common ground and differences

The goal is winning by beating down

Participants listen to understand and gain insight into the beliefs
ERHGSRGIVRWSJXLISXLIVW8LI]XV]XS½RHWXVIRKXLWVEXLIVXLER
only weaknesses

4EVXMGMTERXWPMWXIRMRSVHIVXSVIJYXIXS½RH¾E[WERHXSGSYRXIV
arguments
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Questions are asked from a position of genuine curiosity that
serves the purpose of shared inquiry

Questions are asked from a position of certainty. They are often
rhetorical challenges or disguised statements

Participants reveal and investigate their own and others’
underlying assumptions

Participants defend their own assumptions as truth

Participants aim to learn through inquiry and disclosure

Participants aim to convince through advocacy and persuasion

Dialogue fosters an open-minded attitude: an openness to being
wrong and an openness to change

Debate fosters a closed-minded attitude, a determination to be right

Participants express uncertainties, as well as deeply held beliefs

Participants express unwavering commitment to a point of view,
approach, or idea

Differences amongst participants on the same ‘side’ are revealed,
as individual and personal beliefs and values are explored

Differences within ‘sides’ are denied or minimised

Participants share their ideas knowing that other people’s
VI¾IGXMSRW[MPPLIPTMQTVSZIXLIQVEXLIVXLERHIWXVS]XLIQ

Participants share their ideas and defend them against challenges in
order to show that they are right

Dialogue calls for temporarily suspending one’s beliefs

Debate calls for investing wholeheartedly in one’s beliefs

Dialogue involves a real concern for the other person and seeks
to avoid alienating or offending

Debate ignores feelings or relationships, and often allows belittling or
deprecating

Participants are encouraged to question the dominant public
HMWGSYVWIXSI\TVIWWRIIHWXLEXQE]RSXSJXIRFIVI¾IGXIH
in that discourse, and to explore various options for problem
HI½RMXMSRERHVIWSPYXMSR4EVXMGMTERXWQE]HMWGSZIVMREHIUYEGMIW
in the usual language and concepts used in public debate

Debates operate within the constraints of the dominant public
HMWGSYVWI8LEXHMWGSYVWIHI½RIWXLITVSFPIQERHXLISTXMSRWJSV
resolution. It assumes that fundamental needs and values are already
clearly understood

Participants strive to overcome ritualised exchanges, allowing
new information to surface

Participants’ statements are predictable and offer little new
information

Dialogue enlarges and possibly changes a participant’s point of
view

Debate entrenches a participant’s own point of view

Dialogue assumes that many people have pieces of the answer
and that together they can make them into a workable solution

Debate assumes that there is a right answer and that someone has it

Success requires exploration of the complexities of the issue

Success requires simple impassioned statements

Dialogue remains open-ended

Debate seeks a conclusion
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4 Dialogue

4.3 Key dynamics in dialogue
Most scholars and practitioners would agree that dialogue involves certain dynamics. They are compiled in Box 4, and this section elaborates on
each.

Box 4 – Key dynamics in dialogue
 &YMPHMRKEWEJIWTEGI
 3TIRRIWW
 6IWTIGX
 7XSV]XIPPMRK
 0MWXIRMRK
 7YWTIRHMRKEYXSQEXMGVIWTSRWINYHKIQIRXERHGIVXEMRX]
 'SPPEFSVEXMZIMRUYMV]
 *MRHMRKGSQQSRKVSYRHERHI\TPSVMRKHMJJIVIRGIW
 &EPERGMRKEHZSGEG]ERHMRUYMV]

Building a safe space
A safe space is one where people can speak
openly, and on their own terms, about what
is meaningful to them. In other words, it is an
environment in which participants ‘feel secure
in expressing their views and hearing those
of others’79. On the one hand, a safe space
EPPS[WXLIJVII¾S[SJMHIEW3RXLISXLIV
it helps to build trust in order to engage in
critical inquiry.
A safe space is characterised by relationships
that enable participants to remain engaged
HIWTMXIXLIHMJ½GYPX]SVTEMRJYPRIWWSJXLI
conversation. Indeed, a safe space should
be able to hold participants together even
through the exploration of the most divisive
issues. In those cases, facilitators have a great
deal to do in terms of facilitating relational
and emotional work both prior to and during
the dialogue process. Sometimes, agreements
SRGSR½HIRXMEPMX]EVIGVMXMGEPXSIREFPIWYGLE
level of trust and openness.

2IIHPIWWXSWE]XLIVIMWRSWMRKPIVIGMTIJSV
creating a safe space. It obviously depends on
the context of your public engagement area,
including its history and dominant patterns
of communication. The one thing that is
common in all cases is that a safe space can
only be built through the joined effort of all
participants. In some occasions, this can take
considerable preparation, as we will see in the
chapter on facilitation.
Openness
In dialogue, participants are asked to be open
to multiple voices, styles of communication,
and perspectives. This is not something that
comes naturally to many of us. However, in
my experience, most participants in public
forums are often willing to participate with
an open mind as long as they are enabled
to do so by others doing likewise. Hence,
sometimes the role of a facilitator becomes
critical. A facilitator can help participants to
create a safe space where people can be
open without feeling threatened.

4MR&YVFYPIW2'  Dialogue in teaching: theory and practice2I[=SVO8IEGLIVW'SPPIKI4VIWW
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One of the most important jobs of a
facilitator is to know how to frame an
invitation to dialogue. For instance, in groups
with a history of animosity, the facilitator
may begin by saying something like: ‘We
are here not to rehearse the statements
that divide us, we already know them very
well. Instead, we are here to see if we can
learn something new about the topic and
each other, something that may help us to
explore the issues that we all care about in a
different light.’ Very often, tired of predictable
exchanges, participants will welcome the
invitation to participate in something that
might be different.
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Box 5 – Reasons for being open to participate in dialogue. Excerpt from Littlejohn & Domenici (2001, pp. 47-48)80
In the discussions on abortion sponsored by the Public Conversations Project … participants rarely, if ever, changed their positions
on this issue. But they almost universally reported that they were different as a result of the dialogue. How is this possible? What can
change when you have a true dialogue with people different from yourself?
 ;IQE]PIEVRQSVIEFSYXSYVS[RI\TIVMIRGIERH[L][IFIPMIZIEW[IHS
 ;IQE]YRHIVWXERHXLITSWMXMSRERHI\TIVMIRGISJSXLIVWFIXXIVXLER[IHMHFIJSVI
 ;IQE]HMWGSZIVMQTSVXERXHMJJIVIRGIWEQSRKTISTPI[LSXEOIXLIWEQIWMHISRXLIMWWYI
 ;IQE]HMWGSZIVWLEVIHGSRGIVRWERHGSQQSRKVSYRHEQSRKXLSWI[MXL[LSQ[IHMWEKVII
 ;IQE]GSQIXSVIWTIGXSYVEHZIVWEVMIW
 ;IQE]GSQIXSVIEPM^IXLEXXLIMWWYIMWJEVQSVIGSQTPI\XLER[IXLSYKLX
 ;IQE]FIGSQIEPMXXPIFIXXIVEFPIXSPMZI[MXLEQFMKYMX]ERHJY^^MRIWW
 ;IQE]PIEVRRI[[E]WXSJVEQIXLIMWWYI
 ;IQE]HMWGSZIVRI[[E]WXSXEPOTVSHYGXMZIP]EFSYXXLIMWWYI
 ;IQE]HMWGSZIVXLEXSPHERMQSWMXMIWERHLSWXMPMXMIWEVIVIHYGIH
 ;IQE]½RH[E]WSJ[SVOMRKXSKIXLIVHIWTMXISYVHMJJIVIRGIW

Respect
Sometimes respect is equated with
indifference. For instance, you say something
that I disagree with or don’t understand, and
yet I remain silent or speak without engaging
your point. In dialogue, unresponsiveness and
withdrawal are major pitfalls. They hinder the
creation of the in-between space necessary
to build understanding and relationships.
Moreover, they often invite an exchange of
monologues that prevent the speakers (and
their worldviews) from actually meeting.
To honour the premise of treating people
like people, as in Buber’s I-Thou relationship
mentioned earlier, is such an obvious principle,
yet such a challenging practice. For instance,
in public forums where strong hierarchies of
knowledge are enacted, experts or scientists
QE]½RHMXLEVHXSIRKEKI[MXLTSMRXWVEMWIH
by non-experts. They may see them as
MVVIPIZERX8LI]QE]½RHMXHMJ½GYPXXSIRKEKI
with people whose style of communication
differs from theirs. They may not accept
that emotions, storytelling, and experiencebased knowledge can bring equally valuable

contributions to the conversation. They may
RSXWIIXLEXWGMIRXM½GVIEWSRMRKGYPXYVEP
reasoning, and practical reasoning are all
legitimate ways of knowing and talking.
As a consequence, many PE practitioners
struggle to create spaces where experts/
scientists and non-experts can meet on an
equal footing. Often, they end up seeing
participants as obstacles to be bypassed, or
as mere targets for persuasion, rather than
as collaborators in a shared exploration of
the issues concerned. Indeed, recent research
suggests that most scientists still see public
IRKEKIQIRXEGGSVHMRKXSXLI³HI½GMXQSHIP´
of science communication.82 I will come back
XSXLMWMRXLI½REPGLETXIV
It also works the other way around. For
instance, scientists are sometimes seen by
laypersons as uncaring, to put it mildly. A
study comparing the use of focus groups
and dialogue groups in a public engagement
process on human biotechnology suggested
that whereas the former increased negative
attitudes towards scientists, the latter
increased both empathy and positive attitudes

towards them83. This research concurs with
what dialogue practitioners have been
demonstrating for some time, namely, that
dialogue processes can be very effective in
overcoming stereotypes and building mutual
respect.
This is not magic. Put simply: It is easy to
despise a faceless stereotype, and to project
that feeling onto anyone that we believe
falls into that category. Once we meet ‘the
other’ face-to-face in a dialogue format which
enables listening to personal experiences and
GSRGIVRWMXMWQSVIHMJ½GYPXXSMKRSVIXLI
feeling that the world is more complex than
we initially thought. In dialogue, respect means
to approach the other with genuine curiosity,
and to be ready to question the taken-forgranted stereotypes that prevent us from
engaging meaningfully.
Respect, therefore, is a dimension of the
dialogic relationship that demands active
engagement with the views and feelings of
others, rather than passive open-mindedness.

4T¯MR0MXXPINSLR7; (SQIRMGM/  )RKEKMRKGSQQYRMGEXMSRMRGSR¾MGX7]WXIQMGTVEGXMGI, Thousand Oaks; London: Sage.
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Storytelling
Sharing stories is at the heart of dialogue.
We spend our lives telling stories, and most
people have an innate ability for it. The
storytelling animals that sat in circles around
XVMFEP½VIWPMZISRRS[KEXLIVMRKMROMXGLIRW
WXEJJVSSQWWXVIIXGSVRIVWSJ½GIWGMRIQEW
community centres, public squares, and living
rooms. Storytelling has been so central to
human evolution that some have argued that
‘narration created humanity.’84
We grow up learning from stories in which
others bring their worlds to us. Our identities
are inscribed in the myriad stories that
we tell to ourselves about the world and
its relation to us, and we then show our
world to others by re-telling those stories.
Anecdotes, examples, events, happenings, are
commonplace in our daily routines. Memories,

family sagas, professional tales, neighbourhood
fables, tragedies, romances, and work place
stories populate the landscape of our social
interaction.
Storytelling is one of the most egalitarian
QIERWSJGSQQYRMGEXMSR2SXIZIV]SRI
feels articulate enough to make a reasoned
EVKYQIRX2SXIZIV]SRII\GIPWMRXLI
arts of logic and rhetoric. But most people
can share what’s important to them by
sharing testimonies or telling stories. That is
why dialogue formats prioritise narratives
and storytelling over other forms of
communication. Stories allow speakers to
share how their values, views, and feelings
are connected to their personal experiences.
Stories can encapsulate complex ideas and
emotions and turn them into something
meaningful that can be shared.

Listening
One of the reasons dialogue can be
challenging is because in many of the contexts
where we live and work, ideas about good
communication often emphasise speaking
rather than listening. What would happen if
we turned things around? We often think of a
discussion as a form of engagement in which
people take turns at speaking. In contrast,
we can think of dialogue as a conversation
in which participants take turns at listening85.
&S\SYXPMRIWXLIOMRHWSJXLMRKWXLEXKSSH
communicators listen for.
Listening in ways which empower others
to speak takes a great deal of practice and
discipline. To listen thoughtfully and attentively
[ISJXIRLEZIXS½KLXMRWXMRGXWERHLEFMXW
In the next section I outline some ways of
thinking about these struggles.

Box 6 – Good communicators listen for... Adapted from Littlejohn & Domenici (2001, pp. 37-38)86
 Lived experiences
What life experiences is the speaker sharing? What was it like to be involved in those situations?
 7XSVMIWXSPH
We are storytelling animals; sharing stories is one of our primary means of communication and sense-making87. Stories often
integrate events, happenings, characters, and morals into coherent plots. What do the stories we are hearing tell us about the
perspective of the speaker?
 Story connections
Stories are often connected to other stories. Plot lines often merge and branch off from one another. We always understand
stories in reference to other stories that we have heard. We invariably compare them: they are similar, they differ, or they are
unique. What can we learn by listening for these story connections?
 :EPYIW
What is important to the speaker? A speaker may express an opinion or attitude, but what is the underlying value or worldview?
 *VEQIW
What is the frame of reference of the speaker? What is the lens through which they see the world? What frame gives meaning to
their statements? What remains out of frame?
 4YRGXYEXMSR
As we talk, we organise our experiences. For that purpose, we use commas, periods, question marks, and exclamation points.
As we listen, we can learn how others organise their experiences.

.ERIX4  UYSXIHMRTMR'IVXIEY1H  The practice of everyday life, Berkeley, CA; London: University of California Press.
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 Meanings88
Our lives are the intersection of multiple webs of meaning. Meaning-making and interpretation is what makes us distinctively
human89. Dialogue puts a premium on sharing, exploring, and co-creating meanings. As we listen, we ask: What do certain things
mean to this person? How do they understand various words and actions? How do these meanings relate to their values and
worldviews?
 Differences and levels of difference
As you listen to others talk, what true differences emerge? When and under what circumstances are these differences important?
What happens to these differences when the context shifts?
 Common ground and levels of common ground
What do various speakers have in common? Where do they agree? Is there any common ground even when they disagree? When
and under what circumstances does this common ground occur? If you shift to another context, what happens to the common
ground?
Suspending automatic response, judgement,
and certainty
Dialogue scholars and practitioners often
suggest that, in order to foster dialogic
communication, participants must strive
towards a series of temporary suspensions.
Here I highlight three of these internal struggles.
Because dialogue emphasises learning, rather
than persuading or resolving, it sometimes
seems to work against our immediate instincts.
Often, especially when we care profoundly
EFSYXERMWWYIMXFIGSQIWHMJ½GYPXXSPMWXIR
fully to a different perspective. In such cases,
soon after we begin to listen, we withdraw
ERHWXEVXXSPSEHEVI¾I\VIWTSRWI*SV
instance, when we hear something that
[IHSR´XPMOISRISJSYV½VWXMRWXMRGXWMWXS
listen only for those things that will become
instrumental to our counterargument. It is
VIEPP]HMJ½GYPXXSXV]XSWYWTIRHSVGSRXVSPXLMW
sort of automatic response. A typical exercise
for those of us who struggle with this is to try
to listen to our way of listening. What do I pay
attention to? What immediate judgements or
assumptions emerge? Are they preventing me
from seeing the issue more broadly?
The second move is the temporary suspension
of judgement. As humans, we are constantly
immersed in meaning-making processes. The
downside is that we can fall victim to the
‘rush to interpretation’90. This is especially

problematic if we are trying to engage in
dialogue. The rush to judgement can ‘threaten
the fabric of a dialogical relation’, turning it
into interaction that is competitive instead of
cooperative, and suspicious instead of trusting
and respectful. Although it can be extremely
hard, we can try to suspend judgement at
least until we feel we have ‘grasped the point
being made from the other’s point of view’. 92
The third move is of an even higher order:
the suspension of certainty. It entails reexamining our taken-for-granted assumptions,
and loosening the grip that the feeling of
certainty has on our way of engaging with
those who differ from us. This move, no
doubt, can make us feel really uncomfortable:
we are actually trying to suspend our
fundamental beliefs. Bringing assumptions
into the open means exposing our own
presuppositions, alongside those of others, to
shared investigation. It requires us ‘to become
less dogmatic about the belief that the way
the world appears to us is necessarily the way
the world is’.93 This is not an easy move.
Typically, as we hear a particular word or
argument, we assign to them our own socially
charged meanings. We see the world through
our personal and cultural lenses. In other
words, reality is not something that is simply
out there, but the projection of our own
way of seeing. Things are important to us not
because of what they are, but because of

what they mean. And we attribute meaning
to things by projecting our own learned
categories onto them. Our way of seeing is
open to change, often incrementally. However,
because we usually equate our way of seeing
[MXLSYVMHIRXMX]WSQIXMQIW[I½RHMXLEVH
to entertain alternative ways of seeing.
Furthermore, we may come to feel that they
are direct threats to our identity, to who we
are, to what matters to us.
In dialogue, the focus is on understanding, and
thus participants ask questions to draw out
each other’s thinking without worrying about
whether they agree with it. Yankelovich has
pointed out that ‘the most striking difference
between discussion and dialogue is this
process of bringing assumptions into the open
while simultaneously suspending judgement.’94
Pearce has nicely summarised what’s at
the heart of these suspension moves when
he wrote that our capacity to engage
in dialogue hinges on ‘the ability to see
around the corners of one’s own beliefs, to
hold contradictory thoughts in awareness
simultaneously without stress, to differentiate
between understanding another’s point of
view and agreeing with it, and to acknowledge
that there is something more beyond the
limits of one’s own ability to perceive and
know.’95

*SVERI\GIPPIRXMRXVSHYGXMSRXS³QIERMRK´MRXLIGSRXI\XSJTSPMG]EREP]WMWWII;EKIREEV,  Meaning in action: Interpretation and dialogue in policy analysis2I[=SVO0SRHSR
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Collaborative inquiry
In dialogue, co-inquiry refers to the shared
investigation of the issues that participants
care about. In short, it is about mapping
meanings and feelings in a joint effort
towards collective learning and sense-making.
Co-inquiry thrives when a strong relationship
is developed amongst participants: A
relationship which is strong enough to allow
them to bring ideas, values, and assumptions
into the open for critical exploration. At the
heart of that relationship lies the willingness
of the participants to place themselves at risk
by sharing uncertainty and thus becoming
somewhat vulnerable.
In that sense, as Gadamer argued, dialogic
MRUYMV]MRZSPZIWEGIVXEMR³WIP¾IWWRIWWSJ
the partners, that is, a freedom from purely
rhetorical intentions of persuasion, a mutual
readiness to place at risk the fundamental
prejudices of taken-for-granted truths’.
Accordingly, dialogue entails ‘a movement

toward a fusion of horizons between
reciprocally self-effacing participants who
“risk” inherited prejudices within a common
interrogative orientation toward the truth.’
In co-inquiry, participants share ideas,
concerns and stories that help them to
examine experiences which underpin their
worldviews. This shared investigation ‘allows
communicators to become aware of the
different ways in which individuals interpret
and give meaning to similar experiences.’97
The work of Argyris may help us to illustrate
this point. He investigated how actionoriented meaning-making processes take
place. For this purpose, he proposed a
heuristic tool called the ‘Ladder of Inference’98
(see Table 7).
The ladder is a metaphor which breaks
down brain processes that in reality are
extremely fast. Indeed, we are geared to
move swiftly from observing an event to
interpreting it. This serves us well in our daily
lives, as our cognitive and emotional systems

work in synergy99 to save us the endless
repetition of certain mental processes when
we face similar situations. The downside
is that climbing the ladder too fast can be
counterproductive in a dialogue process. As
we hear someone making a point, we quickly
integrate what we are hearing within our preexisting categories, which may prevent new
categories (or perspectives) from capturing
our imagination.
The tool offers a way of imagining how we
might go back down the ladder in order to
understand what experiences, meanings and
assumptions underpin our beliefs and actions.
8LIPEHHIVMWEXSSPJSVWIPJVI¾IGXMSRERH
shared investigation, and can be especially
YWIJYPXSI\TPSVI[E]WMR[LMGLGSR¾MGXW
take shape and escalate, how stereotypes
are formed, and how similar experiences can
produce completely different interpretations.
We may be surprised when we try to follow
the trail of how we arrived at a particular way
of thinking.

Table 7 – Chris Argyris’ Ladder of Inference. Source: Senge (1994, p. 243)101
I take ACTIONS based on my beliefs
I adopt BELIEFS about the world
I draw CONCLUSIONS
I make ASSUMPTIONS based on the meanings added

The VI¾I\MZIPSST
(our beliefs affect
what data we
select next time)

I add MEANINGS (cultural and personal)
I select ‘DATA’ from what I observe
Observable ‘DATA’ AND EXPERIENCES
(As a video camera might capture it)
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One of the biggest challenges in co-inquiry
is to create a shared language between
participants. Without it, conversations can
go astray and become frustrating. This is
why the initial phase of a dialogue process
is sometimes dedicated to co-creating a
shared language. This is not easy. As we saw
before, language is not a neutral instrument,
and thus the meanings we attach to words,
concepts and arguments are closely related
to our identities and worldviews. Crafting a
shared language is a slow process in which
TEVXMGMTERXWWLEVIXLIHMJ½GYPXXEWOSJ½RHMRKE
working vocabulary that makes everyone feel
included.
At the very start of a forum I facilitated, a
participant asked a critical question: are we
here to talk about ‘citizen participation’ or
‘user involvement’? We spent the following
hour unpicking the implications of each
choice of words. You may think that this
was a waste of time. In my view, this
exploration of meanings is necessary when
important social and political considerations
are at stake. For instance, the term
‘citizen participation’ is steeped in certain
traditions (i.e. republicanism, participatory
democracy), and so is ‘user involvement’
(i.e. consumerism, management). Both
imply different assumptions about levels of
rights and responsibilities. Usually, ‘citizen
participation’ connotes strong ideas about
direct democracy and the power of citizens
to make or shape decisions on public
matters. In contrast, ‘user involvement’ often
connotes a more limited role, a lesser degree

SJMR¾YIRGIERHEQSVIQEREKIVMEPXEOISR
engagement.

chapter. The purpose of dialogue is learning,
exploring, and building relationships.

The point is that words, concepts, and jargon
all carry baggage with them. Remember
Bakhtin’s insight that ‘each word tastes of
the context and contexts in which it has
lived its socially charged life.’ Participants
in collaborative inquiry usually spend time
exploring that baggage to try to agree on a
working vocabulary that will allow them to
move forward. This requires a clear effort
to overcome the challenges posed by the
specialised jargon that is often so central to
our professional roles.

It is critical that dialogic inquiry is not
oriented towards resolution. The word
‘inquiry’ comes from the Latin inquarere,
which means to ‘seek within’. As Isaacs
explains, dialogic inquiry can be hindered
by the dynamics that are set in motion by a
decision-making mandate. In order to make
a decision, participants shift the emphasis
from inquiry to advocacy in order to support
their preferred option. The word ‘decision’
comes from the Latin decidere, which
means to ‘murder the alternative.’ The
need to make a decision, therefore, changes
the nature of the conversation, stops the
exploration of alternatives, and hinders the
¾S[SJMRUYMV]

Co-inquiry depends on the participants’
ability to pose and answer genuine questions.
As Pearce puts it, in dialogue ‘individuals are
called to listen, inquire, understand, explain,
ERH½RH[E]WSJQSZMRKJSV[EVHXSKIXLIV
Disagreements and differences are seen
as sites for mutual learning, not intellectual
pugilism. The art of posing questions is valued
at least as highly as that of expressing one’s
own opinions. The narrative forms of selfdisclosure and inquiry are more highly prized
than that of advocacy’.
Advocacy dynamics are typical of the
decision-making stage of participatory
processes. You may have noticed that so far
I haven’t spoken about making decisions or
reaching conclusions. That is because I do
not see that as the purpose of dialogue.
From this perspective, decision-making is
better accomplished through a process
of deliberation, as we will see in the next

8LEXMW[L]-NSMRXLSWI[LS½RHMXYWIJYP
to distinguish between dialogue and
deliberation. Deliberation is about weighing
alternatives, making informed choices, and
reaching decisions or conclusions. In contrast,
dialogue is about collaborative inquiry
into the nature of those alternatives and
choices. Therefore, dialogue does not seek
completion; instead, it seeks the mapping and
understanding of issues, ideas and feelings.
This is more likely to be achieved when
participants are not hard-pressed to choose,
defend, persuade, or resolve. In Isaacs’ words,
dialogue is about ‘evoking insight, which
is a way of reordering our knowledge –
particularly the taken for granted assumptions
that people bring to the table.’
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Collaborative inquiry has a long tradition,
stretching from ancient GreeceXS2EXMZI
American societies, and across many
other cultures. Contemporary formulations,
however, stem from the work of pragmatist
thinkers in the early 20th century. For
instance, Dewey wrote about the need to
mobilise the collective intelligence of citizens
and communities in order to deal with the
social problems of our time.
Collective intelligence, enabled through
shared inquiry, seeks to transcend ‘any
specialised claim to expertise and is grounded
in a diversity of experience’ and local
knowledge. Accordingly, a dialogue process
can enable the formation of a ‘community

of inquiry.’ A community of inquiry brings
together ‘professional knowledge and
lived experience’ to form an ‘interpretive
community’ of citizens and experts that
seek a shared understanding of the issues on
the basis of various forms of knowledge.

In other words, all the angles are needed as
everyone holds a piece of the puzzle, and
that piece cannot make a difference until it is
shared. I think of truth here, and in the rest of
the booklet, as a temporary agreement in an
ongoing conversation.

The case for collaborative inquiry is well
illustrated by the Jain and Buddhist story of
the blind men and the elephant (see Box 7).
The story argues for collective intelligence
as the means to make sense of complex and
[MGOIHWSGMEPMWWYIW-RQ]ZMI[MXI\IQTPM½IW
two points that are the heart of dialogue. On
the one hand, one of the premises of dialogic
inquiry is the idea that all perspectives have
something to offer in the search for truth.

On the other hand, the story illustrates the
importance of building a relationship amongst
participants which may enable them to have a
better understanding of both each other and
the issues. An ethics of care and collaboration,
and a safe space created through constructive
patterns of communication, are thus central
to dialogic inquiry.

Box 7 – The tale of the blind men and the elephant.117 Adapted from www.jainworld.com/education/stories25.asp
Once upon a time, there lived six blind men in a village. One day the neighbours told them, “Hey, there is an elephant in the village
today.”
They had no idea what an elephant was. They decided: “Even though we will not be able to see it, let us go and feel it anyway.” Every
one of them went and touched the elephant.
±,I]XLIIPITLERXMWETMPPEV²WEMHXLI½VWXQER[LSXSYGLIHXLIIPITLERX´WPIK
“Oh, no! It is like a rope,” said the second man who touched the tail.
“Oh, no! It is like a thick branch of a tree,” said the third man who touched the trunk.
“It is like a big fan,” said the fourth man who touched the ear.
±-XMWPMOIELYKI[EPP²WEMHXLI½JXLQER[LSXSYGLIHXLIFIPP]
“It is like a solid pipe,” said the sixth man who touched the tusk.
They began to argue agitatedly about the elephant. And every one of them insisted that he was right.
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Finding common ground and exploring
differences
These are key interrelated dynamics in
dialogue processes:
 *MRHMRKGSQQSRKVSYRHIREFPIW
participants to build relationships and
overcome stereotypes.
 )\TPSVMRKVEXLIVXLERSZIVPSSOMRK
differences, invites participants to

recognise and respect each other’s unique
perspective.
Both dynamics can create substantial learning
opportunities. In sum, collaborative patterns
of communication, which enable participants
to navigate commonalities and differences,
can bring about dialogic moments that open
new understandings and possibilities. This is
well known to mediation practitioners.

In contrast, adversarial processes
characterised by confrontational patterns
of communication often fail to both
½RHGSQQSRKVSYRHERHGVIEXIXVYI
understanding about differences. As a
consequence, participants are caught in the
‘negotiator dilemma’ (see Box 8), and they
end up acting defensively which prevents
them from inventing options that may satisfy
broader shared interests.

Box 8 – The negotiator’s dilemma. Excerpt from Forester (2009, p. 84)120

I’m afraid that you will exploit me (if I disclose my interests truthfully to you), and unsurprisingly you’re afraid that I’ll exploit you (if
you disclose your interests truthfully to me). So our righteous ‘realism’ and defensiveness – leading us both to withhold our real
GSRGIVRW¯QEOIMXHMJ½GYPXJSVYWXSI\TPSVISTXMSRWXSWEXMWJ]XLSWIVIEPGSRGIVRWMRWXIEHSJXLSWI[ILEZINYWXFIIR[MPPMRKXSXVSX
out. Both afraid of being exploited, we fail to make simple trades, for example, that would make us both better off, and so rather than
½RHMRK[E]WXS³KMZIMRSVHIVXSKIX´ QYXYEPKEMRSTXMSRW [IKIRIVEXISRP]³QYXYEPP]PSYW]´PSWIPSWIGSQTVSQMWIWMJ[IKIXTEWXXLI
impasse at all.

A well-known mediation practice is to look beyond positions and focus instead on interests. That means shifting the initial emphasis from predetermined solutions to the less articulated, but crucial, dimension of needs, wishes, aspirations, concerns, obligations, and fears that actually
underpin the entrenchment of positions around particular options.

7IIJSVMRWXERGI7YWWOMRH0 'VYMOWLERO.0  Breaking the impasse : consensual approaches to resolving public disputes?2I[=SVOA&EWMG&SSOW%2(7YWWOMRH01G/IEVRER7
8LSQEW0EVQIV.  The consensus building handbook: a comprehensive guide to reaching agreement, Thousand Oaks, Calif. ; London: Sage Publications.
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Figure 1 – The PIN Iceberg Diagram (created by Andrew Acland)122

Positions
:MWMFMPMX]0MRI
Interests
and values
Needs
and
fears

-VIEHXLI4-2HMEKVEQEWERMPPYWXVEXMSRSJ
the following points:
 8LIX[SPEVKIicebergs represent the
typical context of two participants
(individuals or groups) communicating in a
situation of disagreement.
 8LIvisibility line illustrates the separation
between the observable and the hidden
communicative dimensions at play. The
line can move up or down depending on
the patterns of communication that the
participants develop.
 Positions are the only thing that
participants see and express when they
don’t manage to escape some of the traps

of ritualised communication (see Section
3.3). The result is often a downward spiral
that frustrates participants and entrenches
their positions even further.
 Interests, values, needs and fears are
SJXIRQSVIHMJ½GYPXXSEVXMGYPEXIERHWLEVI
particularly in adversarial situations that
push participants to oversimplify complex
issues and feelings, defend themselves,
and persuade others. Understanding
these different experiential dimensions
helps participants to better understand
each other’s positions. It also creates the
possibility of a process shift, because it is
often easier to expand common ground
than it is to narrow the distance between

positions (Andrew Acland, personal
conversation).
 8LIcoloured areas beneath the visibility
line represent the possibility of hidden
common ground, that is, shared interests,
values, needs and fears that may enable the
invention of unforeseen options.
 *MREPP]XLIHMEKVEQEWE[LSPIMPPYWXVEXIW
the case for developing patterns of
communication that enable participants to
explore deeper levels of meaning in order
to build understanding and unleash creative
thinking.

8LI4-2HMEKVEQSVMKMREXIHMRXLI[SVOSJ%RHVI[%GPERHJSVXLI)RZMVSRQIRX'SYRGMP´WJEGMPMXEXMSRXVEMRMRKWMRXLIIEVP]W-LEZIHVE[RXLMWFEWMGZIVWMSRJSPPS[MRK
Andrew’s kind advice in a personal conversation. For more information on Andrew’s work please visit the websites of Dialogue by Design www.dialoguebydesign.net, or Sciencewise
www.sciencewise-erc.org.uk8LIVIEVISXLIVZIVWMSRWSJXLIHMEKVEQWIIJSVMRWXERGI(MERE4SYRH´WEHETXEXMSRSJXLI)RZMVSRQIRXEP'SYRGMP´WZIVWMSRMRTEKISJ)YVSWMXI
2EXYVEGSR¾MGXQEREKIQIRXERHVIWSPYXMSR4EVG-RXIVVIKMSREPHY1EVEMW4SMXIZMR*VERGI%TVMP%ZEMPEFPIwww.eurosite-nature.org?%GGIWWIH(IGIQFIVA
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Positions, interests, values, needs and
fears are shaped by personal and cultural
factors stemming from the participants’
cognitive and emotional engagement with
their social worlds. To be sure, the diagram
is not intended to be an unshakeable
statement about how individuals behave
or how the world works. On the contrary,
it is simply a heuristic tool that helps
mediation practitioners to think through
certain situations in the context of public
disputes. In dialogue processes, we can use
it to make sense of what we are trying to
achieve through collaborative patterns of
communication.

Before concluding, two caveats are necessary
[MXLVIKEVHXSXLMWHSYFPIH]REQMGSJ½RHMRK
common ground and exploring differences.
If we focus too much on common ground,
we may risk excluding valuable contributions
by forcing those who think differently to
conceal their unique perspective. Moreover,
emphasising common ground can become a
smokescreen for the protection of the status
quo by a dominant majority. For instance,
by focussing on what most participants in a
public forum share in common, we may be
unwittingly excluding alternative or minority
perspectives and voices. On the other hand,

if we focus too much on differences, we risk
not being able to build the common ground
and trust needed to enable participants to
learn about their differences.
In controversial cases, dialogue practitioners
study the context and history of the
process they want to facilitate, and decide
collaboratively with the participants on what
may be the best approach. Sometimes only
focussing on common ground is desirable or
possible, as the story of the environmentalists
and the ranchers (Box 9) illustrates.
2EZMKEXMRKXLIWIXIRWMSRWMWEXXLILIEVXSJ
dialogue practice.

Box 9 – A story of environmentalists and ranchers. Excerpt from Littlejohn & Domenici (2001, p. 15)124
(ER(EKKIXEREGXMZMWXJSVGSPPEFSVEXMZIHIGMWMSRQEOMRKXIPPWXLIWXSV]SJEKVSYTGEPPIH-XFIKERMR[LIR(EKKIXERH
other environmentalists were campaigning in Arizona to repeal a law permitting ranchers to shoot cougars and bears. The battle had
become stalemated. In an unusual move, someone suggested that the two sides actually meet and talk. And they did! The meeting
[EWEVVERKIHEWOMPPIHJEGMPMXEXSV[EWFVSYKLXMRERHTISTPIWLS[IHYT¯IRZMVSRQIRXEPMWXWERHVERGLIVW8LIQIIXMRKFIKER
not by discussing mountain lions and bears, but by listing what each participant wanted for the land. To their amazement, they found
that the two groups wanted many of the same things. They made an agreement not to talk about their differences, but to stick with
GSQQSRMRXIVIWXWERHI\TPSVI[E]WXLEXXLI]GSYPHEPPKIX[LEXXLI][ERXIH8LILEWKVS[RXSJEVQSVIXLERTISTPIERHXLI]
no longer meet in living rooms. Instead, they form collaborative ranching teams that meet on the land, look at the situation there, and
make management decisions on how to proceed.

Balancing advocacy and inquiry
Building understanding and building
relationships are, as I have emphasised, the
key goals of dialogue. In order to understand
each other, and the issues under investigation,
participants work hard on creating a safe
space and a trusting environment. To achieve
this, participants need not only to understand
(inquire), but also to make themselves
understood (advocate). Although I have
MRWMWXIHXLEXMRUYMV]MWXLIHI½RMRKH]REQMG
in dialogue, it is time to recognise the
indispensable role that advocacy dynamics
also play.
Advocacy dynamics include expressing one’s
position clearly, emphasising its strengths
and value, and presenting a rationale for
it. Inquiry dynamics entail the exchange



of questions that help to understand the
thinking behind each other’s views. When
advocacy dynamics become the dominant
pattern, as Burbules argues, it ‘ceases to be
an intersubjective exploration of a problem
or question, and instead becomes a struggle
over whose voice and perspective will be
the dominant one’. Moreover, ‘once damaged,
the very nature and purpose of the dialogical
relation comes to be doubted, and because
this relation is the very fabric of dialogue,
any communicative outcome that may be
achieved is compromised.’
In practice, the challenge is to facilitate
communication patterns which balance
advocacy and inquiry. From this perspective,
dialogic communication can be fostered, to
some extent, in most types of participatory

formats and processes. This is where the
stark line that I have traced – for pedagogic
purposes – between dialogue and debate
becomes blurred. In many public forums,
especially those that are one-off events
rather than processes, often the most we can
aspire to is to make debates more dialogic.
As practitioners Pearce & Pearce put it, when
communicating dialogically ‘one can listen,
ask direct questions, present one’s ideas,
EVKYIHIFEXIERHWSJSVXL8LIHI½RMRK
characteristic of dialogic communication is
that all of these speech acts are done in ways
that hold one’s own position but allow others
the space to hold theirs, and are profoundly
open to hearing others’ positions without
needing to oppose or assimilate them.’

For excellent introductions to the world of public mediation practitioners see Forester, J. (2009) Dealing with differences: dramas of mediating public disputes, Oxford: Oxford University
4VIWW%2(0E[W( *SVIWXIV.  0IEVRMRKMRTVEGXMGI4YFPMGTSPMG]QIHMEXMSRCritical Policy Studies,  ¯%2(*SVIWXIV.  The Deliberative Practitioner.
Encouraging participatory planning processes, Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press.

0MXXPINSLR7; (SQIRMGM/  )RKEKMRKGSQQYRMGEXMSRMRGSR¾MGX7]WXIQMGTVEGXMGI, Thousand Oaks; London: Sage.
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For examples of participatory formats and processes see www.participedia.net.



P. 45 in Pearce, W. & Pearce, K. (2004) Taking a communication perspective on dialogue. In:%2()67326&%<8)60% '-772%/2 IHW Dialogue: theorizing difference in
communication studies. Thousand Oaks, Calif.: Sage Publications.
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4.4 A countercultural process? Promises and perils
of dialogue
Creating spaces for dialogic communication
requires commitment, resources, and time.
-XGEPPWJSVTEVXMGMTERXWXSFIVI¾I\MZIEFSYX
their communication habits and power
relationships, as well as to be open to
experience alternative ways of relating to
each other. People do not engage in dialogic
approaches because they are guaranteed to
succeed, but because they are drawn ‘to the
spirit of equality, mutuality, and cooperation
that animates them’.
Considering the many incentives that
we have created for certain patterns of
communication, it is surprising that dialogue
ever happens at all. As Schein pointed out,
it has almost become a countercultural
practice. Firstly, it takes time; it probably
takes longer than any other method of public
engagement. However, remember the
]IEVPSRKI\EQTPISJXLIGSQQYRMX]GPEWL

over the construction of a new school that I
SYXPMRIHMRWIGXMSR-RXLEXGEWIEVKYEFP]
a process of dialogue and deliberation might
have been faster, cheaper, and considerably
better for the community.
Secondly, its impact is not immediate or
always measurable – at least not in the ways
we seem to want to measure everything
nowadays. Bamboozled by the magic
of numbers, we often forget that ‘not
everything that can be counted counts, and
not everything that counts can be counted’.
Let me extend this point with an example.
8LIYWISJHMEPSKYIMRHMTPSQEG]MRXIRWM½IH
after the Second World War. Indeed, the early
days of the Cold War was a time in which
international adversaries could not expect
to sit together to do anything else but talk
without agendas or the slightest intention to

persuade each other. Perhaps the fact that
in the end there was no nuclear war can be
considered an indication that those diplomatic
practices had some sort of impact. I am only
half-joking here; my point is that we cannot
expect dialogue to be measured as if it was
an off-the-shelf technique (although some
have presented it as such).
Sometimes I wonder what would have
happened at key historical junctures if the
protagonists were subjected to some of our
current standards. Imagine that a targetJSGYWWIHWYTIVZMWSVETTVSEGLIH2IPWSR
Mandela or John Hume a couple of years into
their long-term peace-building dialogues, and
said: It is time to evaluate, so, what has been
the impact of what you have been doing and
LS[GER]SYHIQSRWXVEXIMX# 7II&S\ 

Box 10 – Peace-building dialogues. Excerpt from Isaacs (1999, p. 21)134

-R7SYXL%JVMGE4VIWMHIRX/PIVOQIXTVMZEXIP][MXL2IPWSR1ERHIPE[LMPILI[EWWXMPPMRTVMWSRMRXLIPEXIWERHIEVP]W8LI]
were not merely negotiating issues but engaged in dialogue about a totally new context for their country. These talks set the stage for
the dramatic changes that subsequently took place.
.SLR,YQIXLI2SFIP4VM^I[MRRMRK9PWXIVTSPMXMGMERWTIRXQER]]IEVWMRFILMRHXLIWGIRIWGSRZIVWEXMSRW[MXL+IVV]%HEQWPIEHIV
SJ7MRR*IMRXLITSPMXMGEP[MRKSJXLI-VMWL6ITYFPMGER%VQ]8LIVIGIRXTIEGIJYPHIZIPSTQIRXWMRXLEXGSR¾MGXVIWYPXIHEGGSVHMRKXS
Hume, from years of talking together privately, out from under the eye of public scrutiny and free from formal terms of engagement.
Both had agreed that the most critical problem facing Ireland was learning to stop the violence, and they spoke in depth about this.
7E]W,YQI±8[IRX]½ZI]IEVW[I´ZIFIIR½KLXMRKZMSPIRGI*MZIKSZIVRQIRXWLEZIJEMPIHXSWXSTMX8[IRX]XLSYWERHXVSSTWERH½JXIIR
thousand policemen failed to stop it. So I thought it was time to try something else. Dialogue.”

4MR&YVFYPIW2'  Dialogue in teaching: theory and practice2I[=SVO8IEGLIVW'SPPIKI4VIWW




Schein, E. H. (2003) On dialogue, culture, and organizational learning6I¾IGXMSRW¯
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For a discussion of the authorship of this quote see http://quoteinvestigator.com/2010/05/26/everything-counts-einstein?%GGIWWIHMR%YKYWXA
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Thirdly, dialogue requires a degree of
vulnerability that not everyone is comfortable
with. One of the key dynamics in developing
trust is ‘initiating certain sensitive or personal
disclosures ourselves, demonstrating
trust before we ask for trust ourselves.’
Such moments of disclosure and shared
vulnerability can be read as open invitations
to engage in dialogue. But they also expose
us to various risks, especially in the context of
public forums.
Finally, the most challenging barrier to
genuine dialogue has to do with power and
inequalities. Authentic dialogue requires
egalitarian participation. Engaging in

dialogic inquiry entails an open orientation
towards others that implies questioning
the privileges afforded by socio-economical
status, knowledge, ethnicity, or gender.
Inequalities are not left at the door of a
dialogue process. However, facilitators and
participants work hard to avoid reproducing
them in the communication patterns that
they develop. Inside the room, there are no
untouchable areas, and the status quo can
become the very object of co-inquiry. Issues
of power are critical not only in dialogue,
but also in deliberation, and in general in any
participatory process. This is why I will return
to them later.

Despite these barriers and challenges,
dialogue processes do occur even under the
direst circumstances. Indeed, practitioners
SJXIRVITSVXMQTSVXERXSYXGSQIWMRGSR¾MGX
situations, for instance: learning, building respect,
defusing polarisation, and building contexts for
collaboration. As Stone points out, there is ‘a
world of difference between a political process
in which people honestly try to understand
how the world looks from different vantage
points, and one in which people claim from the
start that their vantage point is the right one.’
In dialogue, our task is to enable participants
to take the risk of looking at the world from
different vantage points.

Box 11 – The potential of dialogue

 0IEVRMRKIRLERGIHYRHIVWXERHMRKSJEVERKISJZMI[WZEPYIWJIIPMRKWERHTSWMXMSRW
 &YMPHMRKEGSQQSRPERKYEKIFVMHKMRKXLIKETFIX[IIRWTIGMEPMWIHNEVKSRW8LMWMWGVMXMGEPMRTYFPMGIRKEKIQIRXEW[IJEGIXLITEVEHS\
of a world that is increasingly interconnected, and yet, ever more fragmented in terms of specialised languages.
 'SGVIEXMRKQIERMRK[SVOMRKXS[EVHWWLEVIHMRXIVTVIXEXMSRWXLEXJSWXIVGSPPIGXMZIMRXIPPMKIRGIXSHIEP[MXLGSQTPI\MWWYIW
 &YMPHMRKVIPEXMSRWLMTWXLEXIREFPIGSPPEFSVEXMZITPEXJSVQWERHGVMXMGEPGSMRUYMV]
 (IJYWMRKTSPEVMWEXMSRSZIVGSQMRKWXIVISX]TIWERHFYMPHMRKXVYWX
 (MWGSZIV]½RHMRKEPXIVREXMZITEXL[E]WXLEXEVIRSXXLITVSHYGXSJQIVIRIKSXMEXMSRSVFEVKEMRMRKFYXXLIVIWYPXSJFVSEHIRMRKERH
deepening perspectives through learning, exploration, and creative thinking.

4MR&YVFYPIW2'  Dialogue in teaching: theory and practice2I[=SVO8IEGLIVW'SPPIKI4VIWW
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 (I½RMRKTYFPMGHIPMFIVEXMSR
Public deliberation is the ‘process of
exchanging reasons for the purpose of
resolving problematic situations’ that
require interpersonal coordination and
cooperation. The goal of deliberation is to
make informed and reasoned decisions. In
the context of public engagement activities,
such decision-making may materialise in a

range of activities, from reaching conclusions
and producing a report, to making
recommendations, shaping policy, or deciding
how to spend a budget.
Ideally, deliberation aims to build consensus
through a progressive communicative process
that entails seeking information, evaluating

alternatives, and making decisions after a
substantial exchange of reasons. During this
process, participants are ‘challenged to justify
their decisions and opinions by appealing to
common interests or by arguing in terms
of reasons that “all could accept” in public
debate.’ 

&S\¯(I½RMRKUYEPMXMIWSJTYFPMGHIPMFIVEXMSR
 7IIOMRKMRJSVQEXMSRERHIZMHIRGI
 )ZEPYEXMRKEPXIVREXMZIW
 +MZMRK ERHXEOMRK TYFPMGVIEWSRW
 6II\EQMRMRKERH TIVLETW GLERKMRKTVIJIVIRGIW
 7IIOMRKEKVIIQIRXSVGSRWIRWYW
 1EOMRKMRJSVQIHERHVIEWSRIHHIGMWMSRW
In terms of communication dynamics, ideally
participants in deliberative processes will
engage in combined dynamics of advocacy
(making oneself understood, persuading) and
inquiry (understanding others, exploring).
During the process, participants share

views, information, evidence and reasons,
as they listen, contribute, and change their
preferences or return to their positions.
Deliberation is intended to stimulate ‘fresh
thinking on an issue, rather than people
repeating what they have heard or been

led to believe.’ As Cornwall points out, it
requires that ‘participants are provided with
information and access to expertise to inform
their deliberations, and encouraged to form
positions during the discussions rather than
to bring pre-prepared positions and agendas
with them.’

Box 13 – The Ideal of Deliberative Democracy. Excerpt from Parkinson (2006, pp. 3-4)142
Deliberative democracy is based on two principles:
 MXMRWMWXWSRreasoning between people as the guiding political procedure, rather than bargaining between competing interests or the
aggregation of private preferences;
 ERHXLIIWWIRXMEPTSPMXMGEPEGX¯XLIKMZMRK[IMKLMRKEGGITXERGISVVINIGXMSRSJVIEWSRWMWEpublic act, as opposed to the purely private
act of voting.
Thus democracy is conceived
 PIWWEWEQEVOIXJSVXLII\GLERKISJTVMZEXITVIJIVIRGIW
 QSVIEWEJSVYQJSVXLIGVIEXMSRSJTYFPMGEKVIIQIRXW©EJSVYQMR[LMGLMHIEPP]³RSJSVGII\GITXXLEXSJXLIFIXXIVEVKYQIRXMW
I\IVGMWIH´ ,EFIVQEW 
To ensure that public reason and not private power dominates public discussion, deliberative democracy requires equality between participants.
Democratic deliberation is therefore about making binding collective decisions, covering all the stages of the decision-making process from
TVSFPIQHI½RMXMSRERHEKIRHEWIXXMRKHMWGYWWMSRSJWSPYXMSRWHIGMWMSRQEOMRKERHMQTPIQIRXEXMSR©
Under such conditions, people’s arguments for and against certain views must be made in public if they are to persuade others, and so can be
examined and challenged by those others; preferenceW[LMGLQE]FIQSVISVPIWWZEKYIYRVI¾IGXMZIMPPMRJSVQIHERHTVMZEXIEVIXVERWJSVQIH
MRXSQSVI½VQVI¾IGXMZIMRJSVQIHERHSXLIVVIKEVHMRKSRIWXLVSYKLXLIHIPMFIVEXMZIIRGSYRXIV
4MR&SLQER.  Public deliberation: Pluralism, complexity, and democracy, Cambridge; London: MIT Press.




P. 5 in Ibid.
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5.2 The case for public deliberation
The Theory and practice of deliberative
democracy has become popular in the
last two decades. It has inspired the
work of political theorists, policy analysts,
communication scholars, policy makers, public
bodies, civic and voluntary organisations,
and public engagement practitioners all
around the globe. Much of this activity
has been motivated by the public cynicism
that surrounds traditional party politics and
representative democracy, as well as by the
changes that have transformed traditional
top-down government into the networked
arrangements suggested by the concept of
‘governance.’

Therefore, the tidal movement around
deliberative democracy has rekindled the
demands for meaningful citizen participation
which have gained momentum since the
W Accordingly, deliberative democracy
builds on the grounds of participatory
democracy. The novelty is that, as spaces for
citizen participation have steadily become a
reality, the emphasis has shifted towards the
communicative dimension in those spaces.
Public deliberation is now seen by many
EWXLIMHIEPQIERWXS½RHWSPYXMSRWXS
social problems and make public decisions.

Moreover, it is seen as being capable of
regenerating politics by creating a more
engaged citizenry and thus a more vibrant
public sphere. Much of the appeal comes
from its critique of traditional representative
(partisan) politics. As Parkinson notes,
deliberative democracy is ‘a way of thinking
about politics which emphasizes the give and
take of public reasoning between citizens
rather than the counting of votes or the
authority of representatives.’

Box 14 – The case for public deliberation in policy contexts. Excerpt from Siriani (2009, p. 50)148
Public deliberation can:
 4VSHYGIFIXXIVTSPMG]SYXGSQIWF]KIRIVEXMRKWSYVGIWSJIZMHIRGIERHMRWMKLXXLEXQMKLXSXLIV[MWIFIYREZEMPEFPIXSIPIGXIH
representatives or public administrators deliberating on their own, even using extensive poll data.
2. By directly engaging citizens in public reasoning with one another, and perhaps with various organized stakeholders and agency
SJ½GMEPWXLI]EVIQSVIPMOIP]XSETTVIGMEXIZEVMIHMRXIVIWXWERHTIVWTIGXMZIWEW[IPPEWLEVHGLSMGIWEFSYXGSWXWERHXVEHI
offs, and thereby to attribute higher levels of legitimacy to decisions, even when their own preferences are not met as fully as
they might wish. Enhanced legitimacy increases the likelihood of more-effective policy implementation by reducing potential
obstruction and eliciting coproduction and community asset mobilization.
3. Engaging citizens in active deliberation signals civic respect and mutuality as well as the recognition of citizens as autonomous
agents rather than mere objects of legislation and administration. This expressive function can enhance public spiritedness and
generate trust that carries over to other forms of civic collaboration.

7II(V]^IO.7  Foundations and frontiers of deliberative democracy, Oxford: Oxford University Press.
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Deliberative democrats argue for a stronger
democracy where citizens are empowered
MRVIPEXMSRXSTSPMXMGMERWTYFPMGSJ½GMEPWERH
experts. Accordingly, deliberative processes
are intended to ‘open knowledge previously
VIWXVMGXIHXSWTIGM½GWGMIRXM½GSVSXLIV
communities to lay scrutiny, as well as to open
up political arenas to more direct processes
of citizen involvement.’ Much of deliberative
theory stems from the work of German
social theorist Habermas, who shifted the
focus towards the role of communication
in the public sphere. Based on his ideas
about ‘communicative rationality’, many have
argued for a democratic system sustained by
processes of rational debate among equals.

Parallel ideas have also been developed in the
world of policy analysis and policy making.
Here, inclusive deliberative engagement
is increasingly seen as the means towards
collective problem-solving, and as a departure
from traditional views of the policy process
as the monopoly of policy experts. In this
new context, the ‘essence of judgement
and decision becomes not the automatic
application of rules or algorithms but a
process of deliberation which weights beliefs,
principles, and actions under conditions of
multiple frames for the interpretation and
evaluation of the world.’
Deliberation thus becomes a tool for
democratising policy processes which

YWIHXSFIPIJXXSIPMXIWXEWOIH[MXL½RHMRK
technocratic solutions to policy problems.
The search for (allegedly apolitical)
technocratic solutions was based in the now
disputed idea that socio-political issues could
be simply sorted out through management
and technique. In contrast, deliberative
approaches recognise that ‘not only are social
values central to the policy process, but that
the process of policy making itself needs to
be understood as a dialogic process in which
it is less a question of reviewing evidence
than negotiating meanings, seeking control
over meanings and constructing policies on
the basis of this.’

Box 15 – Taking public deliberation seriously: The UK referendum versus the British Columbia Citizens’ Assembly + referendum
A lesson in how to maintain the status quo
(S]SYVIQIQFIVXLIVIJIVIRHYQSRIPIGXSVEPVIJSVQXLEXXSSOTPEGIMRXLI9/MR#-HSR´XFPEQI]SYMJ]SYHSR´X-X[EWEXVYP]
unremarkable event that few would consider an example of democratic engagement.
Firstly, for many it became a referendum on the Liberal Democrat party (the main proposer), by then extremely unpopular because of
their coalition with the Conservatives. Secondly, the quality of public deliberation was, to put it mildly, incredibly poor. Opportunities for
learning about the issues involved were scarce. The alternatives to be voted on were decided by political parties as part of their coalition
deal, although even Lib-Dem proposers admitted to not being happy with the choices. Finally, bickering, parading, defaming, and the rest of
the paraphernalia that often accompanies political party campaigns dominated what in theory was supposed to be an exercise in direct
democracy.
As a consequence we learned little from the process. If we weren’t sure that government politicians could insult each other on a Friday,
and then sit harmoniously at the coalition table on Monday, that doubt was surely dispelled. Little more emerged from this democratic
½EWGS8LMWWSVXSJTVSGIWWGSR½VQWXLEXTSPMXMGEPWTIGXEGPISJXIRXVMYQTLWSZIVWYFWXERXMEPTYFPMGHIPMFIVEXMSR%WEVIWYPXMQTSVXERX
constitutional issues went unexplored, opportunities for meaningful public engagement were squandered, and political elites were left
alone to play their game in their own terms.
This all seems rather unsurprising. At the end of the day, we left it to political parties to battle and decide over an issue in which they had
a clear vested interest. Indeed, different electoral systems favour or prejudice different political parties. How could we expect that they
would do anything but put on their usual gladiatorial show?

4MR&EVRIW12I[QER. 7YPPMZER,  Power, participation and political renewal: case studies in public participation, Bristol: The Policy Press.
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2I[=SVO'EQFVMHKI9RMZIVWMX]4VIWW%2(1EGIHS7 IH   Deliberative politics: Essays on democracy and disagreement,2I[=SVO3\JSVH3\JSVH9RMZIVWMX]4VIWW
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See Fischer, F. (2003) Reframing public policy: discursive politics and deliberative practices3\JSVH3\JSVH9RMZIVWMX]4VIWW%2(*MWGLIV*  Democracy and expertise: reorienting
policy inquiry, Oxford: Oxford University Press.
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A lesson in democratic innovation155
Let’s look at an example of one of the boldest experiments in public deliberation and participatory democracy ever done. When the
issue of electoral reform gained momentum in the province of British Columbia (Canada), the authorities decided to deal with it in an
unusual way. Instead of leaving it to political parties, they decided to delegate that power directly to citizens.
%GGSVHMRKP]XLI'MXM^IRW´%WWIQFP]SR)PIGXSVEP6IJSVQ[EWJSVQIHMRGPYHMRKVERHSQP]WIPIGXIHQIQFIVWSJXLITSTYPEXMSR8LIVI
were one man and one woman for each of the 79 electoral districts, plus two Aboriginal members. The sample was balanced not only for
KIRHIVSVIXLRMGMX]FYXEPWSJSVEKIERHKISKVETLMGEPHMWXVMFYXMSR8LITVSGIWWMRZSPZIHERYQFIVSJ[IIOIRHWIWWMSRWEGVSWWQSRXLW
and the participants were paid for their work.
The Assembly went through a series of stages, including a ‘learning phase’ in which participants got to learn about the issues from a
range of sources. They also interrogated experts from various perspectives, in a process similar to a citizen jury. After the learning phase,
XLIHIPMFIVEXMZITVSGIWWQSZIHXS[EVHWXLIHIGMWMSRQEOMRKWXEKI[LMGLIRHIH[MXLE½REPVITSVXERHVIGSQQIRHEXMSRXSXLI&VMXMWL
Columbia legislature. The proposal was then put to the citizenry through a referendum. In the end, the proposal got wide support but
missed by a small margin the referendum threshold for legislative change.
Interestingly, both referendums (UK and British Columbia) produced similar results: the proposed alternatives were defeated. That is the
only commonality between both cases. For in the UK, the process has become another episode of ‘politics as usual’, whereas in British
Columbia it has become an exemplar of democratic innovation. The BC Citizens’ Assembly was premised on a simple idea: when citizens
are given time and resources to deliberate, they can engage with each other to investigate complex issues, and make collaborative
decisions.
Comparing both cases illustrates the importance of process and communication quality. In the UK the referendum was a poor exercise
with no legacy besides increased cynicism. Little care went into a process that was supposed to be an institution of direct democracy.
-RGSRXVEWXXLIVIJIVIRHYQMR&VMXMWL'SPYQFME[EWXLI½REPWXEKISJERMRRSZEXMZITYFPMGHIPMFIVEXMSRTVSGIWW[MXLMRXLI%WWIQFP]ERH
FI]SRH%PSXSJGEVI[IRXMRXSJSWXIVMRKHIPMFIVEXMZIH]REQMGWERH½RHMRKRI[[E]WSJQEOMRKGSPPIGXMZIHIGMWMSRW2S[SRHIVXLIGEWI
is capturing the imagination of many.


=SYGER½RHMRJSVQEXMSREFSYXXLI&VMXMWL'SPYQFME'MXM^IRW´%WWIQFP]MRwww.citizensassembly.bc.ca/public. For case studies see the book edited by Warren, M. E. & Pearse, H. (eds.)
(2008) Designing deliberative democracy. The British Columbia Citizens’ Assembly, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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5.3 The dialogic turn in deliberation: developing a
relational approach
%W[ILEZIWIIRGPEWWMGHI½RMXMSRWSJ
deliberation have a very formal tone: they
insist on ‘rational deliberation’ and ‘the force
of the best reason.’ However, the idea that
the clash of arguments will produce the
triumph of the best reason has been criticised
on various grounds. For instance, the idea
of the existence of ‘one best reason’ can be
linked to questionable ideas about universal
‘truth’ and ‘knowledge’ which may cover up
power and control agendas. Anyhow, this
approach seems to fall short when it comes
to dealing with the complex dilemmas faced
by our societies, particularly when there
are ‘as many different forms of “reason” as
there are cultural perspectives and ways of
speaking.’
In the light of these and other critiques, some
have begun to propose a more dialogic
(relational) concept of deliberation.
For instance, Gastil and colleagues have
developed a practical concept of face-to-face
deliberation that accommodates elements
from dialogue theory. In essence, the concept
adds a new nuance to the basic tasks of
practical deliberation:
 'VIEXMRKEWSPMHMRJSVQEXMSRFEWMW[LMGL
includes the acceptance of multiple forms
of knowledge (e.g. expert, experiential,
emotional).
 4VMSVMXMWMRKXLIOI]ZEPYIWEXWXEOIEJXIV
WIPJVI¾IGXMSRERHQYXYEPI\TPSVEXMSR

 -HIRXMJ]MRKEVERKISJEPXIVREXMZIWF]
fostering co-inquiry.

especially regarding the creation of spaces for
personal narratives and storytelling. As Ryfe
explains, narratives foster ‘a relational form
 )ZEPYEXMRKTVSWGSRWERHXVEHISJJWSJIEGL
of deliberation in which participants appeal
alternative.
to common values and experiences through
telling stories.’ Accordingly, the use of narrative
 1EOMRKXLIFIWXTSWWMFPIHIGMWMSREJXIV
in public engagement supports ‘a form of
updating positions in the light of the
deliberation that stresses equality, respect for
learning process.
difference, participation and community.’
The concept emphasises inclusion and
Many have argued for the need to neutralise
equality, gives prominence to quality
emotions, passions and identities in the
listening, and asks participants to value each
name of rational reasoning and the logic
other’s experiences and perspectives. In
of the better argument. However, the
sum, many scholars and practitioners are
overly formalised exchange of reasons that
paying increasing attention to the relational
is so central to the traditional notion of
dimension of deliberative processes. This
rational deliberation can be seen as a way
can be seen as a dialogic turn in public
of excluding those who do not master the
deliberation theory and practice.
method of logical debate. Furthermore,
Many postulate that deliberation must be
enforcing the principle that only reasoned
rational, and thus operate in a judicial-like
exchanges can constitute legitimate
modus operandi, including claims, counterdeliberation excludes the important role
claims, and so on. The alternative (relational)
that emotions play in public engagement.
view highlights the emotional dimension of
Indeed, the engagement of citizens with public
deliberative engagement, and denounces ‘the
issues depends on emotional dispositions and
sexism inherent to many models of rational
affective states. In other words, why would

argumentation,’ as well as the imposition
we engage if we don’t care? Besides, the
of such formalised procedures that seem to
distinction between reasons and emotions
act as deterrents to participation by ordinary
has turned out to be more a conceptual

citizens.
GPMGLqXLEREREGXYEPVI¾IGXMSRSJLS[SYV
brains work. That is, emotions are actually
The relational approach to deliberation
an indispensable part of our capacity to
clearly resonates with dialogue theory,
reason.

7II4IPPM^^SRM0  8LIQ]XLSJXLIFIWXEVKYQIRXTS[IVHIPMFIVEXMSRERHVIEWSRBritish Journal of Sociology  ¯
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See for instance Gastil, J. & Black, L. W. (2008) Public deliberation as the organizing principle of political communication research. Journal of Public Deliberation  ¯%2(
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8LIWIVI¾IGXMSRWGEPPSYVEXXIRXMSRXSXLI
emotional dimension of the engaged citizen.
As individuals, we do not generally think in
simply logical or rational ways.How can we
understand communication in public forums,
therefore, without considering the emotional
dimension at the heart of social interaction?
Rosenberg puts it this way: ‘exchanging
REVVEXMZIWEFSYXTIVWSREPP]WMKRM½GERX
life episodes, sharing meals together and
participating in activities designed to create a
sense of group identity may be necessary to
creating the emotional connection needed
to motivate the kind of argument desired.
The key here is to recognize that deliberation
also requires conditions that foster emotional
engagement, mutual nurturing and an affective
tie to one’s community.’
This is also why storytelling has become so
central to the new public engagement agenda.
Critics of deliberation have argued that
narrative forms of communication can infuse
more egalitarian and relational dynamics
into public forums. Personal storytelling,
as Ryfe shows, contributes to ‘lower the
structural, psychological, and social barriers to
deliberation’ in small groups. Stories enable
collective sense-making around complex
issues, as participants are invited to imagine
how these play out in the real world. Finally,
storytelling helps with the relational aspects
of deliberative engagement, because it
enables individuals to save face and ‘manage
politeness issues’ even in contexts that
privilege disagreement.

In practice, public deliberation is often
equated with public debate. Thus, the playing
½IPHLEWFIIRXVEHMXMSREPP]HSQMREXIHF]XLI
vocabulary and dynamics of confrontational
communication. Debate seems appropriate
when participants share a formulation of
the problem (e.g. alcohol abuse is a social
problem characterised by…), and agree on
the criteria for choosing between alternatives
(e.g. fairness, feasibility). However, debate
can be a precarious form of communication
when participants disagree profoundly about
fundamental values, and thus lack a shared
formulation of the problem (e.g. abortion,
euthanasia).
In other words, debate can be
counterproductive in situations where
participants hold polarised views,
incommensurable perspectives, or intractable
articulations of interests. Moreover, in
these situations, participants seldom share a
common language to talk about the issues.
The existence of different vocabularies,
jargons, forms of expression, and styles of
communication strengthens the point that
HIFEXIMWRSXEP[E]W½XJSVTYVTSWIMRTYFPMG
forums. As experienced practitioners warn us:
‘the rebuttal mode of debate can at times do
more harm than good –promising clarity but
delivering escalation, promising an elusively
‘neutral’ moderation but producing little
substantive learning, less capacity, and still less
in terms of strengthened relationships.’

Deliberative processes can progress through
systematic stages (information, evaluation,
decision) insofar as participants agree on
a shared formulation of the problem. The
HMJ½GYPX]MWXLEXTYFPMGTVSFPIQWVEVIP]TVIWIRX
themselves in a neat, homogeneous fashion.
Instead, they are a complex amalgam of
assumptions about social realities, ideas on
fairness and justice, and constraints about
what is acceptable and feasible.
For that reason, Burkhalter and others argue
that ‘when participants bring with them
divergent ways of speaking and knowing,
public deliberation must include some
measure of dialogue,’ so that, at least
provisionally, participants bypass the clash
between their competing worldviews, and
XV]XSVI¾IGXSRXLIQGSPPEFSVEXMZIP]8SWYQ
up, a dialogic twist to deliberation can serve
various purposes:
 -XGERLIPTXSGVIEXIWLEVIHZSGEFYPEVMIW
and meanings.
 -XGERIREFPITEVXMGMTERXWXSHIZIPST
dialogic patterns of communication to
explore issues, positions, and differences.
 -XGERQEOIXLIGSRZIVWEXMSRQSVI
democratic. Processes can become more
inclusive by allowing a range of forms of
communication (e.g. storytelling, testimony)
and styles of expression (e.g. passionate,
confessional).
 *MREPP]MXGERJSWXIVGSPPEFSVEXMZIPIEVRMRK
and inquiry in a safe space which enables
participants to challenge the status quo.



P. 344 in Rosenberg, S. W. (2007) Rethinking democratic deliberation: The limits and potential of citizens participation. Polity,  ¯



Pp. 348–349 in Ibid.
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6.1 Dialogue and Deliberation
Studies of dialogue and deliberation pertain
to different disciplines that have evolved in
parallel as a response to similar social, political
and organisational challenges. I join those who
believe that there is great potential for crossfertilization between both. Therefore, in this
section I outline a framework that structures
dialogue and deliberation into an episodic
process that creates spaces for a range of
communication patterns. The framework
is intended to be a simple heuristic tool. Its
purpose is to suggest ways of thinking about
communication-related choices that we
make when we design public engagement
processes.
Bohman said that deliberation is ‘dialogue
with a particular goal.’ Unfortunately, as we
have seen, dialogic patterns of communication
EVISJXIRHMJ½GYPXXSHIZIPSTMRHIPMFIVEXMZI
processes where debate becomes the main
form of interaction. In those cases, advocacy
dynamics become dominant and thus hinder
co-inquiry.

The aspiration that participants may change
preferences due to reasoned deliberation
is central to deliberative practice. The
downside is that this can stimulate more
advocacy than inquiry as participants
may focus only on persuading each other.
Advocacy dynamics seek resolution,
whereas inquiry seeks exploration. If they
are not balanced, learning is prevented,
TSPEVMWEXMSRQE]MRGVIEWISZIVWMQTPM½GEXMSR
kicks in, shallow exchanges proliferate, and
the engagement process as a whole can
become meaningless, or worse, divisive and
counterproductive.

-RXLEXWIRWIXLI¾S[SJGSQQYRMGEXMSR
varies substantially from dialogue to
deliberation. Dialogue stimulates a divergent
¾S[SJGSQQYRMGEXMSR: there is no need
for immediate resolution, and thus the
conversation can go in many directions, and
conclude with a representation of a variety
of voices, issues, and perspectives. In contrast,
deliberation stimulates a GSRZIVKIRX¾S[SJ
communication: participants aim to converge
towards a decision or conclusion. The
conversation is oriented to resolution, and it
concludes with a representation of some sort
of consensus.

Dialogue is open-ended, whereas deliberation
seeks closure – albeit it may be provisional.
Consequently, deliberation involves choice
work in order to reach a conclusion or make
a decision. The word ‘decision’ comes from
the Latin decidere, which literally means ‘to
murder the alternative.’ When participants
engage in deliberation, their goal is to weight
alternatives and make a choice. Dialogue, on
the other hand, is about exploring the nature
of multiple choices.

(MJJIVIRX¾S[W GSRZIVKIRXHMZIVKIRX ERH
patterns of communication (advocacy/inquiry)
create different engagement dynamics.
They all play an important role in fostering
meaningful communication in public forums,
especially when they are combined in ways
XLEXEVI½XJSVTYVTSWI-R8EFPI-TVSTSWI
a framework to differentiate ideal types. In
practice, of course, we often develop all sorts
of hybrid forms.

Table 8 – Communication patterns and process

COMMUNICATION PATTERNS

Advocacy

Inquiry

Oriented to
decision-making
(convergent)

Deliberation

Deliberative dialogue

2SXSVMIRXIHXS
decision-making
(divergent)

Debate

Dialogue

PROCESS
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6.2 The D+D process
The D+D process is premised on the basic idea that dialogue can open up space for more meaningful deliberation.
I dedicate this section to propose a rationale for it that builds on what I have said so far.

Figure 2 – The D+D process

DIALOGUE
Inquiry dynamics

DELIBERATION
Advocacy dynamics

- Exploring and learning
- Co-creating shared meaning
- Building understanding and
relationships

The idea is to infuse real world deliberative
processes with spaces for a range of
communication patterns. It can be done, for
instance, by including a preparatory phase
where participants share personal stories
and map the landscape of perspectives and
feelings. The goal here is to allow participants
to learn about diverse understandings
and experiences of the issue in a context
that warrants the suspension of automatic
judgement. This constitutes an ‘expressive
stage’ in which participants can convey their
feelings and explore their social identities in a
safe space.
Some critics doubt that dialogue should be
part of deliberative processes at all. They
fear that too much emphasis on dialogue
diminishes the role that classic advocacy
can play in challenging dominant cultural



- Exchanging public reasons
- Weighting alternatives
- Making decisions

vocabularies and meanings. In other words,
they fear that dialogue may focus so much
on common ground that it leaves the status
quo unscathed. This is an important point. It
highlights not only the impossibility, but also
the inappropriateness, of dialogue in situations
of blatant injustice or huge power inequalities.
As ever, the scope for dialogue depends on
context.
However, what’s been proposed here
pertains to more pluralistic public
engagement processes. Many of them can
FIRI½XJVSQEGSQFMREXMSRSJJSVQEXWXLEX
foster different patterns of communication.
To avoid the risk of too much dialogue (that
is, too little room to challenge perspectives),
we can conceive processes where these two
forms of communication coexist without
becoming dominant. Therefore, it can be

useful to separate methodologically and
temporarily the stages for dialogue and
deliberation.
On the one hand, it is crucial that dialogue
is oriented towards discovery and not to
decision-making.2SXFIMRKTVIWWIHXS
‘murder the alternative’ is what makes it
possible to engage in open-ended patterns
of communication that enable reciprocal
exploration, active listening, honesty, and
disclosure. On the other hand, it is critical
that deliberation encompasses trying to
persuade each other to converge towards a
particular conclusion or decision. Being able
to give and take reasons in order to change
preferences is what makes it possible to
challenge assumptions and views, and make
collective decisions.

P. 290 in Fischer, F. (2009) Democracy and expertise: reorienting policy inquiry, Oxford: Oxford University Press.
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In the D+D framework, dialogue constitutes
more than a programmatic complement
to deliberation. If deliberation is the art
of analysing alternatives in order to make
decisions, prior dialogue enhances that
process through the open exploration of
languages, worldviews, values, and experiences
that underpin the alternatives. Furthermore,
because dialogue formats strive to enable
safe spaces for dissention and difference, they
can foster the creation of shared meaning
on the basis of disparate forms of knowing
and experiencing. When they achieve such,
dialogue processes can stimulate unexpected
collective creativity.
Dryzek wrote that deliberation ‘is different
from adversarial debate. The initial aim is
not to win, but to understand. Deliberation
allows that people are open to changing
their minds.’ However, the question is: can
TYFPMGHIFEXIEW[I½RHMXSRXLIKVSYRH
perform such an exploratory function? The
confrontational communication that is often
at the heart of polarised debate does not
seem to enable such dynamics. Instead, that

function may be better served by the spirit of
inquiry that guides public dialogue.
Heidlebaugh has concluded that ‘neither
dialogic models’ nor ‘rival advocacy models
can stand alone, either to account for or
to lead to enriched public discourse.’
This strengthens the argument to
enlarge deliberative processes so that
they are understood and designed as a
communication continuum, including a range
of communication patterns. Between the
ideal types of dialogue and deliberation, public
engagement practitioners can experiment
with a variety of hybrid forums and
processes (e.g. deliberative dialogue, in which
participants engage in co-inquiry in order to
reach a conclusion).
In this framework, public deliberation is
understood not only in terms of exchanging
public reasons and making collective
decisions, ‘but also as a process of producing
public reasons and reaching mutual
understanding.’ Consequently, following
Kim & Kim, deliberative public engagement
entails two dimensions. On the one hand,

instrumental deliberation characterised by
mechanisms for negotiation and decision;
and dialogic deliberation, in which ‘identity and
difference, sense of community, and public
reason are constructed.’
This requires the creation of communication
spaces for dialogically generative dynamics.
In practice, deliberation often entails
‘the pervasive advancement of a priori
opinions’, and hence it is ‘rhetorical rather
than dialogically generative.’ Accordingly,
HIPMFIVEXMZITVSGIWWIWQE]½VWXVIUYMVIE
period of dialogue, understood as an openended conversation in which participants
strive to understand their experiences,
languages, and ways of thinking. This kind of
process can bring up previously unrealised
common ground within the group. In addition,
leaving decision making for a later stage frees
the participants from the urgency of selling
or defending their positions, and thus it allows
them to bring different ways of knowing ‘to
bear on a common problem, and that can
result in a more sophisticated analysis of any
public issue.’

-WEEGW;  8S[EVHEREGXMSRXLISV]SJHMEPSKYI International Journal of Public Administration, 24, 709–748.
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Box 16 – Creating D+D rituals. Excerpt from Forester (2009, p. 33)192
?((TVEGXMXMSRIVWA©GVIEXIXLIWITVSGIWWIWRSXXSIVEWIGSR¾MGXRSXXSQEOIJVMIRHWSJLMWXSVMGEPIRIQMIWRSXXSHIR]HIIT
differences - but to enable more than the talk, talk, talk of business as usual, to enable a new exploration of strategies to address
materially the pressing interests at stake. By bringing participants together across lines of interests, class, ethnicity, and gender, these
deliberative conversations can begin practically and substantively to bridge differences of experience, stereotype, established relationships,
and conventional expectations.
By evoking deeply felt concerns and senses of possibility, interests, and emotions, these processes of dealing with difference, these
deliberative rituals, can cultivate a partially shared political imagination, or … ‘collaborative learning’ rather than legalistic argumentation –
a cogenerated practical judgement instead of doctrinal persuasion… These processes often encourage more dialogue, less debate, more
PIEVRMRKPIWWTSRXM½GEXMRKQSVITVEGXMGEPRIKSXMEXMRKPIWWKVERHWXERHMRK

A D+D process, therefore, includes dialogue
formats geared towards the exploration
of public reasons, and deliberative formats
in which those public reasons are put to
work towards making decisions. In addition,
dialogue before deliberation can help to
construct a safe space that may hold the
participants together through the posterior
decision-making process. Decision-making
processes are rarely about the data per se,
but rather, they are about underlying values
and interpretations. Therefore, it is important
to recognise that before alternatives and
recommendations can be considered, the
very determination of what ‘the problem’ is
depends on interpersonal communication.

This requires a safe space where participants
feel free to explore and question each other’s
assumptions.
The early stage of a D+D process is crucial
because it provides opportunities for
collective learning. To talk about collective
learning, it is useful to borrow the concept of
single and double loop learning from Argyris
& Schon. In a D+D context, single loop
learning entails understanding what others
think (views, positions), whereas double
loop learning involves understanding how
others think, (taken-for-granted assumptions,
underpinning values, frames of reference).

Moving from single to double loop learning
entails moving down through the Ladder of
Inference that we saw earlier on. This level
of learning broadens the perspectives of
participants. When dialogic dynamics succeed,
some kind of double loop learning is likely to
occur.
3RI½REPEVKYQIRXMRJEZSYVSJXLI((
framework is that it takes seriously the role
SJIQSXMSRWMRGMXM^IRTEVXMGMTEXMSR-R&S\
Fischer illustrates the importance of attending
to emotions and communication dynamics in
order to understand how citizens’ experience
SJTEVXMGMTEXMSRMR¾YIRGIWXLIMVIRKEKIQIRX

Box 17 – The importance of emotions in public engagement. Excerpt from Fischer (2009, p. 287)195
We need to carefully consider the ways in which deeply felt concerns and beliefs are related to basic social identities, whether those of a
GSQQYRMX]SVXLIWTIGM½GMRHMZMHYEPW[LSPMZIMRMX8LITSMRXMWTEVXMGYPEVP]MQTSVXERXJSVSVKERM^MRKHIPMFIVEXMZIJSVYQW©;LIRMXGSQIW
to heated deliberation, more comes into play than just the topics under discussion; the very protection of the individual’s self is at stake.
-RXLITVSGIWWSJI\TVIWWMRKXLIMVTVIJIVIRGIWERHMRXIVIWXWEW&PEYK  I\TPEMRWTEVXMGMTERXWSJXIRXEOIGLEPPIRKIWXSXLIMVMHIEW
as a criticism of themselves and, in the process, asses the views of other participants in just the same way. The hurt feelings that easily
result … can make ‘deliberative fora…dangerous places’ for some people, ‘and if they become too dangerous, they will, quite rationally,
FIEZSMHIHF]TEVXMGMTERXW´2SXIZIV]SRI[MPPFIGSQJSVXEFPI[MXLWYGLGPEWLIW1ER]TEVXMGMTERXW[MPPI\GPYHIXLIQWIPZIWJVSQXLI
exchanges; others will be excluded by the group, the result of which undercuts the legitimacy of the deliberative process. For this reason,
how to manage emotional issues becomes an essential question.
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It is often assumed that more public
engagement spaces will enable more dialogue
and deliberation. to take place. However,
this overlooks the importance of the citizen
experience of engaging with others in those
spaces. In participatory processes participants
are exposed to diverse points of view that
may put into question their perspectives
and values. Mutz has shown that this type
SJI\TSWYVIXSGSR¾MGXMRKTIVWTIGXMZIW
discourages participation. In other
words, citizens are keener to participate in
initiatives that involve like-minded individuals,
and therefore the prospect of engaging in

confrontational deliberation with people
who think differently may deter them from
wanting to participate at all. This does little to
foster democratic spaces where citizens learn
EFSYXXLIMVHMJJIVIRGIWERH[SVOSYXGSR¾MGXW
Moreover, it diminishes opportunities to value
pluralism and diversity.
If one of the factors that keep citizens
from engaging is the perception that the
process may be threatening, then caring
about communication patterns becomes
fundamental for public engagement
practitioners. It is important to note that
Mutz’s research refers to deliberative

processes where debate and polarised
argument often prevail. In contrast, dialogue
practitioners strive to craft spaces where
participants can welcome dissent and
difference as part of the learning experience.
Indeed, much of the time invested in
preparations goes into encouraging certain
mindsets and framing the encounter as a
meeting of minds, rather than as a contest of
opposites.
To sum up, D+D processes aim to enable a
rich mix of communication patterns that build
on, rather than clash with, each other.

Box 18 – The case for D+D. Excerpt from Levine, Gastil and Fung (2005, p. 282-283)197
4YFPMGHIPMFIVEXMSRGERFIHI½RIHEWETVSFPIQWSPZMRKJSVQSJHMWGSYVWIXLEXMRZSPZIWTVSFPIQEREP]WMWIWXEFPMWLMRKIZEPYEXMZIGVMXIVME
and identifying and weighing alternative solutions. Through respectful, egalitarian, and conscientious process, a deliberative body aims for a
reasoned consensus but often settles, at least provisionally, for a judicious result based on a more humble decision rule, such as simple or
two-thirds majority rule.
;LIREKVSYTWIIOWXSHIPMFIVEXISRETYFPMGMWWYILS[IZIVMXQE]FIRIGIWWEV]XS½VWXIRKEKIMRHMEPSKYI8LMWJSVQSJWTIIGLMWRSX
as concerned with solving a problem as with bridging linguistic, social, and epistemological chasms between different subgroups of the
potentially deliberative body …
Whereas deliberation focuses on policy choices, dialogue seeks accommodation, reconciliation, mutual understanding, or at the very least,
informed tolerance … The general method is to create a group environment that is conducive to honest self-expression, careful selfVI¾IGXMSRERHXLSYKLXJYPTVSFMRKERHTIVWTIGXMZIXEOMRK(MEPSKYIKIRIVEPP]EMQWXSLIPTHMJJIVIRXWYFKVSYTWPIEVREFSYXSRIERSXLIV
XLVSYKLEWIVMIWSJQYXYEPUYIWXMSRMRKERHVI¾IGXMSRWIWWMSRW-XGERXEOIQER]LSYVWSVHE]WJSVEKVSYTXSQSZIXLVSYKLEWIVMIWSJ
stages and arrive at the point where participants truly understand one another’s standpoints and appreciate the history and conviction of
one another’s views.
Once each subgroup understands how the others think, talk, and reason, it is easier to avoid conceptual confusions, symbolic battles, and
epistemological thickets that could otherwise derail a deliberative process. This dialogic phase does not resolve moral disputes or advance
policy goals; rather, it prepares group members for the necessary but challenging process of making common decisions together despite
deep underlying differences.

4MR1YX^('  Hearing the other side: deliberative versus participatory democracy, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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7 Facilitating D+D

There are excellent toolkits and handbooks
offering facilitation tips as well as practical
advice on how to design, organise, and host

TEVXMGMTEXSV]TVSGIWWIW WII%TTIRHM\ %
good example is Faulkner’s Dialogue in Public
Engagement, the handbook to which this

booklet is a theoretical companion. That is
why here I will only focus on communication
dynamics and micro-practices that relate
mostly to small-group facilitation.

 8LIJEGMPMXEXSVEWEVI¾IGXMZITVEGXMXMSRIV
Developing facilitation skills is a matter of
practice. There are techniques that can be
learned, of course, and there are handson training courses like the ones we do at
Edinburgh Beltane. In my opinion, however,
the best way is to learn by doing. In this sense,
facilitation is more an art or a craft than a
science. There is a good reason for this: every
person, group and context is different.
Your main tool in facilitation work is not
an object or a technique. You are the main
tool: your presence, body language, speech,
and ability to engage with individuals and
groups. Facilitating is not unlike playing
football or grafting a tree. You may have done
it a hundred times, and yet you know that
every time will be different. Every time will
require ongoing engagement and on-the-spot
readings of various conditions. You may try to
anticipate: ‘I could try this or that. This might
be useful.’ And then evaluate: ‘I see what I did
there. That worked well. That didn’t.’ However,
facilitating is an in-the-moment practice; you
cannot plan or anticipate every move, turn,
or contingency. A facilitator at work, like
ER]VI¾IGXMZITVEGXMXMSRIVMWIRKEKIHMRER
ongoing conversation with the situation at
hand.
The most experienced facilitators I have
met, despite their different working contexts,
often shared the same advice: follow your gut
instincts. At the end of the day, many of the
skills we use as facilitators are social skills that
we use in our everyday lives as members or
families, teams, communities, and so on. As

social animals, we are generally pretty good at
reading others and acting accordingly during
social interaction.8LI½VWXWXITXLIRMWXS
build on what you are already good at based
on your life experiences. The second step is
to take any opportunity that you can get to
learn by doing: practice, practice, and practice.
Your observations, feelings and interpretations
guide your actions as a facilitator. Facilitation,
XLIVIJSVIVIUYMVIWVI¾IGXMZITVEGXMGI=SY
must be aware of the powerful position
that you momentarily occupy. This may
sound obvious, but I have seen processes
ruined by reckless facilitators who either
became dominant speakers, or unashamedly
disrespected participants’ views.
Every time you organize and facilitate a
public engagement process you are making
political choices all the way. Efforts to
carefully engineer participatory spaces are
not uncommon, especially in the area of
controversial science and technology. For
instance, I studied a deliberative dialogue
in which the organisers put a lot of care in
forming a broad and diverse community
of inquiry, but it was only by invitation.200 In
their view, this would allow better quality of
engagement. Arguably, this can be necessary
around topics that may cause media furore or
miss-representation. Sometimes that is what
it takes to create a safe space where complex
issues can begin to be explored.
Other times, however, people are excluded
by the characteristics of the process itself:
for instance, time (who can attend in the

morning, evening or weekend?); and space
(is it a university venue, a pub, a community
centre?). Yet, other times we may simply
forget about certain participants who should
be there for a D+D process to be substantial.
And sometimes that forgetfulness reproduces
the privileges or injustices of the context in
which we operate.
The key goal of a facilitator is to help
participants to move the conversation
EPSRKF]EZSMHMRKSFWXVYGXMSRWXSXLI¾S[
of communication. The facilitator must
serve simultaneously the needs of each
TEVXMGMTERXERHXLIKVSYT&SXLXLI¾S[SJ
communication and the needs of participants,
vary from dialogue to deliberation. In
moments of dialogue, explains Forester, we
seek understanding of meanings, sentiments,
and perspectives (‘where they’re coming
from’). Accordingly, we need ‘skilfully attentive
and probing facilitators to help us clarify
meaning rather than have hot-button words
lead us astray.’ In contrast, to foster debate
and deliberation ‘we encourage parties
to sharpen their arguments, and we need
skilful work not so much of facilitating
but of moderating an adversarial series of
claims and refutations, counterclaims and
counterrefutations.’
In my view, facilitators should be focussed
on process, rather than content, as well as
be nonpartisan, rather than neutral. They are
there to care about participants and process,
rather than to remain neutral in the face of
unproductive communication patterns.



7GLSR(%  8LIVI¾IGXMZITVEGXMXMSRIVLS[TVSJIWWMSREPWXLMROMREGXMSR, Aldershot: Ashgate.
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7.2 Facilitation dynamics and resources
8LIHI½RMRKNSFSJEHMEPSKMGJEGMPMXEXSVMWXSHMWXVMFYXISTTSVXYRMXMIWJSVTEVXMGMTEXMRKXSOIITXLI¾S[SJGSQQYRMGEXMSRKSMRKXSQET
GSQQYRMGEXMSRTEXXIVRWERHXSIREFPITEVXMGMTERXWXSGLERKIXLIQ[LIRYRTVSHYGXMZIH]REQMGWFPSGOXLI¾S[SJGSRZIVWEXMSR

7.2.1 First steps
8LI½VWXWXITMWXSGPEVMJ]XLITYVTSWISJ
the encounter. This is a good opportunity
for facilitators to propose to participants
a particular frame of mind for interaction.
Depending on whether it is a single encounter,
a dialogue or deliberation format, or part of a
broader D+D process, there may be a range
of purposes, for instance:
 0IEVRMRK
 3ZIVGSQMRKWXIVISX]TIW
 9RHIVWXERHMRK MWWYIWTIVWTIGXMZIW
 &YMPHMRKVIPEXMSRWLMTW
 *MRHMRKEGSQQSRPERKYEKI
 -RZIWXMKEXMRK
 'SGVIEXMRKGSTVSHYGMRK
 *SVQMRKEGSRWIRWYW
 1EOMRKVIGSQQIRHEXMSRW
 (IGMHMRK
It is important to have a round of quick
introductions. Here you have some choices. For
instance, you may ask for typical information:
name, place, profession, organisation, etc.
Sometimes, however, you may ask for
something more atypical; e.g.: can you say
your name and something that you like but
that has nothing to do with your work? By
inviting people to share something beyond
XLIMVSJ½GMEPTSWMXMSR]SYLMRXEXXLILYQER
dimension of every participant. Sometimes this
WQEPPEGXMSRGERFIXLI½VWXWXITXS[SVOSR
overcoming stereotypes. This can be useful in
groups that include experts and non-experts,
or participants from two opposed camps
(e.g. pro-life and pro-choice).
The Public Conversations Project has used
variations of this introductory move in their
dialogues on abortion. For example, they often
allow participants to mingle over coffee prior
to the session, without letting them reveal
their militancy. That small exchange of personal
details and chit-chat begins to lay the ground
for the re-humanisation of ‘the other’ that is
involved in overcoming stereotypes.

In the context of scientists working on a
controversial technology, and lay-citizens, or
indeed any situation involving experts and
non-experts, asking participants to present
themselves in more than just their professional
capacity invites them to begin to contextualise
their perspectives. Often, conversations in
this type of group are not only about the
technical aspects of an issue, but about the
ethics that surround it. Accordingly, scientists
or experts often give input beyond the realm
of ‘the technical’, and thus it is important
that their personal perspective is brought up
openly (as opposed to it being hidden behind
the smokescreen of expertise). This kind of
facilitation work can begin with one or more
rounds of introductions that forces participants
to introduce themselves as multi-dimensional
TISTPIVEXLIVXLERFIMRKGSR½RIHXSXLI
stereotypical roles that come with their
positions, jobs, or perspectives.
In other occasions, however, some participants
will seem uncomfortable until they can identify
themselves and their expertise or perspective.
Indeed, some people feels uneasy about not
knowing who (a rival?) is sitting at the table.
Others like their status to precede them, and
won’t feel comfortable until they let us be
aware of who they are. Therefore, in some
occasions it may be counterproductive to delay
formal introductions. In this case, it is best to let
the peacocking ritual take place, and then try to
get the group to work.
Facilitation is a practice made of myriad micropractices. It is easy to feel tempted to overIRKMRIIVXLIWIWWMSR1]½VWXMRWXMRGXMWXSEZSMH
SZIVJEGMPMXEXMRK2SXIZIV]WMXYEXMSRVIUYMVIWXLI
kind of facilitation described in this chapter. In
most cases, it will be enough to work with a few
simple rules of engagement. Sometimes those
rules don’t even need to be stated, they are
already shared by participants.That is the case,
for instance, in forums attended by like-minded
people. In contexts were participants have a
history of animosity, however, the needs will
be different.This generally applies to situations
where participants hold substantially different
values and positions. As ever, context will be the
prime matter for your craft.

To facilitate D+D on a controversial issue, it
often helps to do some preparatory work well
before the session. For instance, you may want
to begin by mapping:
 XLIMWWYIERHMXWGSRXI\XWLMWXSV]
perspectives, narratives, stories;
 WXEOILSPHIVW SVGSQQYRMXMIWSJQIERMRK
interest, practice, or place);
 ERHTEXXIVRWSJGSQQYRMGEXMSR[LMGL
characterised previous encounters.
Although facilitators should focus on process,
more than content, in situations of heated
controversy they do well in getting acquainted
with the key lines of division and hot-button
words. This knowledge will allow them to
read the unfolding conversation (including
innuendos), and thus intervene when necessary.
-REHHMXMSRGSR¾MGXVIWSPYXMSRTVEGXMXMSRIVW
often co-design the session in collaboration
with the participants. The motto ‘people
support what they create’ captures the
rationale for this. The point is to foster the
shared ownership of the process by the
TEVXMGMTERXWERHPIXXLIQGSHI½RI
 I\TIGXEXMSRWERHSVSFNIGXMZIW
 JSVQEXW XMQIWTEGIWXVYGXYVI 
 GSQQYRMGEXMSREKVIIQIRXW
 XLIJEGMPMXEXSV´WVSPI
The question of how much a facilitator should
intervene is an important one. Some situations
call for strong facilitation, others for a lighter
approach. The rules of thumb are once again
XSFIEPIVX¾I\MFPIERHVIWTSRWMZI8LIVIWYPX
of misreading the unfolding situation can be
XLEXXLIGSRZIVWEXMSRFIGSQIWWXM¾IHSV
goes astray. Some facilitators intervene more
strongly at the beginning in order to model
interventions (e.g. regarding sharing air-time),
or foster certain communication patterns (e.g.
asking open questions: how do you see this
issue? as opposed to loaded questions: do you
really believe that?)
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Box 19 – Good facilitators...
 *MRHXLIMVS[RWX]PIXLVSYKLVI¾IGXMZITVEGXMGI
 %VI¾I\MFPIVIWTSRWMZIERHSTIR VEXLIVXLERQIGLERMWXMGMQTIVGITXMZISVYRJSVXLGSQMRK
 ;SVOGSPPEFSVEXMZIP]XLI]HSJEGMPMXEXMSR[MXLXLIKVSYTRSXXSXLIKVSYT
 %VIEFPIXS³VIEH´TISTPIERHWMXYEXMSRW [LIRMRHSYFXXLI]EWOMRWXIEHSJWIGSRHKYIWW
 -RZIWXXMQIMRTVITEVEXMSR IWTIGMEPP]MJXLIVIMWELMWXSV]SJYRTVSHYGXMZIIRKEKIQIRX
 1EREKIXMQIWLEVMRKIUYEPSTTSVXYRMXMIWXSWTIEO
 1SXMZEXITEVXMGMTERXWXSPMWXIRGEVIJYPP]
 'LIGOXLEXTEVXMGMTERXWYRHIVWXERH[LEXXLI]LIEV
 -HIRXMJ]TEXXIVRWSJGSQQYRMGEXMSR
 ,IPTTEVXMGMTERXWXSEPXIVTEXXIVRWSJGSQQYRMGEXMSR[LIRRIIHIH
 7IVZMGIXLIRIIHWSJIEGLMRHMZMHYEPERHXLIKVSYT
 1MRMQMWIMRXIVZIRXMSR
 %MQXSFIHMWTIRWEFPI

7.2.2 Facilitation resources
Communication agreements
Many argue that in order to foster ‘new ways
to think and talk together’, D+D requires
‘collaboratively adopted ground rules.’202
These rules of engagement should be
ETTPMIH¾I\MFP]%W&YVFYPIWI\TPEMRW³VYPIWMR
communication are pragmatic, and following
them in conversation entails interpretation,
judgement, and the sensitive application of
general guidelines to particular cases, including
knowing when to break a rule for the sake
of some more general communicative
purpose.’203
In general, the D+D game requires that
participants agree to a set of rules.204 The
functions of such communication agreements
are varied:

 &]XEPOMRKEFSYXXLITVSTSWIHVYPIW
participants are prompted to think about
their communication habits, as well as
about the communication patterns that
XLI]½RHJVYWXVEXMRK
 8LIVYPIWTVSZMHIWXERHEVHWXLEXQE]LIPT
the group to recognise shortcomings.
 8LSWIWXERHEVHWEVIXLIVIXSWIVZIXLI
process and can be changed accordingly as
needed by the group.
 6YPIWEVITEVXMGYPEVP]YWIJYPHYVMRK³HMEPSKYI
breakdowns.’205 In that case the facilitator
can refer to them (‘we agreed that...’ or
‘do we want to re-visit the agreements?’),
and use them as a heat-breaker, that is, a
distraction which stops the escalation or
diffuses the heat.

Often we may feel it is unnecessary to
state any rules at all. As I said, that is the
most common option in public engagement
activities where participants are like-minded.
But we should not assume that that is always
the case. Usually, the more internally diverse
the group is the more relational work it will
need. In any case, communication agreements
EVIEKSSHXSSPJSVVI¾IGXMSR8LI]TVSQTX
us to think about conversational habits, and
about our expectations for the session at
hand.
You may see examples of such agreements in
the following tables. Table 30 reproduces the
communication agreement set collaboratively
for an inquiry group (including practitioners
ERHVIWIEVGLIVW XLEX-JEGMPMXEXIH8EFPI
offers an example of the sort of brief I have
shared with volunteers facilitating sessions on
controversial issues.

4MR-RRIW.) &SSLIV()  Planning with complexity: an introduction to collaborative rationality for public policy%FMRKHSR2I[=SVO6SYXPIHKI

202

4MR&YVFYPIW2'  Dialogue in teaching: theory and practice2I[=SVO8IEGLIVW'SPPIKI4VIWW

203
204

Here I follow pp. 83-84 in Ibid.
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P. 84 in Ibid.
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Box 20 – Example of communication agreements in a group of inquiry
 'SR½HIRXMEPMX] IK³'LEXLEQ,SYWI6YPIW´
2. Listening actively - suspend automatic response and rushed judgement
3. Speaking dialogically
a. Speaking to be understood, rather than to prevail
b. If possible, connect what you say to your own experience (storytelling is encouraged)
c. Avoid hostalysis: let’s agree to disagree
d. Recognise many points of view, rather than polarizing two
e. Express doubts and uncertainties
f. Acknowledge complexity, avoid oversimplifying
4. Identify common ground
 8EOIHMJJIVIRGIERHGSR¾MGXEWMRZMXEXMSRWJSVJYVXLIVHIITIVI\TPSVEXMSR
 6MKLXXSTEWW

Box 21 – Example of a facilitator’s brief
1. MINDSET FOR FACILITATION
 =SYVKSEPEWEJEGMPMXEXSVMWXSJSGYWSRXLIGSQQYRMGEXMSRTVSGIWWVEXLIVXLERTYXXMRK]SYVZMI[WEGVSWWSVWXIIVMRKXLIGSRZIVWEXMSR
towards your personal interests. You need to assist the groups to have productive conversations on their own terms.
 *SGYWSRWIVZMGMRKXLIRIIHWSJ
o The group. For instance: use open questions to move the conversation along when it dries up; re-frame issues in ways that open
the conversation instead of blocking it; intervene to stop the escalation of blame-games.
o Each participant. For instance: make sure everyone gets a fair chance to participate (use structured go-rounds, manage time); make
sure no one is silenced or personally attacked (if you must intervene refer to the communication agreements).
 -2863(9'-2+8,)7)77-32
The purpose of dialogue is to explore and understand a range of views. Accordingly, we are not here to rehearse slogans or seek
consensus, but to:
 WIIMJ[IGERPIEVRWSQIXLMRKRI[
 ERHXSI\TPSVIXLIXSTMGJVSQEVERKISJTIVWTIGXMZIW
?'SR¾MGXMWEGIRXVEPIPIQIRXMRHMEPSKYIFYXGSRJVSRXEXMSRMWRSX'SRJVSRXEXMSREPGSQQYRMGEXMSRTVIZIRXWGSRZIVWEXMSRWJVSQQSZMRK
forward, and thus hinders mutual learning, fosters shallow exchanges, and leaves the issues underexplored. Avoiding confrontational
H]REQMGWHSIWRSXQIERSZIVPSSOMRKGSR¾MGX-XQIERWXEOMRKMXEWETSMRXSJHITEVXYVIVEXLIVXLERERYREZSMHEFPI½REPHIWXMREXMSR
8LMWQIERWXVIEXMRKGSR¾MGXMZIMWWYIWEWEVIEW[LMGLVIUYMVIGSPPEFSVEXMZIMRZIWXMKEXMSRF]EPPXLITEVXMGMTERXW8LMWMW[LEXHMJJIVIRXMEXIW
QIERMRKJYPHMEPSKYIJVSQVILIEVWIHQSRSPSKYIWA
To enable this kind of dialogue, it sometimes helps to agree a set of ground rules. My job as a facilitator is to ensure that everyone honors
them during the session. I propose the following:
 )ZIV]SRILEWWSQIXLMRKXSGSRXVMFYXIPMWXIREGXMZIP]ERHGEVIJYPP]XS[LEXIZIV]SRILEWXSWE]
 +MZIIZIV]SRIWTEGIXSWTIEO³SRIZSMGIEXEXMQI´
 1EOI]SYVTSMRXWGSRGMWIP]ERHHSR´XPIX]SYVWIPJHSQMREXIXLIGSRZIVWEXMSR
 7LEVIGSQQSRKVSYRHERHXVIEXHMJJIVIRGIWEWSTTSVXYRMXMIWJSVJYVXLIVI\TPSVEXMSR
 6IWTIGXHMJJIVIRXZMI[WXV]XSYRHIVWXERHXLIQFIXXIVMRWXIEHSJXV]MRKXSMQTSWI]SYVZMI[WEYXSQEXMGEPP]
 'LEXLEQ,SYWIVYPIETTPMIW MRXIVZIRXMSRWEVIRSREXXVMFYXEFPI WSXLEX[IGERLEZIEWEJIWTEGIJSVLSRIWXHMEPSKYI
Do these rules seem reasonable? If so, let’s get started, we’ve got a lot of critical issues to explore. [If there’s no agreement, invite the group
XSEHHSVVIQSZIVYPIWEGGSVHMRKP]A
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There are many examples of these types of
ground rules for a variety of contexts (see links
XSHS[RPSEHEFPIVIWSYVGIWMR%TTIRHM\ 
Recently I facilitated a series of table sessions
as part of a world-café event on communityowned renewable energy assets.
I assumed that we didn’t need to make ground
rules explicit. This worked well for the two
½VWXKVSYTW8LIXLMVHSRIMRGSRXVEWXGSYPH
have used them. Suddenly, I found myself
trying to propose rules half way through
the conversation, as one of the participants
became a target for the rest (he was a
consultant).
The conversation never got back on track. I
tried to reframe the situation: ‘It seems that
many of you had bad experiences with some
consultants. This forum aims to provide a space
where those experiences can be shared. But
we also want provide opportunities for people
who often don’t talk to each other to do so. It
seems that we could do that here. We could
try to get beyond stereotypes and actually
try to understand each other’s perspective in
order to learn more about these issues.’ In the
end, we did have a set of monologues about
XLIVSPITPE]IHF]GSRWYPXERXWMRXLEX½IPHFYX
it never became a process of co-inquiry. Clear
ground rules from the beginning could have
fostered different patterns of communication.
Work appreciatively
8LMWQIERWEZSMHMRK³HI½GMXPERKYEKI´FIMRK
appreciative of people’s contributions, and
maintaining a positive attitude throughout. For
instance, instead of naming infractions, you
may deal with them indirectly by suggesting
alternatives, e.g.: if someone dominates, ask
others who have not spoken if they want a
chance.Your tone of voice and body language
are your tools here.
Working appreciatively has become a popular
idea spearheaded by those who proposed the
participatory format Appreciative Inquiry.
8LI]EVKYIXLEX³HI½GMXPERKYEKI´LSPHWYW
down, and that much can be gained by
orienting participants towards thinking about
positive actions. Thinking about what makes
a difference and what works, they argue,
produces energy to change what doesn’t.
Keeping the time and focus
Get the group to appreciate that air-time is
a precious resource and that sharing it is a

key sign of respect for everyone in the group.
Sometimes I say to participants: ‘Time is
probably our most scarce resource here, so
please help me to make sure everyone gets a
fair share of time, don’t let yourself dominate
the conversation; if you have a pressing thought
jot it down for later so that now you can focus
on listening to others.’
Time and focus go hand in hand. Sometimes
participants get anxious when interventions
FIGSQIXSSPSRKERHXLI]½RHMXLEVHXSOIIT
the focus.You must read the signs, and try to
move the conversation accordingly. Another
HMJ½GYPXMWWYIMWXLIVSPISJWMPIRGI'SRWXVYGXMZI
conversations often require thoughtful pauses.
8LI]IRGSYVEKIVI¾IGXMSRLIPTXSEZSMHVI¾I\
reactions, and promote better listening. But
making everyone feel comfortable with silence
can be challenging.
Listening, go-round structures, and time-outs
There are various ways in which you may help
participants to concentrate on listening.
 Structuring the conversation. For instance,
using go-rounds can be effective because,
following lessons from the Public
Conversations Project, they ‘provide a tight
structure and clear expectations, which
reduces anxiety. The structure clearly
separates the acts of speaking and listening,
which makes it easier to listen with full
attention and to speak knowing that you will
not be interrupted. The format also creates
E±PIZIPTPE]MRK½IPH²MR[LMGLIZIV]SRILEW
equal access to the “group ear.” This can be
important in groups where the presence
of one or two outspoken and expansive
members usually results in some people
WTIEOMRK½VWXSVPSRKIV´207
 9WMRKEtalking stick8LMW2EXMZI%QIVMGER
ritual ensures that only one person
(whoever holds it) speaks at the time. Using
any object that may act as a talking stick can
be a fun way to work with a group where
participants struggle with turn-taking.
 -RZMXInote-taking. As I said above, this helps
some participants to park unrelated ideas
for later, and concentrate on listening.
 9WIsummarisation exercises. When it’s
extremely hard for participants to listen
to each other without interrupting,
the facilitator may ask each speaker to

summarise what the previous speaker has
said before they can make their point.
They must summarise accurately and
without judging, before they can actually
share their opinions.
 0MQMXVIWTSRWIWXSquestions of true curiosity,
[LMGLQYWX³FIEHHVIWWIHXSWTIGM½GSXLIVW
must be limited to things that person
actually said, cannot be rhetorical, and must
be motivated by a sincere desire to know
more.’208 This can be useful when a group
MW½RHMRKMXLEVHXSIRKEKIMRMRUYMV]VEXLIV
than advocacy, dynamics.
All of these moves can stiffen the
communication process, so we should use
them only when they are really necessary –
for instance, for exploring controversial issues
ERHHMJ½GYPXVIPEXMSRWLMTW8LIVIMWEPWSEP[E]W
the possibility of calling a time-out, especially
when communication agreements have
been seriously breached, or when a situation
becomes extremely emotional.
Discursive resources
There are a series of discursive resources at
the disposal of any facilitator. For example:
 Paraphrasing. If we repeat what we have
heard in our own words, we can check that
we understood correctly and show that we
are listening carefully.
 Summarizing provides ways for the facilitator
to
o recap on what has been said, making sure
that everyone is up to speed,
o bring out connections that may have
emerged,
o and give participants the opportunity to
qualify or add points.
 Questionsing.209Gadamer regarded questions
as the heart of dialogic communication.
,IWEMHXLEXMXMWQSVIHMJ½GYPXXSEWO
questions than to answer them. The more
interesting questions are usually open-ended
because they are often more generative
(can evoke new insight) and less rhetorical
(questions that are not questions but
disguised points or attacks).
As ever, there is no formula. What may seem
a perfectly reasonable or genuine question
in one situation could be taken as an offense

7II7VMZEWXZE7 'SSTIVVMHIV(0  Appreciative management and leadership: the power of positive thought and action in organizations7ER*VERGMWGS.SWWI]&EWW%2(
Cooperrider, D. L. & Whitney, D. K. (2005) Appreciative inquiry: a positive revolution in change, San Francisco, CA: Berrett-Koehler.



4T¯MR4YFPMG'SRZIVWEXMSRW4VSNIGXConstructive conversations about challenging times. A guide to community dialogue. Watertown, MA: Public Conversations Project. Available:
www.publicconversations.org/resources/guides?%GGIWWIH7ITXIQFIVA
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For advice on questioning see pp. 38–44 in Ibid.
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elsewhere. Open questions often begin with
what and how (How do you feel about this?)
and leave a broad margin of manoeuvre for
the speaker. In contrast, closed questions
narrow the scope of the answer and tend to
corner the speaker (Do you feel ashamed
about this?), although in deliberation this can
be a legitimate challenge. As a facilitator you’ll
do well to have a few questions up your sleeve
just in case the conversation is drying up and
your mind goes blank.
In extremely acrimonious groups you may
begin with a session that sees every participant
answering, in turn, the same set of questions,
without being allowed to interrupt or respond
to each other. The point is to achieve 2 simple
things: that they sit around the same table,
and that they begin to make an effort to listen
to each other. Sometimes, motivated by the
desire to explore each other’s points, and after
they have seen that it can be done in a safe
way, they may want to move towards more
meaningful dialogic inquiry.

 Reframing is helpful on 2 levels.
o Reframing interventions during the
conversation. A facilitator can reframe
phrases in order to foster certain
patterns of communication. For instance,
if a participant says: ‘These meetings are a
waste of time’, a facilitator may ask: ‘What
would have to happen for this meeting
to be worthwhile to you?’ In this case, the
facilitator turns a critical comment into
an invitation to explore what matters to
participants.You may see other examples
of reframing in Box 22.
o Reframing the process as a whole. In
situations where participants have a
history of unproductive debates and
gladiatorial show-offs, we may want to
begin by reframing the engagement
process as a whole. That means looking
at it in a different light, and presenting
it as such. This will take considerable

work prior to the session: Work which
is focussed on building support from
participants for an alternative way of
engaging; work which reframes previous
unproductive engagement as a problem
MRMXWIPJERH½REPP][SVO[LMGLJSWXIVW
a collaborative ethos, a ‘We’ that may
sustain the project.
During the session we can insist on
using the language of co-inquiry, e.g.: ‘we
are not here to repeat slogans, but to
see if we can learn something that we
didn’t actually know. Some ground rules
may help us. Let’s work out if we can
agree on them’. Good facilitators are
able to motivate participants to take the
experimental and challenging nature of a
dialogue session as a learning experience.
As co-inquiry begins to unfold, facilitators
can work on the process of ‘reframing
from individual interests to shared needs
and vulnerabilities.’

Box 22 - Reframing a contentious or disruptive contribution. Excerpt from Faulkner (2011)213 and examples from Ackland (1997)214
The point of re-framing is to regain a positive focus for the discussion. Done well, it can be a powerful technique for moving people
from a negative stance to seeing a positive way forward. There are three basic steps:
 %GORS[PIHKI[LEXLEWFIIRWEMH
 %WOERSTIRUYIWXMSRXLEXWIIOWXSKIXEXXLILIEVXSJXLITVSFPIQ
 -RZSPZISXLIVQIQFIVWSJXLIKVSYTMRWSPZMRKXLITVSFPIQ
The following examples illustrate the kinds of shifts one can make in order to move from a negative statement to a positive question.
 =SYEVIWSRIKEXMZIEFSYXXLMWTVSTSWEP",S[QMKLX[IIZEPYEXITVSTSWEPW#
(shift from you/me to we)
 -SFNIGXXSPERH½PPWMXIW",S[QMKLX[IHIEP[MXLGSQQYRMX][EWXI#
(shift from closed to open)
 8LITVSNIGXSJ½GIVLEWRSXFIIROIITMRKYWMRJSVQIH",S[QMKLX[IMQTVSZIGSQQYRMGEXMSR#
(shift from personalised to depersonalised)
 0EWXXMQI-[IRXXSE[SVOWLSTMX[EWEGSQTPIXI[EWXISJXMQI";LEXMRTEVXMGYPEVQEHIMXE[EWXISJXMQI#,S[QMKLX[I
overcome this here?
(shift from past problems to future opportunities)
 8LMWMWXLIVIWTSRWMFMPMX]SJKSZIVRQIRX";LEXGSYPHLETTIREXEPSGEPPIZIP LIVI XSLIPTMQTVSZIXLMRKWLIVI#
WLMJXJVSQKIRIVEPXSWTIGM½G
 ;IWLSYPHKSXSXLITVIWWEFSYXXLMWJEMPYVI";LEX[SYPH]SYPMOIXSLEZIWIIRLETTIR#
WLMJXJVSQXLVIEXXSEJ½VQEXMSR


3RJVEQMRKWII7GLSR( 6IMR1  *VEQI6I¾IGXMSR8S[EVHXLIVIWSPYXMSRSJMRXVEGXEFPITSPMG]GSRXVSZIVWMIW2I[=SVO&EWMG&SSOW%2(8ERRIR(  Framing in discourse,
2I[=SVO3\JSVH3\JSVH9RMZIVWMX]4VIWW

4MR*SVIWXIV.  Dealing with differences: dramas of mediating public disputes, Oxford: Oxford University Press.
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 Connecting ideas. As we paraphrase,
summarise, and reframe, we often propose
connections between what’s been said.
Another way of suggesting connections
is by scoping in and out. This is inspired
by systems thinking. We can scope in and
focus on subsystems (the smaller parts
that make up an issue), as if we were
^SSQMRKMRXS½RHRYERGI*SVI\EQTPIMJ
we are discussing policy against poverty, we
QE][ERXXS^SSQMRSRXLIHI½RMXMSRSJ
poverty or the analysis of causes implicit in
that policy. Or we can scope out, and look
at a larger system that includes the issue
and its connections. For instance, we may
want to explore poverty not only in terms
of the economy, but also in terms of the
political system.
Space and objects
Most facilitators agree that the circle is a
key symbol of dialogue. Accordingly, many
prefer circular layouts in which every
participant can see each other, and no one
occupies a spatially prominent position. In
large deliberative processes this spirit can be
preserved by using concentric circles.
In D+D small details can make big a
difference. For instance, I have seen
participants that felt uncomfortable sitting in
a bare circle of chairs, with no tables offering
some sort of protective barrier. Some people
feel exposed in such situations. On the other
hand, removing that ‘protective barrier’ may
help in orienting participants towards each
other in terms of body language, e.g.: they
may lean towards the speaker as they listen
or make more eye contact (instead of staring
at the table or their notes). The absence of
such protective barriers can force participants

to do more relational work with their bodies.
Depending on other factors, this may be a
good idea, or actually too much to ask.
Sometimes, the facilitator may want to
reproduce the conventions of the spaces that
are familiar to the participants, so that they
GERFIKMRHMJ½GYPXGSRZIVWEXMSRWMRWIXXMRKW
where they feel comfortable. Yet other
times, those familiar spaces may stimulate
the replication of unwanted communication
patterns, and the facilitator may want to
change the nature of the setting in order to
create a sense of novelty that may dislocate
assumptions about the process.
Communication practitioners often recall
Austin’s observation that ‘people do things
with words’; we looked at this earlier. What
we tend to forget, however, is that ‘settings
do things with people too.’ Therefore, in
setting the stage for D+D, facilitators would
do well to consider a range of physical
factors, including the venue, the layout, and
the size and composition of the groups. As
Davies notes, ‘anything from the venue public
engagement activities are held in – a bar or
a school? – to the way that participants are
introduced creates dynamics which shape the
content of discussion; it is worth, then, being
mindful of the minutiae of dialogue in all its
forms.’
Depending on the situation, materials such
EW¾MTGLEVXW[EPPQETWSVWXMGO]RSXIWGER
be indispensable, or actually a distraction.
*SVI\EQTPIE¾MTGLEVXSV[EPPTETIVGER
be useful as part of a strategy to defuse
confrontational or polarising dynamics. By
asking participants to occasionally direct their
EXXIRXMSRXSXLI¾MTGLEVXXLIJEGMPMXEXSVGER
create thoughtful impasses in the interaction.

In this manner, energy can be channelled
towards the task at hand, creating a certain
alignment of purpose in the group. Projecting
ideas onto the wall also allows participants
to put to the group sensitive issues without
needing to single out a particular respondent.
-RKIRIVEP¾MTGLEVXMRKGERLIPTXSOIIT
the focus of the conversation, to visualise
arguments and connections, and to leave an
accurate trail.
Sticky notes can also be helpful as a parallel
channel for communication. They provide
another way of contributing points for those
who are silent, feel silenced, or feel inhibited.
For instance, they can be added anonymously
to a parking space somewhere in the
room. The facilitator can then collect those
contributions and bring them to the group.
There are many materials available to help
facilitate D+D processes. As ever, practical
judgment, and contextual constraints, guide
facilitators in making the call of what may be
needed. In any case, the key message here is
XLEXIZIRXLIWMQTPIWXSFNIGXWMR¾YIRGIXLI
scene. Indeed, materials and practices are
inextricable. In the next section I will give an
example to illustrate this point in relation
to the challenges of writing up or recording
contributions during D+D sessions (see
Box 25).
For now, let me close this chapter on
facilitation moves by drawing your attention
to examples of dynamics of facilitation-inaction and also self-help tools for participants
reproduced from toolkits by the Public
Conversations Project (see Box 23 and 24).

0MXXPINSLR7; (SQIRMGM/  )RKEKMRKGSQQYRMGEXMSRMRGSR¾MGX7]WXIQMGTVEGXMGI, Thousand Oaks; London: Sage.




See for instance the venues at the innovative Wosk Centre for Dialogue www.sfu.ca/dialog?%GGIWWIH7ITXIQFIVA
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Box 23 – Facilitation moves. Excerpts from Public Conversations Project (2011, pp. 14-15)220
Suppose Susan’s comments in two go-rounds strongly suggest (in your mind) that anyone who doesn’t agree with her is immoral or
dangerously unrealistic. Susan hasn’t directly criticized another participant or what people said; nonetheless her tone and some of her
language makes you feel uncertain about whether she is implicitly insulting the intelligence and morality of those who have expressed
different views.
Rather than saying, “Susan, you’re violating an agreement,” you can express curiosity about the needs of the group by saying, “Susan, it
sounds like you have really strong feelings about this. How are those of you who have different views hearing what Susan is saying? Are
you feeling criticized or shut down or are you still able to listen? How is your resilience holding up?” By taking this approach, you remain
WUYEVIP]MRXLIVSPISJWIVZERXXSXLIKVSYT=SYKMZIXLIWTIEOIVMRHMVIGXJIIHFEGOERHEGLERGIXSVI¾IGX=SYEPWSKMZISXLIVWEGLERGI
to give him or her direct feedback. Finally, you are “walking the talk” by resisting the impulse to assume knowledge of others’ intentions or
impact on others and modelling genuine inquiry.
You can also serve the group by helping people stay focused. For example, if Joan responds to a question in a way that seems unrelated
to the question, don’t assume it is unrelated. Ask. For example, “Joan, I’m having trouble connecting what you’re saying with the question.
Can you help me make the connection?”
If you’re noticing a pattern in the group that may be problematic, you can comment on what you are noticing and see what people
think. For example, “We’re about half way through our discussion time and I notice that we’ve stayed focused on Dan’s question about
\8LEXQE]FI½RI[MXLIZIV]SRIFYX-[ERXXSGLIGOXSWIIMJER]SJ]SY[IVILSTMRKXSEWOERSXLIVUYIWXMSR²3V]SYQMKLXEHHVIWW
a subgroup, e.g., “The conversation has been going at a really fast pace among you three and I wonder if you (other) three are having a
hard time getting a word in or are just choosing to listen right now.”

Box 24 – Self-help tools for participants. Source: Public Conversations Project (1999, p. 12)221
If you feel cut offWE]WSSVSZIVVMHIXLIMRXIVVYTXMSR ±-´HPMOIXS½RMWL²
2. If you feel misunderstood, clarify what you mean. (“Let me put this another way...”)
3. If you feel misheardEWOXLIPMWXIRIVXSVITIEX[LEXWLILIEVH]SYWE]XLIREJ½VQSVGSVVIGXLIVWXEXIQIRX
4. If you feel hurt or disrespected, say so. If possible, describe exactly what you heard or saw that evoked hurt feelings. (“When you
WEMH\-JIPX]± -JMXMWLEVHXSXLMROSJ[LEXXSWE]XV]XS½RHE[E]XS¾EK]SYVVIEGXMSR
5. If you feel angry, express the anger directly (e.g., “I felt angry when I heard you say x...”) rather than expressing it or acting it out
indirectly (e.g., by trashing another person’s statement or asking a sarcastic or rhetorical question.)
If you feel confusedJVEQIEUYIWXMSRXLEXWIIOWGPEVM½GEXMSRSVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSR=SYQE]TVIJIVXSTEVETLVEWI[LEX]SYLEZI
heard. (“Are you saying that...?”)
7. If you feel uncomfortable with the process, state your discomfort and check in with the group to see how others are experiencing
what is happening. (“I’m not comfortable with the tension I’m feeling in the room right now and I’m wondering how others are
feeling.”) If others share your concerns and you have an idea about what would help, offer that idea. (“How about taking a oneQMRYXI8MQI3YXXSVI¾IGXSR[LEX[IEVIXV]MRKXSHSXSKIXLIV#²
8. If you feel the conversation is going off track, share your perception, and check in with others. (“I thought we were going to
discuss x before moving to y, but it seems that we bypassed x and are focussing on y. Is that right?”) If so (“I’d like to get back to x
and hear from more people about it.”)
8LIWIWIPJLIPTXSSPW[IVIHIVMZIHJVSQHMWGYWWMSRW[MXLTEVXMGMTERXWEFSYXHMJ½GYPXQSQIRXWERH[LEXXLI]QMKLXHSMRXLIJYXYVI
in similar situations.

4YFPMG'SRZIVWEXMSRW4VSNIGXConstructive conversations about challenging times. A guide to community dialogue. Watertown, MA: Public Conversations Project.
Available: www.publicconversations.org/resources/guides?%GGIWWIH7ITXIQFIVA
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4YFPMG'SRZIVWEXMSRW4VSNIGXPCP dialogue tool box. Watertown, MA: Public Conversations Project. Available: http://www.publicconversations.org/resources/pcp-dialogue-tool-box
?%GGIWWIH7ITXIQFIVA
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7.3 Common facilitation pitfalls in public engagement
7.3.1 The challenge of creating communication dynamics where criticism can be taken as
an invitation, rather than as an attack
The arguments I have made for preventing
confrontational dynamics should not be taken
as arguments against critical interventions.
On the contrary, critical engagement is
fundamental for meaningful D+D. Otherwise,
processes can become dominated by a focus
on common ground that may disrespect
HMJJIVIRGISZIVPSSOGSR¾MGXERHVIMRJSVGIXLI
status quo.
What distinguishes dialogic communication
MWXLEXHMJJIVIRGIERHGSR¾MGXEVIXVIEXIHEW
sites for further exploration. When someone
raises a critical issue, or initiates what could
be seen by others as an attack, the facilitator
and the group must work hard to take it as
an open invitation. An invitation to explore
something which is of profound concern
for that participant. Such invitations become
critical junctures.
There are several ways of responding to them,
and those responses will invite subsequent
patterns of communication. So, for example,
when in the midst of a session someone says
something that other participants feel is direct
attack to their values or positions, they have
several choices. One is to respond with a
defence/rebuttal that often contains a counterattack. This is likely to invite a back and forth
of (pre-packaged) well-rehearsed arguments
that everyone will probably be familiar with.
2SXLMRKRI[MWPMOIP]XSFIPIEVRIH8LI
exchange will probably evolve into a predicable
scoring contest between participants focussed
on winning the argument.

A different response is likely to elicit different
dynamics. So instead of reacting automatically,
the participants and/or facilitator can work
SRWYWTIRHMRKVI¾I\VIWTSRWIWERHWIIOXS
explore the critique/attack. They may begin by
asking: Can you tell us a little bit more about
what makes you think that? How does that
relate to the topic? What experiences have
made you think/feel that way? Can you give
an example that will help us to understand
your concern? Sometimes this kind of
question/answer comes as a surprise to the
critical speaker. That element of surprise, that
invitation to dialogue, can be a game-changer.
Often, when we’re making a critical point
we get physically and mentally ready for the
ensuing battle. If instead of a counterattack we
face further questioning that shows genuine
curiosity, a spirit of co-inquiry can begin to
develop. In those situations, our gladiatorial
HMWTSWMXMSRWEVIVIRHIVIHYR½XJSVTYVTSWI
Knowing that others have a genuine interest in
understanding our frustration, and the stories
behind our feelings and thoughts, invites us to
respond differently. It becomes an invitation to
explain where we are coming from, and it is
likely to invite further co-inquiry.
Sometimes the facilitator may help this
process by reframing critical contributions
in ways that turn them into something that
the group can work on. Here again, we
may draw lessons from mediation practice.
As Forester explains, ‘mediators know and
teach us how critical the turn from escalating

4MR*SVIWXIV.  Dealing with differences: dramas of mediating public disputes, Oxford: Oxford University Press.
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LXXT[[[TYFPMGGSRZIVWEXMSRWSVKFPSKIRIQ][MXLMRLEVH[MVIHGSR¾MGX?%GGIWWIHSR7ITXIQFIVA

“blame games” to generating proposals
can be. Blaming quickly becomes personal,
JYIPPMRKHIJIRWMZIRIWWNYWXM½GEXMSRERH
counterargument; asking for proposals opens
up possibilities of crafting agreements. So
mediators know the risks of accusatory “you”
language, and they try to create space for
participants to ask and explore variants of the
essential What if…? questions.’222
To sum up the challenge: conversations
FIGSQIQSVIHMJ½GYPXTVIGMWIP][LIR[I
RIIHXLIQQSWX2IYVSWGMIRGIMWLIPTMRK
us to shine a light on some of these issues.
Apparently, the human animal is ‘hardwired
JSVGSR¾MGX´%W&IGOIVI\TPEMRW³;LIRXLIVI
is a lot at stake and we feel under attack, the
brain and central nervous system release
hormones designed to keep us hyper-vigilant,
with physiological (a racing heart rate, cold,
sweaty palms) and psychological effects. Our
GETEGMX]XSXLMROERHVI¾IGXWLYXWHS[REW
[ITVITEVIJSV½KLX¾MKLXSVJVII^I´-RXLEX
state, she continues, ‘we are unable to listen
and learn. Our higher brain shuts down and
we are not receptive to new information.
This affects our capacity for a constructive
exchange!’223
There is no intention here to suggest that
we should take on the task of changing
human nature. More humbly, facilitators can
try to foster spaces that invite constructive
communication patterns.
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7.3.2 The challenge of recording
My preference is to separate the jobs of the
facilitator and the recorder (or scribe), so
that the former can focus on process, and the
latter on creating a trail of the conversation.
However, sometimes both activities can work
well together. Recording can be used as a
facilitation tool that forces participants to
explain points clearly, pause and think, and
explore underlying assumptions.
The recorder’s job is to leave a trail of
points, questions, and arguments that do
justice to the conversation. To achieve this,
the recorder must check with participants
that they are getting it right. It is important
to aim to capture vocabularies, ways of
phrasing, and meanings. If we must summarise
or paraphrase, then we must check: Is this
what you meant? Is this a good summary
of your argument? Does this make justice
to what you said? A good record is one
XLEXTEVXMGMTERXWEKVIIYTSREWVI¾IGXMRK

their respective interventions and their
engagement as a group.
6IGSVHIVWQYWXFIEWVI¾IGXMZIEWJEGMPMXEXSVW
They are at the centre of what I call the
QMGVSTSPMXMGWSJ½PXIVMRKERHHMWXMPPMRK. That is,
the political activity of selecting, ignoring, and
tweaking that is involved in recording. For an
illustration of this point please see Figure 35.
Recorders, therefore, are not only faced with
the challenge of creating an accurate trail,
FYXEPWSSJREZMKEXMRKVI¾IGXMZIP]XLIQMGVS
politics of that creation.
Furthermore, sometimes there may not be
simple ways of representing participants’
contributions. Smith-Merry has documented
the way in which some contributions never
QEOIMXXS½REPVITSVXWMRGSRWYPXEXMSR
processes because they are not easy to codify
(i.e. practitioners’ knowledge shared through
stories). There are profound questions about

the challenge of processing various forms of
knowledge so that they can be incorporated
into reports and decision-making processes.224
There are also problems around the ways in
which the parameters set by the organisers
may determine what sorts of things will
be perceived by participants as legitimate,
feasible, or acceptable in the eye of the
‘sponsors’. The danger here is that this
perception may structure the participants’
answers and proposals. Mosse illustrates this
with the case of a participatory process in
which local people chose a particular type of
tree to be planted, not because they knew it
was the best option, but because they knew
that that was the type of tree that could
be funded by the sponsor.225 Organisers,
facilitators, and recorders must work together
to avoid such self-defeating dynamics.

Box 25 – Materials and practices: The power of ink and paper
Sometimes I ask students of facilitation: what do you think can be one of the most powerful tools in a participatory process? One of the
QSWXGVMXMGEPMRWXVYQIRXWMR((MWSJXIRXLIWQEPPIWXSFNIGXMRXLIVSSQ2EQIP]EQEVOIV
Who is in charge of using it to record input from participants? How accurately are they recording? Are they checking with participants if
what’s recorded corresponds with what was meant? What goes unrecorded? Why? Who will transcribe, translate, or transform what’s been
recorded into a report? How will the recorder decide how to interpret the points? Where will the report go?
These processes of recording, ignoring, interpreting and translating constitute aQMGVSTSPMXMGWSJ½PXIVMRKERHHMWXMPPMRK that matters profoundly
in D+D processes. As an illustration, I’ll share an example from a consultation event on EU Research & Development that I attended in
Brussels some time ago.
The program for the day included various talks and panels, followed by some break out discussions. During those small group sessions
XLIJEGMPMXEXSVWEHSTXIHEVIQEVOEFP]WXVSRK³WXIIVMRK´VSPI1EVOIVMRLERHXLI][IRXXLII\XVEQMPIXSXV]ERH½X¯SJXIRJSVGIXLI
participants’ contributions into pre-determined boxes and headings. Comments that did not fall neatly into such categories went
unrecorded. Unsurprisingly, those comments often included critical observations about the assumptions behind those very headings and
categories.
As a consequence of combining a strong facilitation style and a loosely licensed marker, the oral summary given by the facilitators at the
plenary included a great deal of unchecked interpretations. In other words, the facilitators ‘translated’227 what was said in the break-out
sessions so that nuanced and diverse contents were turned into coherent narratives that served as a surprisingly neat response to the
consultation questions.
9RJSVXYREXIP]QER]TSMRXW[IVIRSXVIGSVHIHWMQTP]FIGEYWIXLI]HMHRSX½XXLITVIGSRGIMZIHJVEQMRKSJXLIMWWYI8LIVITSVXJVSQXLI
consultation may tell a coherent story, but is that the story told by the participants?
8LMWOMRHSJJEGMPMXEXMSRERHVIGSVHMRK XLIWIQMGVSTSPMXMGWSJ½PXIVMRKERHHMWXMPPMRK QEOIWXLI[SVOSJJEGMPMXEXSVWIEWMIVFYXGERFVMRKMRXS
question the authenticity of the engagement process.

7II7QMXL1IVV].  )\TIVMIRXMEPORS[PIHKIMREGXMSRGSRWYPXMRKTVEGXMXMSRIVWJSVTSPMG]Unpublished paper (under review) from the Know&Pol European Research Project
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7.3.3 The Chairperson model vs. the Facilitator model
D+D entails small choices with critical impact.
I will use here the example of a process I
took part in. This was a long deliberative
dialogue with a series of stages and sessions
SREGSRXVSZIVWMEPWGMIRXM½GXSTMG-X[EWER
ambitious and well organised process, but in
Q]ZMI[XLIVI[EWERMQTSVXERX¾E[8LI
organisers choose a Chairperson model of
facilitation, which is familiar to many, but is not
necessarily the best choice in D+D.
The choice of the Chairperson – rather
than the Facilitator – model had important
consequences for the communication
dynamics during small table discussions.
-RXLIX[S½VWXWIWWMSRWXLEX-EXXIRHIH
there were two very outspoken Chairmen
who dominated the exchange. They were
academic experts with a lot to say, and so
they paid little attention to facilitating a
conversation that would include everyone.
This accentuated problems of exclusion, with
a few expert voices (3 out of 7) dominating
both of these table sessions.
The Chairmen made no effort to ensure
everyone had opportunities to speak. In any
case, many participants may have had little to
say given the specialised nature of the issues
that the Chairmen emphasised for discussion.
They never checked that everyone could
understand the exchange, which accentuated

the problems caused by specialist jargon,
and did very little in bridging the language
gap between the experts and non-experts.
This, in addition to the lack of proper
facilitation, created a sense of frustration in
most participants. Everyone around the table
could read the body language, apart from the
Chairman, who was too busy entertaining his
concerns. In addition, there were problems
around the feedback from our table to the
TPIREV]EWXLIVITSVXW[IVIWXVSRKP]½PXIVIH
by the Chairmen’s focus.
The Chairperson model is generally a bad
choice for D+D processes. We are all
familiar with the model and its rationale.
Someone, on the back of her/his expertise
and reputation, is appointed to facilitate a
discussion. But, why would you put someone
who surely has a lot to contribute to the
conversation in charge of moving it along?
This is a point often made by deliberative
scholar-practitioners. The Chairperson
approach, as Kadlec and Friedman argue,
can ‘constrain the quality of deliberation’
to the point that it may exacerbate the
cynicism and disengagement of participants.
Often, Chairpersons ‘consider themselves
experts on the subject, they “love to talk,”
they have strong feelings about how the
TVSFPIQRIIHWXSFIEHHVIWWIH©?8LMWA

can be so counterproductive to the process
of deliberation that they can have a lethal
effect on its quality … Once these individuals
are given practical control of small-group
deliberation, the groups tend to reproduce
the inequalities and silences that characterize
SYVPEVKIVWSGMIX]©8LIWMKRM½GERGISJ
design comes to the fore when we realize
that potentially self-defeating dynamics such
as these can be easily circumvented. Even
minor guidelines to groups about selecting
moderators and the moderator’s function can
make a major difference here, and an even
stronger remedy … is in-depth moderator
training prior to a deliberative process.’228
In hindsight, some of the table discussions
in the deliberative dialogue of my example
suffered from this malaise. Sometimes the
hard work that PE practitioners put into a
process can be tainted by apparently small
details. Many of the Chairs that they chose
decided not to wear a facilitative hat. But why
would they? They had a lot to say. Instead,
the organisers could have trained facilitators
who attend ‘solely to group process, rather
than combining facilitation with content
expertise.’229 Separating these roles is
considered to be a basic tenet of good
facilitation.

4¯MR/EHPIG% *VMIHQER;  (IPMFIVEXMZI(IQSGVEG]ERHXLI4VSFPIQSJ4S[IV.SYVREPSJ4YFPMG(IPMFIVEXMSR  %VXMGPI
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7.3.4 The science communicator dilemma: advocating or facilitating?
A lot of public engagement in the UK
happens in the world of science and
technology. Science communicators
have become an important professional
group, and many scientists have seen
their roles expanded to include science
communication.230 However, the Public
Understanding of Science era, with its emphasis
in ‘communicating the science’ is seen by
many as obsolete. In that sense, and especially
in controversial science, that traditional
QSHIPSJWGMIRXM½GPMXIVEG] IHYGEXMRKTYFPMGW 
has – in theory – given way to the Public
Engagement model, which includes dialogue
and deliberation.
In the last decade, therefore, many science
communicators have become public
engagement professionals. And with this new
role have come new dilemmas. I want to
highlight one in particular. It has to do with

the mindset required to develop their
new role. The traditional task of science
communicators is to disseminate, discuss
and advocate science and technology. They
roll out large school outreach programs,
mount large operations such as science
festivals, and participate in the media.
In contrast, one of their new tasks as public
engagement practitioners is to facilitate
spaces for dialogue and deliberation. The
focus then turns to process, rather than
content. Arguably, they cannot wear a
facilitative and an advocate hat at the same
time. Therefore, many PE practitioners
see themselves juggling the demands of
contradictory roles. Today they write a
press release praising new research by their
organisation, and tomorrow they organise
a D+D process where participants must
appraise the technology involved.

As Rogers-Hayden and Pidgeon have argued:
‘All of this sets a dilemma for the design and
conduct of upstream engagement processes,
since it is hard to see how the goals of
opening up the research agenda to more
public scrutiny on the one hand can be
reconciled with a push to use engagement to
shape public discourses on the other.’
The science communicator dilemma is,
therefore, a dilemma of identity in situated
practice. It presents itself at the crossroads
of job descriptions, professional loyalties,
personal skills, and normative orientations.
So, can PE practitioners be advocates and
facilitators at the same time? Some research
suggests that there is confusion around this
MWWYIEQSRKWXTVSJIWWMSREPWMRXLI½IPH232
This can affect the quality of PE processes.
Facilitating D+D requires a clear mindset.

4MIG^OE1 )WGSFEV3 F (MEPSKYI-RRSZEXMSRMRTSPMG]QEOMRKERHXLIHMWGSYVWISJIRKEKIQIRX60th Conference of the Political Studies Association)HMRFYVKL%2(4MIG^OE
1 )WGSFEV3 G 8LIIRKEKIVW8LITVSJIWWMSREPMWEXMSRSJWGMIRGITYFPMGIRKEKIQIRXMR7GSXPERH5th Science and the Public Conference. Imperial College and Science Museum,
London.
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I have made reference to power-related issues
XLVSYKLSYX,IVI-[MPPVIXYVRFVMI¾]XSWSQISJ
them.There are various ways of understanding
power. A traditional approach would suggest that
power has to do with the capacity to coerce
others. A more current interpretation would also
emphasise the connection between power and

knowledge. Some see power as emanating from
EWTIGM½GGIRXVI3XLIVWWIIMXEWHMJJYWIHEWE
sort of a matrix in which power is seen in terms
of relationships.
I will combine basic ideas from various
approaches to outline key power dynamics in
D+D. My focus remains on communication

and the micro-politics of D+D. Accordingly,
Fairclough provides a good point of departure:
‘power in discourse is to do with powerful
participants controlling and constraining the
contributions of non-powerful participants.’233

8.1 Two critiques of dialogue: manipulation and
status quo
Let’s begin by looking at two important
critiques of dialogue. I focus here on
dialogue because I have outlined critiques of
deliberation in an earlier section. Dialogue is
a term with positive connotations. As a result,
it is often used to label processes that bear
little resemblance to the type of engagement
that most would consider dialogic. As
Wierzbicka has warned, the transformative
potential of the concept is at risk, and may
end up meaning ‘manipulation, propaganda or
pseudo-communication.’234
For instance, there has been substantial
criticism about how dialogue has been
used in some organisational settings. In this
context, dialogue can be even seen as part
of a management fashion.235 As Bokeno
and Gantt put it: ‘The terms dialogue and
dialogic have recently become rather abused
in organizational practice, particularly in the
way they are used to market more or less
conventional episodic communication events,
encounters, and experiences. Ideally, the
terms represent open and freely negotiated
interaction ... At their practical best, they
solicit employee or other involvement in
decisions, strategy, and innovation already in

the works by senior management. At their
practical worst, they are simply different
labels for committee meetings. At their
most insidious, they represent the collective
forums for manufactured consent... concertive
control... or team tyranny.’
The second critique is about dynamics
during dialogue sessions. In particular, it
highlights ways in which certain widespread
assumptions about dialogue practice may
work to protect the status quo. In this line,
Deetz and Simpson have made a compelling
argument about the micro-politics of
communication patterns: ‘Dialogic models that
favour a quest for common ground inherently
favour the already-dominant position of
institutional privilege… People at the margins
must learn not only to navigate their own
GYPXYVEPXIVVEMRFYXQYWXEPWSFI¾YIRXMRXLI
workings of the dominant culture… Calls
JSV±GSQMRKXSKIXLIV²ERH±½RHMRKGSQQSR
ground” de facto reproduce the status quo
because the ground that is common between
participants is that of the dominant culture.
This inhibits, rather than supports, the radical
disruption of self that is central to our
productive understanding of dialogue.’237

Here again, PE practitioners must read
the context in which they work. There are
situations in which there is so much difference
ERHGSR¾MGXXLEXWIEVGLMRKJSVGSQQSR
KVSYRHFIGSQIWERMRHMWTIRWEFPI½VWXWXIT
This enables participants to build relationships
that may sustain subsequent co-inquiry.
That is the rationale I have made earlier
for an episodic process of D+D. The latter
deliberative phase provides the stage for
critically evaluating arguments and positions,
as well as for generating new articulations of
an issue and challenging ‘the vocabularies of
dominant ideologies.’238
Yet there may still be situations in which
injustice is so blatant that there is no
scope for dialogue or deliberation. In those
situations other forms of social action will
probably be more appropriate and fair. As
Forester argues: ‘It is unrealistic and unfair
to ask groups already put upon to take on
also the burden of trying to understand,
and making themselves understood by,
XLSWI[LSLEVQXLIQSVFIRI½XJVSQXLIMV
deprivation.’239

4MR*EMVGPSYKL2  Language and power, Harlow: Longman.
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8.2 Making, shaping and taking participatory spaces
Cornwall and her colleagues have provided
useful tools for critically analysing the many
spaces for participation that have mushroomed
globally in the last two decades. One of
the simplest distinctions she makes is that
between invited and invented spaces. The
former are spaces that are created top-down
by an institution or organisation, and to which
participants are invited. The latter refers to
participatory spaces that are co-created
bottom-up by participants.
The contrast between invited and invented
spaces240 reminds us of the limits that can

be imposed on participatory processes by
powerful agents, in opposition to more open
initiatives developed collaboratively by the
grassroots. Some have argued that much of the
failure of some PE processes in the UK stems
from their top-down nature. The proliferation
of invited spaces has created the suspicion that
some of them are disguised public relations
exercises, instead of genuine opportunities for
citizen participation.
However, neither invited top-down spaces,
nor invented bottom-up spaces are static or

½\IHIRXMXMIW3RXLIGSRXVEV]XLI]GERIZSPZI
into spaces that are different from the original
blueprint. Indeed, spaces are not only made,
but they can also be shaped and taken over.
Communication patterns play a central role in
the making, shaping, and taking of participatory
WTEGIW-RXLI[SVHWSJ'SVR[EPP³2I[[E]WMR
old spaces can transform their possibilities, just
as old ways in new spaces can perpetuate the
status quo.’242 This begins to shift our attention
to the role of communication in power
dynamics.

8.3 Communication and power in D+D
8.3.1 A communication perspective
PE practitioners often worry about how
to create D+D processes that reduce to a
minimum the socio-economic barriers that
can hinder inclusive participation. Therefore,
broad societal factors are often important in
their analysis. However, from a communication
perspective, it is also critical to consider
what happens during the process. That
means thinking about the micro-politics of
communication implicit in certain patterns.
For instance, as I mentioned earlier, we must
pay attention to what forms of expression are
privileged and which ones are excluded.
This concern with communication dynamics
becomes central when we understand
that dynamics of exclusion can still take
place even when we have managed to
get every stakeholder (and even every

stakeseeker243) in the room. This is what Young
calls ‘internal exclusion.’244 For example, an
emphasis on logical argument will privilege
the interventions of those who are more
articulated. In the same vein, an emphasis on
rational rhetoric will dismiss the contribution
of those who are unable to conform to such
standard, and who may resort, for instance, to
experience-based storytelling or emotional
testimony. In many cases, less articulated
participants may be unwittingly silenced; or
even worse, they may recur to self-censorship
in order to avoid frustration, embarrassment,
or dismissal by the group.
Throughout the booklet I have outlined ways
to avoid these kinds of dynamics in D+D. For
instance, I have mentioned the importance
of narrative forms of communication such as

storytelling. I have also insisted on the way
in which dialogic deliberation creates space
for emotionality and alternative forms of
knowledge (i.e. experiential, local). To be clear,
I am not arguing that public dialogue and
deliberation can do without logical reason
and articulated argument. Indeed, we all know
that narratives and emotions can be deceiving.
But let us not forget that arguments can be
deceiving as well.245 What I have stressed is
that articulate arguments must co-exist with
other modes of expression, and that a safe
space for D+D should foster various forms of
engagement, so that everyone’s views can be
heard in spite of the manner in which they are
expressed. Searching for a common language
in order to co-create meaning that informs
decisions is for the latter stages of D+D.

8.3.2 The role of expertise
D+D practice is especially challenging
in policy areas that involve a range of
participants (with different power and
knowledge) trying to deal with complex
issues. PE practitioners are often concerned
EFSYXXLIHMJ½GYPXMIWXLEXIQIVKIMRXLI
interaction between policy makers, experts

and lay citizens. D+D scholar-practitioners
have long pondered over how to counter the
dominance of expert knowledge in policy
deliberation. Accordingly, there has been
substantial experimentation with formats
which seek to alter traditional hierarchies
of knowledge.

For instance, citizen juries are a good
example of a deliberative format designed to
give participants control over the process. The
expert’s role here is to answer questions and
challenges, to present evidence, and to provide
advice when it is required by the members of
the jury. The underlying principle is that

'SVR[EPP%  1EOMRKWTEGIWGLERKMRKWTEGIWWMXYEXMRKTEVXMGMTEXMSRMRHIZIPSTQIRX-(7;SVOMRK4ETIV%2('SVR[EPP% F 9RTEGOMRK³TEVXMGMTEXMSR´QSHIPWQIERMRKWERH
practices. Community Development Journal  %2('SVR[EPP% E (IQSGVEXMWMRKIRKEKIQIRX;LEXXLI9/GERPIEVRJVSQMRXIVREXMSREPI\TIVMIRGI0SRHSR()137
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taking only the knowledge of the experts
into account ‘is inadequate to the resolution
of policy problems, since the issues such
problems raise are also political and ethical.’247
The tension between professional expertise
and democratic participation is a crucial
dimension of our time.248 D+D facilitators
strive to create scenarios where citizens’ voices
are not neutralised by asymmetric relations
with experts. Privileging expertise, as Fischer
argues, prevents the inclusion of other forms
of knowledge (i.e. local, experience-based) and
alternative interpretations in the process.
In contrast, opening spaces where professional
knowledge and lived experience are
combined249 helps to form an interpretive
community which seeks ‘a persuasive
understanding of the issues under
investigation.’250 For this to be possible in

policy-related arenas, policy-making culture
must relinquish its ‘elaborately constructed
aura of expertise’ and ‘the reluctance
to include lay citizens in technical policy
deliberations.’
This change in the role played by experts
suggests not only a change of values, attitudes,
and practices, but also the abandonment of
some of the privileges afforded by traditional
hierarchies of knowledge. Conventional
public debate, where the voice of experts is
often dominant, can prevent a more socially
informed take on public issues. In contrast,
D+D processes aim to bring to the decisionmaking table a diverse range of data, values,
interpretations, and local and personal
experiences. In the words of Yankelovich:
‘The methods of science and professional
expertise are excellent for generating factually
based knowledge; the methods of dialogue

are excellent for dealing with this knowledge
wisely.’252
D+D facilitators spend considerable time
trying to help participants to discover
common ground, overcome language barriers
(i.e. specialised jargon, style, articulation), and
co-create shared meanings. In D+D, skilful
facilitation can help experts to get beyond the
closed vocabularies of their usual networks.
When this happens, experts can become
key collaborators in the process of inquiry,
assisting other experts and non-experts in the
‘problematization and exploration of their own
concerns and interests.’253
In reality, it is extremely challenging to foster
these dynamics. Fortunately, some agendasetters in the public engagement world are
beginning to emphasise that we must pay
careful consideration to the use of experts in
public dialogue.254

8.3.3 Relational power in D+D
Earlier I mentioned Cornwall’s analysis of how
participatory spaces can be made, shaped,
and taken over. To add to this, in a study
of dialogue as a technology of government,
Karlsen and Villadsen, remind us of the ‘tactical
polyvalence of discourse.’255 That is to say
that D+D cannot only be manipulated by the
powerful. Indeed, it can also be used tactically,
by those who were to be manipulated, to

unsettle the status quo. In this sense, the
discourse of dialogue and deliberation can
be used to ‘dislocate or open up relations
of power.’This reminds us that even when
the intentions behind a D+D initiative aren’t
genuine, that process opens a new space
which – despite its constraints – can become
a site for the contestation and renegotiation
of boundaries.

One of the strongest claims about dialogic
communication is that it may enhance our
capacity to engage in conversations that can
change the status quo. Some psychologists
have found arguments to support this claim.
7II&S\

Box 26 – A study of power in intergroup dynamics. Excerpt from Saguy, Dovidio and Pratto (2008)257
As predicted, across both studies, the desire to talk about power was greater among members of disadvantaged than of advantaged groups.
8LMWHMJJIVIRGI[EWQIHMEXIHF]QSXMZEXMSRJSVGLERKIMRKVSYTFEWIHTS[IV7XYH]JYVXLIVHIQSRWXVEXIHXLEXQSVILMKLP]MHIRXM½IHQIQFIVW
of disadvantaged groups wanted to talk about power more. Members of advantaged groups generally preferred to talk about commonalities
FIX[IIRXLIKVSYTWQSVIXLEREFSYXKVSYTFEWIHTS[IVERHXLMWHIWMVI[EWKVIEXIV[MXLLMKLIVPIZIPWSJMHIRXM½GEXMSR,S[IZIVTIVGIMZMRKXLEX
their group’s advantage was illegitimate increased the desire of advantaged group members to address power in intergroup interactions.
One way that disadvantaged groups can promote social change to improve their group position is to alter public discourse to bring injustice and
the illegitimacy of power differences into people’s conscious awareness. For example, a major tool used by the civil rights movement in the United
7XEXIW[EWXSI\TPMGMXP]GLEPPIRKIXLIPIKMXMQEG]SJVEGMEPSTTVIWWMSR /MRK 7MQMPEVJSVQWSJRSRZMSPIRXVIWMWXERGIWYGLEW-RHME´WWXVYKKPIJSV
independence and South Africa’s struggle to throw off apartheid, were aimed at raising public awareness and attention to the illegitimacy of the
status quo.Thus, changes in power throughout the world illustrate that explicitly addressing the illegitimate aspect of group based power has served
the disadvantaged group members’ interest in social change.
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We further note that members of disadvantaged groups may not want to avoid addressing commonalities altogether when interacting with
QIQFIVWSJEHZERXEKIHKVSYTW(VE[MRKEXXIRXMSRXSGSQQSREPMXMIWGERFIFIRI½GMEPJSVHMWEHZERXEKIHKVSYTWFIGEYWIMXJSWXIVWTSWMXMZI
connections with those of higher status and greater power in society. In addition, members of disadvantaged groups can sensitize members of
advantaged groups to issues of social injustice by emphasizing common connections between the groups while simultaneously making group
disparities salient.

By now we have left behind the notion of
power as a simple matter of force or coercion.
Power is instead depicted here as a relational
concept. Our everyday language is rather
revealing in this respect. The word ‘power’
is often accompanied by other descriptive
words. Gaventa explains: ‘Power “over” refers
to the ability of the powerful to affect the
actions and thought of the powerless. The
power “to” is important for the capacity to
act, to exercise agency and to realise the
potential of rights, citizenship or voice. Power

“within” often refers to gaining the sense of
WIPJMHIRXMX]GSR½HIRGIERHE[EVIRIWWXLEXMW
a precondition for action. Power “with” refers
to the synergy which can emerge through
partnerships and collaboration with others,
or through processes of collective action and
alliance building.’258
I observed earlier that sometimes D+D
might not be the best course of action. I
have met PE practitioners who dread the
possibility of being seen as not taking sides

on an issue where they feel they should.
There is no way around this. In my view PE
practitioners face the choice of being either
advocates or facilitators. I cannot imagine
how they might wear both hats at the same
time during the same process. Personally, I
agree with Lederach’s take on this dilemma:
‘Advocacy chooses to stand by one side for
justice’s sake. Mediation chooses to stand in
connection to all sides for justice’s sake.’259 As
IZIVGSRXI\XERHVI¾IGXMZITVEGXMGIEVIXLI
names of the game.

8.4 Egalitarian reciprocity: the cornerstone in D+D
A lot of thinking about D+D is focussed
on ensuring that the process is just, while
assuming that a just process produces
just results. That is why political theorists
like Benhabib argue that respect is more
important than equality in forging and
maintaining a dialogic relationship. As Burbules
puts it, ‘people will not know the same things,
or the same amount; they will not always
agree with one another, or always understand
one another. If exact similarity or compatibility
were necessary for dialogue, it would rarely
happen. But in place of these, respect for one
another can sustain the relation even in the
face of sharp differences in knowledge, value,
or belief.’
Therefore, continues Burbules, ‘equality
per se is not necessary for dialogue to
exist’. Moreover, the fact that participants
‘are unequal in knowledge, experience
or intelligence is not a detriment to the

possibilities of dialogue – on the contrary,
it often helps explain why partners are
drawn into relation with one another’. And
he concludes: ‘Two other characteristics
are more important than equality for this
dialogical relation to succeed. There must
be some level of reciprocity that binds the
partners together in a mutual relation of
concern and respect (a relation that is fully
cognizant of their differences); and there must
be a real chance for everyone concerned to
participate in, contribute to, or withdraw from
the discussion.’
Summing up, egalitarian reciprocity can be seen
as the cornerstone of D+D processes. The
essence of this principle is summarised by
Benhabib as follows:
 ³)EGLTEVXMGMTERXQYWXLEZIERIUYEP
chance to initiate and to continue
communication.

 )EGLQYWXLEZIERIUYEPGLERGIXS
make assertions, recommendations, and
explanations.
 %PPQYWXLEZIIUYEPGLERGIWXSI\TPEMR
their wishes, desires, and feelings.
 %RH½REPP][MXLMRXLIWMXYEXMSRSJHMEPSKYI
speakers must feel free to thematize those
power relations which in ordinary contexts
would constrain the wholly free articulation
of opinions and positions.
 8SKIXLIVXLIWIGSRHMXMSRWWTIGMJ]ERSVQ
of communication that can be named one
of egalitarian reciprocity.’
All in all, power issues are at the very
centre of policy-related D+D practice, and
dialogic public engagement in general. Here,
experienced practitioners often follow on the
steps of classic pragmatism: ‘Dealing with our
differences means, then, to recognize power
differences but not to resign ourselves to
them, so we can come to see difference as
ineradicable and yet not paralyzing.’
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9.1 Spaces for D+D in research and policy contexts
If we understand communication as ‘the
observable part of a relationship,’ then
it is imperative to think about the kinds of
relationships fostered by the current public
engagement (PE) agenda in UK universities
and research organisations. There are
obvious differences between approaches
in which academia talks down to the world,
and others in which it tries to create worldly
spaces for collaborative inquiry. Both have
different political implications for our work
as researchers and PE practitioners, as well
as for the role that our organisations play in
democracy.
Public dialogue and deliberation remain
relatively marginal activities within the
mainstream PE agenda, but their
prominence is increasing. There are many
initiatives opening pathways in that direction,
EW]SYGERWIIMR%TTIRHM\7SQISJXLIQ

are academic/public interfaces (e.g. Edinburgh
9RMZIVWMX]´W4YFPMG4SPMG]2IX[SVO
www.publicpolicynetwork.ed.ac.uk) whose
work is premised on the idea of recasting
universities as public spaces for informed
talk. That is, of course, not only academicallyinformed talk, but also conversations that
bring together multiple forms of knowledge
based on personal and professional
experiences, stories, testimonies, and
emotions.
2YHKMRKEGEHIQMEXSXEOIEQSVIEGXMZI
role in fostering civic participation is not
an easy task. Most of our institutions work
comfortably within technocratic cultures that
privilege elite-led policy-making. Moreover,
they are often hard-pressed by the demands
of the latest managerial turn (e.g. Impact),
[LMGLSJXIRGSRXVMFYXIWXSJYVXLIVGSR¾EXI
different – sometimes contradictory –

agendas (i.e. Public Engagement, Knowledge
Exchange, Commercialisation). For these and
other reasons, facilitating civic participation is
nowhere near the top of the agenda.
Furthermore, some even argue that
academic settings are not necessarily safe
havens for dialogic communication: ‘academic
culture often rewards an aggressive style
of communication, epitomized by an
“adversary method” which assumes that the
best way to evaluate another’s ideas is to
attack them.’ That has not been, however,
my own experience. On the contrary, I
often witness how researchers and PE
practitioners strive to create the sort of
spaces for dialogic inquiry that would very
QYGLFIRI½XSXLIVGSRXI\XWMRSYVTYFPMG
WTLIVI2SRIXLIPIWWQER]SJXLIQW[MQ
against a tide of conventions, prejudices, and
misunderstandings that can make dialogic
engagement an uphill struggle.

Box 27 – Academia, politics, and music. Excerpt from Forester (2009, p. 76)268
Our political and academic institutions train us to treat disputes as fuel for debate. We need to resist that training and instead encourage,
model, and experiment with dialogical and negotiated alternatives that might produce real mutual gains for adversarial stakeholders.
We might think more here about how musicians settle disputes in a performing trio or quartet – and less about how poker players play
their hands. With no shortage of strong and deep feelings, when musicians differ about the almost inexpressible, they seem to debate
less and listen more: ‘Let’s try this way,’ ‘What if we played it like this?’ They might teach us about dealing with deep differences: sketch and
suggest, probe and explore more, rationalize and argue less.

4MR4IRQER6  Reconstructing communicating: looking to a future1EL[EL2.0E[VIRGI)VPFEYQ%WWSGMEXIW
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In thinking about how we can make public
engagement more dialogic, we are setting
SYVWIPZIWEHMJ½GYPXXEWO1ER]SJYW[SVO
in organisations that do not necessarily see
citizens, stakeholders, communities, or publics
as partners in a collaborative relationship.
Instead, they are often seen as targets for our
work, or as mere bystanders. This may seem
appropriate in some areas, but that may not
be the case in many others (see an example
in Box 38). Indeed, much of our research has
ethical and political dimensions that should
be publicly discussed. Instead, research is too

often handed down from the pedestal of our
privileged positions.
An alternative vision, however, has already
been articulated in the social sciences. A
dialogic social science ‘incorporates and,
if successful, is itself incorporated into a
polyphony of voices, with no one voice,
including that of the researcher, claiming
½REPEYXLSVMX]´ These ideas stem from
2MIX^WGLI´WXEOISRSFNIGXMZMX]ERHGSMRUYMV]
‘the more affects we allow to speak about one
thing, the more eyes, different eyes, we can use

to observe one thing, the more complete will
our “concept” of this thing, our “objectivity”,
be’. From this perspective, objectivity is not
the ‘contemplation without interest’ implied in
some uses of the term, but the employment
of ‘a variety of perspectives and affective
interpretations in the service of knowledge.’270
This is the idea of objectivity that underpins
co-inquiry, and that stakes out the case for
collective intelligence epitomised in the Jain/
Buddhist story of the blind men and the
elephant that we saw earlier (Box 7).

Box 28 – Building a community of inquiry to deal with the ethics and politics of technology:
The Brain Imaging Deliberative Dialogue271

8LI&VEMR-QEKMRK(IPMFIVEXMZI(MEPSKYI &-(( XSSOTPEGIMR7GSXPERHHYVMRK-XFVSYKLXXSKIXLIVREXMSREPERHMRXIVREXMSREP
scientists, health practitioners, sociologists, philosophers, ethicists, religious representatives, political scientists, citizens, policy makers,
and legal experts in a series of deliberative events about new, non-medical uses of Brain Imaging Technologies around the world (e.g.
neuro-marketing, neuro-security, lie detection, etc).
The BIDD represented an effort to create a community of inquiry to explore the ethical and political implications of current and
future uses of the technology, in order to contribute to policy deliberation in Scotland. Accordingly, the BIDD offers an example of a
WGMIRXM½GGSQQYRMX]VIEGLMRKFI]SRHXLIMVGSQJSVX^SRIMRSVHIVXS
 I\TPSVIXLIWSGMIXEPMQTPMGEXMSRWSJXLIMVVIWIEVGL
 FISTIRXSTYFPMGWGVYXMR]
 JSWXIVMRXIVHMWGMTPMREV]HIPMFIVEXMSR
 KEXLIVMRXIPPMKIRGIJVSQHMZIVWIWSQIXMQIWSTTSWIHTIVWTIGXMZIW
 TVSZMHIXLIKVSYRH[SVOJSVJYVXLIVTYFPMGERHTSPMG]HIPMFIVEXMSR
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it can succeed again, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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Our organisations do not operate in a
vacuum. Ultimately, their PE activity depends
on broader contexts, including policy-making
cultures. The PE agenda itself is not an isolated
phenomenon. It is connected to broader
social and political changes from traditional
models of technocratic government to new
arrangements of participatory and networked
governance. These changes have reshaped the
landscape of entire policy areas such as local
governance, health, science and technology,
planning, or the environment. Although
there is a well-rehearsed, self-referential
narrative in the academic world about
the move from the model of Public
Understanding of Science (public education,
one-way communication) to that of Public
Engagement (public participation, two-way
communication), the PE academic agenda
cannot be understood without considering
those broader changes that have been in
the making for the past half-century. In other
words, it is inseparable from the processes of
steady renegotiation of democratic practices
in a variety of contexts.272
To be clear, I am not arguing here that there
has been some sort of clear-cut transition
between clear-cut models. Instead, they
coexist, collide, and evolve as they reciprocally
shape each other through myriad practices
on the ground. For instance, the PE agenda
has not supplanted PUS but, arguably, has
added a layer of sophistication to what still
seems a mainstream quest for improved
WGMIRXM½GTYFPMGPMXIVEG]273
Similarly – in terms of dynamics between
idealised models – the relationship between
traditional representative democracy (i.e.

party politics, elected representatives,
technocratic and elitist policy making)
and new arrangements of participatory
democracy (collaborative policy-making,
D+D processes, citizen empowerment) is
not an easy one. The practical frictions
between both models are beginning to be
well documented.274
In my view, PE practitioners tasked with
creating spaces for D+D are at the forefront
of the processes where those frictions are
negotiated on a daily basis. For instance,
even when they manage to set in motion
substantial D+D, it is seldom clear how it
is then connected to ongoing policy and
decision making. Indeed, one of the biggest
challenges that they face stems from the lack
of capacity in many policy-making arenas to
uptake the results of D+D processes.275
To be sure, I am not suggesting that
decision-makers must always, and under any
circumstance, follow the recommendations
produced in a D+D process. In fact, as
Kadlec and Friedman put it, ‘given the
horrendous conditions for public deliberation
that typically prevail and the resulting
incoherent, inarticulate and confused state
of public opinion and discourse, it would
be irresponsible of leaders not to look long
and critically at anything that passes across
their desk bearing the imprint “the public’s
will.” We do think, however, that leaders and
experts are well served, and in a very real
sense obligated – as leaders, citizens and
FIRI½GMEVMIWSJEHIQSGVEXMGWSGMIX]¯XSXEOI
seriously sincere and carefully constructed
deliberations by citizens and to respond to
them in authentic ways that move the policy
process and debate forward.’

Some argue that D+D does not suit
policy-making contexts because they
are characterised by short-term cycles.
Depending on a range of factors (nature of
the issues, scale of participation, etc), D+D
can take longer than standard consultation,
expert committees, or unilateral decisionmaking. However, some traditional forms of
policy making can produce or accentuate
GSR¾MGXW[LMGLER][E]QE]GSRWMHIVEFP]
extend the length of the process (see the
I\EQTPIMRWIGXMSR )ZIR[SVWIXLI]
may result in blockage and, ultimately, inaction.
One of the reasons I wanted to write
this booklet is because calling for more
opportunities for citizen participation
is no longer enough. There are a lot of
opportunities out there. But there are also
some worrying dynamics at play, as we begin
to question the quality of communication
and process that characterises those
opportunities. Forester puts it this way:
‘Citizens…have been “civically dulled.” There’s
a way in which representative democracy
has invented ways for citizen participation
that are antithetical to that participation. They
turn people off, they make it so “peanuts” for
people to engage in civic life that most people
won’t do it because they think it’s going to be
a meeting like those meetings that they once
participated in and hated.’277
In sum, as PE practitioners, we must focus
not only on fostering genuine (purposeful)
participatory processes, but also on
how public engagement takes place: the
experiential and communicative dimension
that has been the focus of this booklet.
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9.2 Our role as D+D facilitators
Academics, researchers, and knowledge
exchange and PE practitioners can play an
important role as organisers and facilitators
of D+D processes. This is nothing really new.
The idea of the university as a beacon for
meaningful talk is a centuries-old project. Our
universities and research organisations can
provide much needed mediated spaces in
the policy contexts where we do research,
knowledge exchange, and public engagement.
Fostering spaces for D+D in academic and
policy contexts requires a particular type
of leadership. At organisational level, it calls
JSVVIPEXMSREPPIEHIVWLMT[LIVIXLIHI½RMRK
task is to develop collaborative ‘webs of
relationships with others rather than handing
down visions, strategies, and plans.’278 This is
increasingly common as our organisations
EHETXXSXLIRIX[SVOIHREXYVISJXLI½IPHW
where they operate. Similarly, fostering D+D
processes requires facilitative leadership.279
This means that, when we take on the role
of D+D facilitators we try to relinquish our
privileges as experts and become curators of

a process of inquiry that seeks to summon a
‘polyphony of voices.’280
As researchers, we develop projects that have
ERMQTEGXSREVERKISJ½IPHWSJTVEGXMGI
In some areas, our traditional standing as
experts still cuts it. The researcher’s goal is
to illuminate those areas and contribute
to discussions within communities of
place, practice, or interest. However, in
many other areas, our understanding of
the intertwinement between power and
knowledge has eroded the traditional aura
of expertise. For instance, policy decisions
that are presented as taken on technical
SVWGMIRXM½GKVSYRHWEVISJXIRWLS[RXS
be full of political choices and value-laden
implications. We cannot get away from
the role of values in public policy: There is
no such thing as purely technical solutions to
WSGMEPTVSFPIQWRSVZEPYIRIYXVEPWGMIRXM½G
endeavours or technological advances.282
Insofar as we are human, we are social. Insofar
as we live in society, we are political, and thus
value-laden.283

Once we accept the political and
argumentative dimension of the policyrelated areas where we work, our roles as
researchers and PE practitioners can be
seen in a different light.284 The complexity of
many social problems, and the impossibility
SJTYVIP]XIGLRMGEPWSPYXMSRWSVI\TIVX½\IW
has carved up a space for citizen participation
in policy making.285 That is to say, once we
move to a scenario where we understand
that values (and not only ‘evidence’) are
intrinsic to all policy action, then democratic
HIPMFIVEXMSRFIGSQIWGIRXVEP-XMWHMJ½GYPXXS
justify that only experts and decision makers
should have a say on issues which are not
purely technical, but value-laden, and which
have profound societal implications. This is
perhaps one of the most powerful arguments
for public D+D. From this perspective,
and following on the steps of pragmatism,
the development of collective capacity for
democratic problem-solving becomes central
(see Box 29).

Box 29 - Three strategies to deal with wicked issues. Excerpt from Roberts (2002, p. 10)286
How does one cope with wicked situations? Three strategies are possible: competitive, authoritative, and collaborative … A competitive
WXVEXIK]TMXWSRITEVX]EKEMRWXERSXLIVYRXMPSRIMWHIGPEVIHXLI[MRRIVERHXLISXLIVXLIPSWIV;MRRIVWXLIRGPEMQXLIMV³VMKLX´XSHI½RI
the problem and to impose their preferred solution on to everyone else. An authoritative strategy attempts to ‘tame’ wicked problems
by turning them over to an authority or to experts who have the power to frame the problem and chose their preferred solution.
Others then defer to the ruling of the authorities and experts on what the problem is and how it will be resolved. A collaborative
WXVEXIK]WIIOWXSFVMRKEPPWXEOILSPHIVWSVXLIMVVITVIWIRXEXMZIWXSKIXLIVXSNSMRXP]HI½RIETVSFPIQERHWIPIGXETVIJIVVIH[E]SJ
HIEPMRK[MXLMX7MRGI[MGOIHWMXYEXMSRWEVIWSGMEPP]HI½RIHMXWXERHWXSVIEWSRXLEXXLIMVEREP]WMWERHXVIEXQIRXVIUYMVIWXLIGSPPIGXMZI
intelligence and sense making capability of all concerned rather than just winners or powerholders and experts.
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An interesting alternative role for researchers
and PE practitioners is, therefore, to act as
facilitators of dialogic inquiry. The idea is to
become, ‘engaged change agents’287 who work
on creating collaborative interfaces. Our job
here is not to provide a recipe or expert
solution, but to foster D+D processes where
communities of inquiry can be built in order
to co-create meaning that enables further
action. In sum, it is about becoming curators
of participatory processes oriented towards
dialogic meaning-making. Following Wagenaar:

‘Dialogical meaning is about the joint creation
of meaning, and the genuine attempt to
overcome failures of communication between
societal groups.’288
In sum, we can contribute to D+D processes
in three important ways. Firstly, we can
participate in communities of inquiry and
share the insight and implications that derive
from our research (or, depending on the
context, lobby for our preferred policy
option). We have been generally good at
these activities for some time. Secondly,

there is another option emerging from the
GLEPPIRKIW[IJEGIMRSYV½IPHWSJTVEGXMGI
We can choose to become facilitators that
create D+D spaces, and thus focus not on
presenting our preferred alternative, but on
crafting a participatory process that explores
a range of alternatives collaboratively. A third,
interesting option is to combine both our
roles as researchers and facilitators in what is
often called action research or participatory
research.289 In whatever role we undertake, a
communication perspective on D+D should
be helpful.
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9.3 Coda
Where there is more participation, there is more dialogue and deliberation, more chances to develop bonds of personal trust and
PS]EPX]ERHKVIEXIVGETEGMX]XS[SVOSYXGSR¾MGXW[MXLQE\MQEPGSRWMHIVEXMSRSJGSR¾MGXMRKMRXIVIWXW 7XSRIT 
There are many different varieties, forms, and patterns of communication. It is our belief that participatory democracy works best
when there is a complex array of communication patterns available, each intersecting with the others to create a robust and vibrant
TYFPMGWTLIVI 7TERST 

The belief in dialogue and deliberation is
politically rooted in ideas about participatory
democracy and social justice. It implies
caring about the social fabric of communities
and recognizing our collective problemsolving capacity as citizens. Or as Dewey
put it, it implies accepting that we lay ‘in the
lap of an immense intelligence’, and that
often ‘that intelligence is dormant and its
communications are broken, inarticulate and
faint until it possesses the local community as
its medium.’292
There are many projects that work with
this premise in mind. For example, citizens’
assembly initiatives constitute a relatively
new but promising phenomenon.293 The
initiatives vary. There are assemblies that
work in invited spaces like in British Columbia
WII&S\ 8LIVIEVISXLIVWXLEXKVS[
from invented (uninvited) spaces like the
WXYHIRXW´EWWIQFPMIWMR7ERXMEKS WII&S\ 
or more recently in Spain.294 And there are
XLSWIXLEXHIJ]XLMWGPEWWM½GEXMSRSVMKMREXMRK
in invented spaces that then develop into
SJ½GMEPMRMXMEXMZIWEWMR-GIPERH2958LIHI½RMRK
characteristics of these assemblies are their
non-partisanship, their diverse membership,
and their use of D+D processes. These
and many other projects are rekindling the
century-old pragmatist vision of deepening
democracy through communication in public
forums.

In this booklet, I have focussed on
interpersonal communication, and on
bringing together ideas about dialogue and
deliberation that may help us to understand
and enhance interaction in public engagement
processes. My focus has been motivated by
personal and professional experiences. There
is a sizeable body of literature on citizen
engagement, but it often ignores that which
is at the heart of participatory processes,
namely, face-to-face communication.
We are not short of techniques and formats
for PE and participatory policy-making.
What I have tried to highlight is that we
must also pay careful attention to the quality
of communication that unfolds in those
formats and processes. I have differentiated
dialogue, which is focused on building
understanding and relationships, from
deliberation, which is focused on evaluating
alternatives and decision-making, in order to
emphasise that they entail different patterns
of communication. I have also suggested
that they can be combined for constructive
participation.
%TTIRHM\TVSZMHIWEPMWXSJVIWSYVGIW
(websites, handbooks, toolkits, case studies,
networks, pamphlets) which, in addition
to the bibliography, present a range of
perspectives and approaches to dialogue,

deliberation, and citizen participation. Follow
XLIQXS½RHXIGLRMUYIWQIXLSHWERHGEWI
studies of various processes around the
world. In this booklet, I have tried to provide
an overview of the communication patterns
which bring those formats and processes to
life.
Of course, much of what I have said
presupposes that there is clarity about what
our universities, governments, and public and
third sector organisations, seek to achieve
through public engagement. Unfortunately,
we still lack that sort of clarity in many of the
contexts where PE practitioners work.
PE practitioners rely on their knowledge
(local, political, professional, experiential,
emotional) in order to strive in complex
and politically charged environments. Their
approach to D+D often echoes pragmatist
philosophy: they engage with practice, learn
how practice shapes and is shaped by
context, and navigate the tensions involved.
This booklet has hopefully provided a map
of those tensions, and some ideas on how to
negotiate alternative routes.

)HMRFYVKLERH;VSGPE[3GXSFIV
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APPENDIX 1 – RESOURCES ON PUBLIC DIALOGUE,
DELIBERATION, AND PARTICIPATION

ONLINE RESOURCES AND NETWORKS
 &IEGSRWJSV4YFPMG)RKEKIQIRX 9/ www.publicengagement.ac.uk
 'EJq7GMIRXM½UYI 9/ [[[GEJIWGMIRXM½UYISVK
 (ERE'IRXVI 9/ www.danacentre.org.uk
 (IQSGW 9/ www.neweconomics.org/projects/democs
 (MEPSKYI=SYXL 7GSXPERH www.dialogueyouth.org
 +IRKEKI 7GSXPERH www.gengage.org.uk
 +IRSQMGW*SVYQ 7GSXPERH www.genomicsnetwork.ac.uk/forum
 -RZSPZI 9/ www.involve.org.uk
 -RXIVREXMSREP%WWSGMEXMSRJSV4YFPMG4EVXMGMTEXMSRwww.iap2.org
 /)873 9/ www.ketso.com
 2EXMSREP'SEPMXMSRJSV(MEPSKYIERH(IPMFIVEXMSR 97% http://ncdd.org
 4EVXMGMTIHMEwww.participedia.net
 4ISTPIERH4EVXMGMTEXMSR2IX[SVO 9/ www.peopleandparticipation.net
 4PERRMRK%MH 7GSXPERH www.planningaidscotland.org.uk
 4YFPMG'SRZIVWEXMSRW4VSNIGX 97% www.publicconversations.org
 4YFPMG(MEPSKYI'SRWSVXMYQ 97% http://publicdialogue.org
 4YFPMG4SPMG]2IX[SVO 7GSXPERH www.publicpolicynetwork.ed.ac.uk
 7GMIRGI[MWI¯)\TIVX6IWSYVGI'IRXVISR(MEPSKYI 9/ http://www.sciencewise-erc.org.uk
 7GSXXMWL,IEPXL'SYRGMPwww.scottishhealthcouncil.org/home.aspx
 8LI;SVPH'EJq 97% www.theworldcafe.com
 ;SWO'IRXVIJSV(MEPSKYI 'EREHE www.sfu.ca/dialog
 ;EXIV*SVYQ 'EREHE http://www.waterforum.org/about.cfm

,%2(&33/7%2(8330/-87
 *EYPORIV;  Dialogue in public engagement: A handbook, Edinburgh: Edinburgh Beltane (UK Beacons for Public Engagement).
Available: http://edinburghbeltane.net/content/dialoguehandbook.
 (MEPSKYIF](IWMKR  A Handbook of Public & Stakeholder Engagement, Available: www.dialoguebydesign.net/resources/handbook.htm
 ,IV^MK1 'LERMR1  'SRWXVYGXMZIGSRZIVWEXMSRWEFSYXXLI-WVEIPM4EPIWXMRMERGSR¾MGX. Watertown: Public Conversations Project. Available:
www.publicconversations.org/resources/guides
 ,IV^MK1 'LEWMR0  Fostering dialogue across divides. A nuts and bolts guide from the Public Conversations Project. Watertown: Public
Conversations Project. Available: www.publicconversations.org/resources/guides
 ,YRNER6ENM 4IXXMX.IXLVS  Power: A practical guide for facilitating social change, Carnegie UK Trust.
Available: www.carnegieuktrust.org.uk/publications/2010/power---a-practical-guide-for-facilitating-social 4IEVGI/  Making better social worlds: Engaging and facilitating dialogic communication, Redwood City: Pearce Associates.
 4YFPMG'SRZIVWEXMSRW4VSNIGX  PCP dialogue tool box. Watertown: Public Conversations Project.
Available: www.publicconversations.org/resources/pcp-dialogue-tool-box
 4YFPMG'SRZIVWEXMSRW4VSNIGX  Constructive conversations about challenging times. A guide to community dialogue. Watertown: Public
Conversations Project. Available: www.publicconversations.org/resources/guides
 7GSXXMWL,IEPXL'SYRGMP  The Participation Toolkit. Supporting Patient Focus and Public Involvement in NHS Sctoland. Scottish Health Council.
Available: www.scottishhealthcouncil.org/patient__public_participation/participation_toolkit/the_participation_toolkit.aspx
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 7YWWOMRH01G/IEVRER7 8LSQEW0EVQIV.  The consensus building handbook: a comprehensive guide to reaching agreement, Thousand
Oaks; Calif.; London: Sage Publications.
 8LI.IJJIVWSR'IRXIV  Citizens Jury handbook. The Jefferson Center. Available at www.jefferson-center.org

KEY READINGS AND CASE STUDIES
 %RHIVWSR6&E\XIV0% 'MWWRE/2  Dialogue: theorizing difference in communication studies, Thousand Oaks, Calif.: Sage Publications.
 &EVRIW12I[QER. 7YPPMZER,  Power, participation and political renewal: case studies in public participation, Bristol: The Policy Press.
 &VSHMI)'S[PMRK)2MWWIR24EMRI%).SGLYQ: ;EVFYVXSR(Understanding participation: A literature review. Institute for
:SPYRXIIVMRK6IWIEVGL-RZSPZIERH2':3%ZEMPEFPIhttp://pathwaysthroughparticipation.org.uk/resources/literaturereview?%GGIWWIH
1EVGLA
 &VSHMI),YKLIW8.SGLYQ:1MPPIV73GOIRHIR2 ;EVFYVXSR(Pathways through participation: What creates and sustains
active citizenship?-RWXMXYXIJSV:SPYRXIIVMRK6IWIEVGL-RZSPZIERH2':3%ZEMPEFPIhttp://pathwaysthroughparticipation.org.uk/resources/
½REPVITSVX?%GGIWWIH7ITXIQFIVA
 *SVIWXIV.  Dealing with differences: dramas of mediating public disputes, Oxford: Oxford University Press.
 +EWXMP. 0IZMRI4  8LIHIPMFIVEXMZIHIQSGVEG]LERHFSSO7XVEXIKMIWJSVIJJIGXMZIGMZMGIRKEKIQIRXMRXLIX[IRX]½VWXGIRXYV] San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass.
 -RRIW.) &SSLIV()  'SPPEFSVEXMZITSPMG]QEOMRKKSZIVRERGIXLVSYKLHMEPSKYI-R,%.)61% ;%+)2%%6, IHW 
Deliberative Policy Analysis: Understanding Governance in the Network Society. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
 -RRIW.) &SSLIV()  Planning with complexity: an introduction to collaborative rationality for public policy, %FMRKHSR2I[=SVO
Routledge.
 -RZSPZI  People & participation. How to put citizens at the heart of decision-making.
Available: www.involve.org.uk/people-and-participation
 3YV0MJI/I]½RHMRKWJVSQ3YV0MJI´WWYVZI]SJGSQQYRMX]IRKEKIQIRXTVEGXMXMSRIVW. Manchester: Our Life.
Available: http://www.ourlife.org.uk/
 4IEVGI/ 4IEVGI;  8LI4YFPMG(MEPSKYI'SRWSVXMYQ´WWGLSSP[MHIHMEPSKYITVSGIWWEGSQQYRMGEXMSRETTVSEGLXSHIZIPST
citizenship skills and enhance school climate. Communication Theory,¯
 4IEVGI; 4IEVGI/  8EOMRKEGSQQYRMGEXMSRTIVWTIGXMZISRHMEPSKYI-R%2()67326&%<8)60% '-772%/2 IHW 
Dialogue: theorizing difference in communication studies. Thousand Oaks, Calif.: Sage Publications.
 43;)6Power to the people. The report of Power: An independent inquiry into Britain’s democracy. York: The POWER Inquiry Available:
www.powerinquiry.org/report/index.php?%GGIWWIH%TVMPA
 6STIV.>SVR8 ;IEZIV'/  Science dialogues. The communicative properties of science and technology dialogue,2I[>IEPERH
Ministry of Research, Science and Technology.
 7QMXL+  Beyond the ballot. 57 Democratic innovations from around the world, London: The POWER Inquiry.
 7TERS7.  Public dialogue and participatory democracy. The Cupertino Community Project,2I[.IVWI],EQTXSR4VIWW
 ;EVFYVXSR(;MPWSR6 6EMRFS[)Making a difference: A guide to evaluating public participation in central government. Department of
Constitutional Affairs and Involve. Available: www.involve.org.uk/evaluation
 ;EVVIR1) 4IEVWI, IHW   Designing deliberative democracy. The British Columbia Citizens’ Assembly, Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press.
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